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Observational Effects of Strong Gravity 

by Kristian R. C. Beckwith 

PhD Thesis, October 2005 

Abstract 

I t is now a century since Einstein tore down the edifice of classical physics, ultimately 

replacing it with his crowning achievement, the General Theory of Relativity, the most 

remarkable prediction of which is the black hole. There are many astrophysical examples 

of black holes, understanding which has long been a goal of high-energy astronomy. We 

review how these observations can be explained in terms of a two-phase accretion flow. 

Hard X-ray photons produced in an optically thin gas are reflected from a cool accretion 

disk, resulting in a complex reflection spectra, which are dominated by a narrow Iron 

Ka fluorescence feature at 6.4 keV (dependent on the ionisation state of the cool disk). 

The photons that form this spectral feature originate in rapidly moving material, close 

to the black event horizon. They are therefore subject to the combined dynamical effects 

of the accretion disk and those of General Relativity, resulting in a highly broadened line 

profile. The observed form of the line can then, in principle, be used as a test of the 

strong gravitational field of the black hole. 

We have developed a new, extremely fast strong gravity code that accurately calculates 

the effect of strong gravity on photons originating close to the black hole event horizon, 

including the ability to calculate the trajectories of photons that perform multiple orbits 

of the black hole. We compare results from the code to the standard models describing 

relativistic smeared lines available to the commimity, finding that they match to within 

< 5%. We apply this code to the observed shape of the Iron K a line and show that 



the (poorly understood) vertical structure of the accretion disk strongly affects the de

rived radial emissivity profile, which has important consequences for the interpretation of 

observational data. 

Following on from this, we consider the spectral and imaging properties of thin Keple-

rian accretion disks, fully including the effects of photons that perform midtiple orbits of 

the black hole. Viewed at high inchnations, these photons can carry as much as ~ 60% of 

the total luminosity of the system, which returns to the disk at a range of radii. At low 

inclinations, the multiple orbit photons re-intercept the disk plane close to the black hole. 

For a Schwarzschild black hole, this lies within the plunging region and so the photons 

need not be absorbed by the disk. The resultant ring is bright it may well be possible to 

use these as a future test of strong gravity via X-ray interferometric images of accreting 

black holes. 

Finally, we examine the observational properties of accretion flows where angular 

momentum transport is provided by the Magneto-Rotational Instability. I t is shown that 

the dissipation profile derived from the magnetic 4-current density in these simvdations 

provides a remarkably close match to that derived from the standard relativistic disk 

model at large radii. At small radii however, the descriptions of dissipation in the two 

models are rather different, which has important observational consequences. W i t h this 

model of dissipation, we examine the observed properties of optically thin accretion flows, 

discussing the implications of these calculations for the low / hard state of Galactic Black 

Holes. Additionally, we describe a simple reflection geometry for Iron Ka fluorescence, 

assuming that this MHD flow is optically thick in the equatorial plane. The resultant line 

shapes are markedly different to those predicted in the standard relativistic disk model, 

showing that the (ciurrently unknown) flow dynamics are also important in shaping the 

Hne. 
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Chapter 1 

General Relativity and 

The Failure of Classical 

Physics 

Abstract 

The failme of the Michelson-Morley experiment led to the downfall of classical physics as 

the description of the imiverse. Einstein, exactly one century ago\ seized this remarkable 

opportvmity with breath-taking audacity, remoulding the classical concepts of space and 

time into a singular entity, spacetime. However, these ideas were directly in conflict with 

Newtonian Gravity, which led Einstein to his crowning achievement, the General Theory 

of Relativity. To date, this modern theory of gravity has passed every test to which it 

has been subject with flying colours, but what of the futine? As an introduction to the 

remainder of this work, we outline the shortcomings of classical physics and how these led 

Einstein to a General Theory of Relativity, along with one of the theories most remarkable 

predictions, the Black Hole. 

1.1 The Failure of Classical Physics 

The beginning of the twentieth centiny witnessed a remarkable revolution in our under

standing of the universe. The failure of the Michelson-Morley experiment to detect the 

^at the time of writing 
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motion of the Earth through the mysterious ether, through which it was thought that 

Maxwell's Electromagnetic waves must propagate, lead to the realisation that 'something 

was rotten in the state of Demnark'. At the time, a little known Swiss patent clerk 

wondered with his friends as to whether one would see ones image in a mirror whilst 

travelling at the speed of light. This simple puzzle marked the beginning of a quest that 

would shatter classical physics, for the young patent clerk was Albert Einstein. 

Einstein finally rejected the notion of the all-pervading ether, leading to his 1905 

paper, 'On the Electrodynamics of Moving Bodies' (Einstein, 1905), containing his two 

famous postulates of Special Relativity: 

The phenomena of electrodynamics as well as of mechanics possesses no prop

erties corresponding to the idea of absolute rest. They suggest rather that 

... the same laws of electrodynamics and optics will be valid for all frames 

of reference for which the equations of mechanics hold good. We will raise 

this conjecture (the purport of which wiU hereafter be called the 'Principle of 

Relativity') to the status of a postulate, and also introduce another postulate, 

which is only apparently irreconcilable to the former, namely, that light is al

ways propagated in empty space with a definite speed c which is independent 

of the state of motion of the emitting body 

These two postulates enable Einstein to derive the transformation (previously derived 

by Lorentz, see e.g. Lorentz, 1928) between two inertial firames, S, S' moving with relative 

velocity u: 

x' = ^{x-uty, y' = y; z'= z; t'= j{t - ^ =-=== (1.1) 

Clearly, the application of the Lorentz Transformations result in the mixing of the 

spatial and temporal co-ordinates (rotation in a four-dimensional space). Space and time 

can no longer be considered as distinct entities, but instead must be imified into a single 

whole, spacetime. 
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The fundamental implications of Special Relativity for classical physics do not finish 
there, however. Newtonian mechanics, based on the Galilean transformation was refor
mulated such that i t was consistent with the Lorentz transformations, a tedious process 
that is discussed in many texts on the subject (see e.g. Jackson, 1975). More interestingly. 
Special Relativity is fundamentally incompatible with the 'jewel in the crown' of classical 
physics, Newtonian Gravity Newton's Universal Law of Gravitation tells us that the 
gravitational force between two bodies, Fq is proportional to their masses, mi ,m2 and 
inversely proportional to the square of the separation between them, r^: 

Of (1-2) 

However, Newtonian gravity makes no comment about the nature of transmission of this 

force that Unks the two bodes. Furthermore, the theory predicts that changes in the mass 

of either of the bodies, or the separation between them results in an instantaneous change 

in this force. This prediction is clearly at odds with Special Relativity, where nothing can 

travel faster than the speed of light. 

There is a further question upon which Newtonian gravity is distiurbingly silent. New-

tons First Law of Motion states that the acceleration of a body, a is equal to the force 

acting upon i t , divided by the inertial mass of the body, m,: 

F 
a=— (1.3) rrii 

For a body falling under the influence of the gravitational field of a body of mass, M , we 

therefore have that: 
G M m „ 

a = r2 rrii 
(1.4) 

Here, G is Newton's Universal Gravitational constant and rug is the gravitational mass 

of the falling body. Experimentally it is found that that the ratio rrig/mi is a constant 

to one part in 10^ ,̂ yet Newtonian gravity gives no indication as to why this should be 

the case. Contrast this with the situation in Electromagnetism, where the force acting 
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between two charged particles (with charges 61,62, masses m i , 777,2) is given by: 

6162 F = k-
r2 

In this case, the acceleration acting on particle 1 due to particle 2 is given by: 

, 62 61 
mi 

Here, the ratio e i / m i varies hugely, for example, electrons and protons both posses the 

same charge, yet their masses differ by three orders of magnitude. 

In fact, this equivalence of inertial and gravitation mass presents Special Relativity 

with something of a problem. If these masses are equivalent, then it is impossible to 

distinguish between a free-falling reference frame in a gravitational field and an accelerated 

reference frame in free space. Special Relativity is a theory of inertial, not accelerated 

frames and if we cannot distinguish between a free-falling frame in a gravitational field 

and an accelerated frame in free space, then an inertial frame carmot be applied in the 

presence of a gravitational field. 

Einstein, however, was able to turn this seemingly fimdamental contradiction to his 

advantage in 1907, when he had what he later described as 'the happiest thought of my 

life': 

I was sitting in a chair in the patent office at Bern when all of a sudden 

a thought occurred to me: " I f a person falls freely he will not feel his own 

weight." I was startled. This simple thought made a deep impression on me. 

I t impelled me toward a theory of gravitation 

Simply put, gravity can be eliminated by siirrendering oneself to its hands, which raises 

a fundamental problem with the infinite inertial reference frame described by Special 

Relativity. In the presence of a massive body, different paths in spacetime must be 

freely falling at different rates to properly remove the effects of gravity and it is clearly 

impossible to define a global reference frame that accomplishes this feat. Instead we 
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must define a Local Reference Frame which is small enough that the acceleration due 

to gravity is constant across the frame. This notion is embodied in the cornerstone of 

General Relativity, the Principle of Equivalence: 

Al l local, freely falling, non-rotating laboratories [locally inertial reference 

frames] are fully equivalent for the performance of all physical experiments. 

Einstein followed this remarkable realisation with the crowning achievement of General 

Relativity, the deduction of the Einstein Field Equations (Einstein, 1916): 

These equations allows to relate the mass-energy density, encapsulated in the stress-energy 

tensor, T^j^ to the curvatiure of spacetime, described by the metric g^lv^. The above is the 

most general form of the Einstein Equations, which includes the cosmological constant, 

A. Einstein regarded these equations as too complex to allow a solution to ever be found. 

However, in 1916, just one year after the publication of General Relativity, the German 

astronomer, Karl Schwarzschild published an exact solution to the Einstein equations 

describing the external static, spherically symmetric gravitational field of a point mass, 

M , known as the Schwaxzschild metric: 

ds" = g^.dx^dx'' = ( l - ^ ) c^de - f 1 - ^ 1 ' dr^ - (d9' + sin^ 6d<i>') (1.6) 

Even more remarkably, Kerr (1963) was able to write down an expUcit analytic solu

tion describing the exterior of a rotating point mass (see e.g. Misner et al., 1973; Chan-

drasekhar, 1983). This solution, known as the Kerr metric, wil l be the subject of extensive 

discussion in Chapter 3. 

^Note that the Ricci tensor, R^l^, and the curvature scalar, R are generated from the Riemann curvature 

tensor, il^^^, which is the only tensor that can be constructed from the metric and its second derivatives 

(Weisstein, 2005). 
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1.2 Black Holes &; Properties of Strong Gravitational 
Fields 

General Relativity, as encapsulated in the Einstein Field Equations (Eqn. 1.5), provides 

a remarkable theoretical framework to understand the relationship between mass-energy 

and spacetime curvature. However, the Einstein Field Equations are not an ab-initio 

prediction of the theory, rather they were deduced by Einstein as having the correct 

mathematical form to describe this relationship. Their validity (or otherwise) does not 

lie in some esoteric mathematical proof, rather it lies in the experimental verification of 

their predictions, which, fortunately, was rapidly forthcoming. We have already seen that 

Newtonian gravity was undone theoretically by its inconsistency with the ftmdamental 

principles of Special Relativity. Fiu-thermore, Newtonian gravity was unable to explain 43" 

per century of the advance of the perihelion of Mercury, which led some of the physicists 

of the time (the mid-Nineteenth century) to suggest that either gravity did not obey an 

exact inverse square law, or that another (as yet unseen) planet must exist inside the 

orbit of Mercury. Einstein's first act upon completion of General Relativity was to apply 

this new theory of gravity to this problem, with the remarkable result that this new 

theory explained exactly the perihelion shift. In fact. General Relativity has passed every 

experimental test to which it has been subjected, from predictions regarding the passage 

of light through curved spacetime to the effect of time dilation in the gravitational field 

of a massive body (see e.g. Wi l l , 2001). 

General Relativity's most remarkable predictions can be found in the Kerr metric 

describing a rotating point mass, which reduces to the Schwarzschild metric (Eqn. 1.6) 

in the non-rotating hmit. These solutions to the Einstein Field Equations, the properties 

of which will be discussed extensively in Chapter 3, predict that, if one concentrates a 

sufficient amoimt of mass in a sufficiently small space, then the resulting gravitational field 

wil l be so strong that not even light can escape. Naively, we can see this in Newtonian 
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gravity by following the Eighteenth century amateur astronomer and clergyman, George 
Michell (Michell, 1784). He proposed that if light were indeed composed of particles (as 
was the case in Newtons corpuscular theory of light), then it would be subject to the 
influence of gravity. As such, light would be unable to escape from a star whose escape 
velocity was the speed of light, Vesc = c= >/2GM/r*, implying that r* = 2GM/c^, which 
for a star wi th the mass of the Sun, is approximately 3km. 

In ful l General Relativity, such a radius is described by a null hyper-surface, im-

derstanding the nature and existence of which is somewhat more complex. Notice that 

something strange occurs in the Schwarzschild metric at rs = 2GM/c^, known as the 

Schwarzschild radius, whilst remembering that the co-ordinates in which the line element 

(Eqn. 1.6) is written are physically meaningless^. In the region below rs, notions of 

space and time are reversed and material within this region must necessarily fall radially 

inwards. Fiu-thermore, if a photon were to be emitted by this material, then it would also 

necessarily fall to ever smaller radii, independent of its in initial direction. The radius rs 

therefore marks the boundary (the event horizon, rhY from within which not even light 

can escape. Any object whose radius falls within this boundary is effectively cut-off from 

the outside world, able to digest any object foohsh enough to approach it - a black hole. 

The predictions of General Relativity as to the nature of these compact objects (i.e those 

objects with r* « r^) do not end here - many of the properties of spacetime contrast 

markedly with Newtonian gravity. These properties are discussed at length in Chapter 3 

- here, we merely give a summary of those that are most important for our pm:poses^: 

• Particle orbits: Stable circular orbits are only possible outside the 'marginally stable 

^Note that it is possible to transform to co-ordinates where the strange behaviour of the Une element 

at r s disappears - a co-ordinate singularity 
•̂ Note that whilst r / i = rs for the Schwarzschild metric, this is not true in general (see Chapter 3) 
^Light bending and gravitational redshift are not unique to black holes - they are a fundamental con

sequence of General Relativity. The solutions describing black holes enable us to make specific prediction 
regarding these effects, which can then be tested by comparison to observational data. 
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orbit', once within this radius, particles are necessarily captured by the black hole. 

Light bending: Photons follow null geodesies, which are determined by the curvature 

of spacetime, i.e. light no longer travels in straight lines. Light is able to exist in 

unstable circular orbits close to the black hole. 

Gravitational Redshift: Photons emitted from radius re with energy are received 

at radius with energy Eg where Eo/Ee = \/{gtt)o/{gtt)e-

Furthermore, if we consider the general case of a rotating black hole, then we have an 

additional property that we wish to test: 

• Frame dragging: Material close to a rotating black hole is dragged roimd by the an

gular momentum of the hole itself. Within the 'ergosphere', no geodesies exhibiting 

purely radial motion are possible - test particles are forced to rotate in the same 

direction as the black hole. 

Clearly, confirming the existence and natture of black holes is an extremely important 

step in confirnaing the validity of General Relativity. The past three decades have seen 

remarkable progress in attempting to accomplish this aim, driven (in part) by the rapid 

development of the relatively young field of X-ray astronomy. I t now seems almost certain 

that supermassive black holes ( M ^ 1 0 ^ M Q ) are present at the hearts of many (if not all) 

Galactic Nuclei, whilst stellar mass black holes are thought to be the compact companion 

in many Galactic Binary systems. In recent years, a new class of Ultraluminous X-ray 

sources have emerged, which may well harbour intermediate mass black holes, although 

this result is still uncertain (see e.g. Miller & Colbert, 2004) . Testing the properties of 

the associated space-times remains a highly controversial topic however, but even here, 

efforts have met a remarkable degree of success, as we shall shortly see. 



Chapter 2 
Black Holes, Accretion 

and Tests of Strong 

Gravity 

Abstract 

Astrophysical black holes are macroscopic objects, ranging from the stellar mass black 

holes found in many galactic sources to the supermassive black holes fotmd at the hearts 

of many galactic nuclei. In this Chapter, we outline how such objects are detected and 

examine in detail the high-energy spectral characteristics of stellar mass black holes where 

gas is accreted by means of a disk. We briefly review how, in these systems, it is possible 

to interpret the two canonical spectral states in terms of two corresponding accretion 

geometries, which can be used to drive om- understanding of the physics of accretion. 

Illumination of gas within the accretion disk necessarily results in the production of a 

complex reflection spectrum, which, for low to moderately ionised material contains an 

intrinsically sharp Iron Ko: fluorescence line at ~ 6.4 keV. The observed properties of 

photons emitted from an accretion disk within a strong gravitational field are determined 

by both the accretion disk and the gravitational potential, which has led to the adoption 

of the properties of the Iron Ka line as a test of strong gravity. We review the processes 

by which this spectral featvue is formed and briefly examine the observational evidence 

in support of these ideas. 

9 
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2.1 Detecting Black Holes 

The formation of a stellar mass black hole represents the likely end point of stellar evolu

tion for massive stars. Calculations of the structure of the degenerate remnants of these 

objects, using realistic equations of state and applying General Relativity, indicate that 

the upper mass limit for a relativistic compact star is 2 — 3 M Q - above this limit collapse 

to a black hole seems inevitable. The question therefore is to identify such objects within 

the galaxy - black holes are, by their very natm-e, dark objects and so we must infer their 

existence from secondary data. Gas accreted onto a stellar mass compact object within 

a binary system is expected to emit radiation in the medimn to hard X-ray bands (see 

Section 2.4), which implies that luminous galactic X-ray sources may well be associated 

with stellar mass black holes. We can determine whether such as system does indeed 

contain a black hole by use of the mass fimction, f{M): 

/ ( M ) allows us to infer the mass of the compact star (the primary), M i from observations 

of the inclination, i and the mass ratio, q = M/Mi, where M is the mass of the companion 

star. Inspection of Eqn. 2.1 reveals that / ( M ) represents a minimum estimate for the mass 

of the compact star in a binary system. Therefore, i f we determine that f{M) > 3 M Q , 

then this alone is sufficient to strongly imply that the compact star is indeed a black hole. 

To date, 12 galactic binary systems have been confirmed as containing a black hole using 

this technique, with a further 6 being confirmed by combination wi th additional data, 

which implies that M i > 3 M Q . Additionally another 22 binary systems are strongly 

suspected of containing a black hole primary. For a detailed review of all of these systems, 

the reader is referred to McClintock &; Remillard (2003) and references therein. Of covuse, 

the mass of the compact object in the binary system may not exceed the critical mass 

for gravitational collapse - in this case the compact object is likely either a Neutron Star 

(for masses 1.4 — 2 .0MQ) or a White Dwarf (for masses < 1.4Mo)- These systems are. 
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Radio Qui 
QSO 

Figure 2.1: Artistic interpretation of the imifled model of Active Galactic Nuclei. For 

clarity, we have added labels indicating observational classiflcation of the nucleus, de

pendent on observers line-of-sight. Created with support to AURA/ST Scl from NASA 

contract NAS5-26555. 

in general, rather more complex than those containing black holes, mainly due to the 

existence of a stellax surface (i.e. the existence of a boundary layer between the inner 

regions of the accretion flow and the smrface along with the presence of a stellar magnetic 

field). 

Examples of astrophysical black holes are not limited to the end points of stellar evo

lution, however. I t has long been suspected that the centre of our own Galaxy, the Milky 

way, harbours a massive dark object. Recent infrared observations by two independent 

groups have shown that the orbits of stars in the nucleus are under the influence of a mass 
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of 3 X 10^MQ concentrated within a distance of 2 x lO^^m (Schodel et al., 2002; Eisenhauer 
et al., 2003; Chez et al., 2003, 2005). Furthermore, observations of the (seemingly) asso
ciated radio soiurce, Sagittarius A* indicate that the dark object possesses M > 10^MQ, 
R < 27Rs (Bower et al., 2004). It therefore seems hkely that the galactic centre contains 
a supermassive black hole. Taken in context, this result is unsurprising, Magorrian et al. 
(1998) had already used extensive data from the Hubble Space Telescope to demonstrate 
that most, i f not all, nucleated galaxies harbour a supermassive black hole at their centre. 

However, as with the stellar mass black holes, it is far easier to identify supermassive 

black holes by looking for copious amounts of radiation being produced in a small region. 

The nuclear luminosity of many galaxies (i.e emission from the very centre of the galaxy) 

far exceeds that of the combined emission from the rest of the galaxy. Not only are 

these nuclei extremely bright, but are also highly variable, which implies a large energy 

output in a small region. The only description of these Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) 

which appears capable of describing the central engine powering the output of the galactic 

nucleus is accretion onto a super-massive black hole (Lynden-Bell, 1969). One can explain 

the bewildering variety of associated phenomena via the miified model of AGN (Figiure 

2.1, see e.g. Krolik, 1999). In this description, emission from the central disk is reprocessed 

on larger scales giving rise to the wide variety of phenomena associated with these objects 

(examples of which are show in Figure 2.1), with the model gaining widespread acceptance 

through the work of Antonucci & Miller (1985). 

2.2 Observing Black Holes 

It seems likely that many astronomical systems contain a massive compact object whose 

properties strongly resemble those of the black holes predicted by Einstein's General 

Relativity. Proving that these are indeed the black holes predicted by General Relativity 

and that their properties are correctly described by General Relativity is somewhat more 

challenging. To accomplish this, we need more detailed information than i t is possible 
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to obtain from the mass function (in the case of the BHBs) or qualitative arguments 

regarding the properties of AGN. 

We first turn our attention to the Black Hole Binaries. Here, if the companion star 

fills its Roche Lobe, then mass transfer can occur through the inner Lagrange point and 

flow towards the compact object. This includes all of the systems where the compaiuon 

star has lower mass than the primary (known as a Low Mass X-ray Binary, LMXB) . 

Alternatively, if the companion star is of sufficiently high mass (> I O M Q ) , then i t is 

capable of driving a strong wind, which can then be accreted by the compact object 

(known as a High Mass X-ray Binary, HMXB). Independent of the type of system, the 

fate of the transferred matter depends principally on three physical properties / processes 

(see e.g. Prank et al., 2002, for a review): 

1. The angular momentum of the material 

2. The physical process by which the material loses angular momentum 

3. The physical process by which the material cools 

We refer to the structtues formed by the gas in this process as the accretion flow, which 

(generically) must provide some method for the gas to lose angular momentum (and 

hence flow towards the black hole) and, i f the flow is to be luminous, some method by 

which gravitational potential energy released in the accretion process can be converted 

into radiation. For LMXBs, the Ituninosity of the system is dominated by emission in 

the X-ray spectral band, which has its origin in the inner regions of the accretion flow 

and is accompaiued by emission in the optical band due to reprocessing of the X-ray 

flux. By contrast, the spectra of HMXBs are rather more complex, due to (for example) 

absorption and / or a wind from the companion star. In common with many other types of 

accreting objects (from young stars to AGN), BHBs also exhibit outflows and coUimated 

jets, which also seem to posses the relativistic velocities observed in similar phenomena 

in Active Galactic Nuclei. Co-ordinated radio, infrared and X-ray observations of sources 
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Figure 2.2: "Characteristic spectra from XTE J1550-564. The VMS spectrum is from 

MJD 51077 and corresponds to ~ 2/3 of the overall maximum of the outburst." Adapted 

from Zdziarski & Gierlinski (2004) 

exhibiting these phenomena (such as GRS 1915-1-105) show a strong correlation between 

the X-ray spectral properties of the accretion fiow and the behaviour of the jet, which 

provides us with useful insights into the behaviom* of the accreting matter in these systems 

(Fender & Belloni, 2004). 

Some of the most informative insights into the behaviour of Black Hole Binaries^ 

have, in recent years, been provided by the fields of X-ray spectroscopy and timing. 

The unprecedented sensitivity, accuracy, resolution and coverage provided by the high-

energy observatories, RXTE, BeppoSAX, Chandra, XMM-Newton have enabled rapid 

advances in our imderstanding of the bewildering variety of phenomena exhibited by 

În what follows, when we refer generically to Black Hole Binaries we are referring to examples of 

these systems where the transferred material is in possession of a large amount of angular momentum 

(i.e. mass transfer via Roche Lobe overflow) and hence accretes via a disk, rather than a wind or other 

exotic method 
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these sources. The recently launched Japanese observatory Astro-E2 will fiurther enhance 
our understanding, as it is capable of providing high-resolution, broad band spectra of 
many of these systems. 

In the most simplistic description (following Done Sz Gierlinski, 2004; Zdziarski & 

Gierliriski, 2004), the X-ray spectra associated with these sources can be divided into 

two categories (known as spectral states). The first of these, known as the soft state, is 

dominated by a strong black body component, peaking at ~ IkeV for a I O M Q black 

hole at the Eddington luminosity^ (having its origin in thermalised emission from a cold 

accretion disk) along with an additional X-ray tail to higher energies (the cut-off of which 

is, as yet, undetermined). The properties of this X-ray tail allow us to divide the soft 

state into three sub-categories: (i) the ultrasoft state (US, weak tail); (ii) the high state 

(HS, moderate tail); (iii) the very high state (VHS, strong tail). At lower liuninosities 

(as denoted by L/L^dd), Black Hole Binaries exhibit a rather different spectra, known 

as the low/hard state (LS), characterised by a weak soft black body component, but is 

dominated by emission at energies substantially higher than that of the disk, which cut

off at energies > lOOkeV. To produce any emission at energies substantially higher than 

that of the intrinsic disk energy requires that some fraction of the gravitational potential 

energy is dissipated in optically thin regions, so that a small number of electrons gain the 

majority of the released energy and are therefore able to produce hard X-ray emission by 

Compton up-scattering of lower energy photons. 

I t is possible to interpret the two distinct spectral states observed in BHBs in terms of 

two different accretion geometries (see Figiures 2.2, 2.3 Zdziarski & Gierlinski, 2004; Done 

& Gierlinski, 2004). The soft states correspond to a cold accretion disk, surrounded by 

an optically thin, Comptonising corona, the relative strength of which is correlated with 

the strength of the hard X-ray tail. By contrast, the canonical hard state corresponds 

to an optically thin, geometrically thick accretion flow close to the black hole, joining 

^The Eddington luminosity, I«Edd is defined as the luminosity at which the gravity is exactly balanced 

by radiation pressiu'e, for a system with negligible angular momentmn 
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Figme 2.3: Schematic representations of the likely geometries associated with the various 

spectral states of Black Hole Binaries, shown as a function of the ratio of the power in the 

hot electrons to that in the seed photons iUuminating them, Ch/Ca- On the right-hand 

side of the panel axe shown the spectra associated with the state for the BHBs (blue fines) 

and the expected spectra for an equivalent geometry in AGN (red lines). Figure courtesy 

of Chris Done (unpublished) 
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Figmre 2.4: "(a) A schematic representation of the likely geometry in the hard state, 

consisting of a hot inner accretion flow siuroimd by [an] optically-thick accretion disk. 

The hot flow constitutes the base of the jet(with the counter-jet omitted from the figure 

for clarity). The disk is truncated far away from the minimum stable orbit, but it overlaps 

with the hot flow. The soft photons emitted by the disk are Compton up-scattered in 

the hot flow, and emission from the hot flow is partly Compton-reflected from the disk, 

(b) The likely geometry in the soft state consisting of flares / active regions above an 

optically-thick accretion disk extending close to the minimum stable orbit. The soft 

photons emitted by the disk are Compton upscattered in the flares and emission from 

the flares is partly Compton-reflected from the disk." Taken from Zdziarski & Gierlihski 

(2004) 
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on to a cold accretion disk at larger radii. I t is important to realise that the spectral 
states of individual sources evolve in time, thereby enabling us to trace the evolution of 
the accretion flow. Note, however, that (in general), state transitions in LMXBs can take 
place at a wide range of liuninosities and so the spectral state for a particular source at 
any given moment is determined by the history of the sovirce {hysteresis, see Zdziarski &: 
Gierlinski, 2004). The maximum luminosity associated with the hard state (determined 
by coohng processes within the flow) overlaps that of the minimum luminosity associated 
with the soft state (determined by evaporation of the cold disk) and so the transition can 
take place at a range of luminosities. Fender et al. (2004, 2005) have recently proposed 
a model, based on combined radio, infrared and X-ray observations of a range of BHBs 
which shows how the spectral evolution of BHBs can be related to the changing accretion 
geometry and, more importantly, to injections of relativistic blobs into the jet observed 
in many BHBs (see Figure 2.5). 

Black holes are incredibly simple objects, which can be fully described by knowledge 

of their mass and angular momentum (see Chapter 3). Theoretically, we should therefore 

be able to understand the behaviour of the supermassive black holes found at the hearts of 

AGN simply by scaling, for a given L/Ledd, the observed properties of the accretion flow 

in BHBs (Done & Gierhnski, 2005). The principal eff'ect (in theory at least) of this vast 

increase in black hole mass is to move the peak energy of the spectrum from ~ IkeV in 

BHBs to ~ lOeV in AGN (for systems emitting at LEddi see Section 2.4). This complicates 

the picture for observations of AGN in the canonical soft state^ as the 2 — lOfceV spectral 

band is now dominated by the highly variable X-ray tail due to the optically thin corona, 

in contrast to the BHBs, which are disk dominated here (see Figure 2.3). 

such as the PG quasars (the likely counterpart of the high state, see Sanders et al., 1989; Elvis et al., 

1994; Laor et al., 1997; Boroson, 2002) and NLSl's (the likely counterpart of the very high state, see 

Boiler et al., 1996; Brandt et al., 1997) 
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Figure 2.5 : "A schematic of our simplified model for the jet-disc coupling in black hole binaries. The central box 

panel represents an X-ray hardness-intensity diagram (HID); HS indicates the high/soft state, VHS/IS indicates the very 

high/intermediate state and LS the low/hjird state. In this diagram, X-ray hardness increases to the right and intensity 

upwards. The lower panel indicates the variation of the bulk Lorentz factor of the outflow with hardness, in the LS and 

hard-VHS/IS the jet is steady with an almost constant bulk Lorentz factor P < 2, progressing from state i to state ii as 

the luminosity increases. At some point, usually corresponding to the peak of the VHS/IS, T increases rapidly producing 

an internal shock in the outflow (iii) followed in general by cessation of jet production in a disc-dominated HS (iv). At this 

stage fading optically thin radio emission is only associated with a jet/shock which is now physically decoupled from the 

central engine. As a result the solid arrows indicate the track of a simple X-ray transient outburst with a single optically 

thin jet production episode. The dashed loop and dotted track indicate the paths that GRS1915-I-105 and some other 

transients take in repeatedly hardening and then crossing zone iii, the jet line, from left to right, producing further optically 

thin radio outbursts. Sketches around the outside illustrate our concept of the relative contributions of jet (blue), corona 

(yellow) and accretion disc (red) at these different stages." Taken from Fender et al. (2005) 
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2.3 Reflection and Iron Ka Fluorescence 

In reality, the spectra of these systems are rather more complex. Consider, for example, 

the situation in the soft states, where we have a cold accretion disk surrounded by a hot 

Comptonising corona. Soft seed photons from the disk are Compton up-scattered into 

the hard X-ray band, which we see as the tail in the soft spectra. These hard X-ray 

photons are also able to re-illuminate the disk, which has important consequences for 

the observed spectra (see Figure 2.4b). A similar situation is possible in the hard state, 

where the soiu-ce of hard X-ray photons is now the hot inner flow, which are incident 

on the disk at larger distances from the central mass (see Figure 2.4a). Additionally, it 

may be possible that hard X-ray photons are produced in shocked material above the 

spin axis of the black hole, which are then able to illimainate the disk (the lamp post 

model, Martocchia et al., 2000). Whatever the illumination geometry, many studies (see 

e.g. George & Fabian, 1991; Matt et al., 1991; Reynolds, 1996; Ballantyne et al., 2001; 

Ross & Fabian, 2005) have shown that illumination of a semi-infinite slab of cold gas (i.e. 

the disk) by a hard X-ray power law results in a complex reflection spectrum (see Figure 

2.6, left-hand panel). This figure clearly demonstrates that this reflection spectrtun in 

the 1 — 50A;eV̂  X-ray spectral band is dominated by Iron Ka fluorescence at GAkeV. A 

detailed description of this process can be found in the excellent review by Fabian et al. 

(2000), the principle arguments of which we summarise here for completeness. 

Hard X-ray photons incident on the slab of cold, neutral gas are subject to one of 

three possible outcomes, which can be grouped into two distinct categories 

1. Scattering out of the slab 

2. Absorption, followed by: 

• Destruction by Auger de-excitation 

• Reprocessing into a fluorescent line photon which escapes the slab 
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Figure 2.6: "X-ray reflection from an iUuminated slab. Dashed line shows the incident 

continuum, and solid hue shows the reflected spectrum (integrated over all angles). Monte 

Carlo simulation from Reynolds (1996)." (left-hand panel). "Reflection spectra from 

ionised matter for various values of the ionisation parameter ^. The dotted lines show the 

level of the illuminating power-law continuum for each value of ^." (right-hand panel). 

Both panels taken from Fabian et al. (2000) 

The dominant fluorescence feature, due to Iron K Q is produced when one of the K -

shell electrons of Iron (neutral or ionised) is ejected following photoelectric absorption of a 

X-ray Such an event results in a excited state, which can decay by many different routes. 

Of these, the transition with greatest probability of producing fluorescent line emission 

is the decay of an L-shell electron into the vacant state in the K-shell. This requires the 

release of GAkeV, either as an emission-Une photon (34% probabihty) or as an Auger 

electron (66% probability - destruction of the hard X-ray photon by Auger de-excitation). 

X-ray irradiation can photo-ionise the surface layers of the disk (Ross & Fabian, 1993; 

Ross et al., 1999), which affects the properties of the Iron Ka line. For ionised iron, the 
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picture is more complex, but qualitatively similar to the neutral case, up imtil He-like and 
H-like iron ions, where line production is due to capture of free electrons (recombination), 
which also results in a radiative recombination continuiun (RRC). Introducing the ionisa-
tion parameter, ^(r) oc Fx{r)/n{r) (where Fx{r) is the incident X-ray flux per imit area 
of the disk and n(r) is the co-moving electron number density), enables to us to split Iron 
Ka fluorescence as a fimction of ionisation state into four different regimes (Matt et al., 
1993b, 1996, see Figure 2.6, right-hand panel): 

1. ^ < 10̂  erg cm s'^: Disk is weakly ionised, reflection spectrmn resembles that due 

to cold gas with a strong, narrow Iron K a line at 6AkeV. 

2. 10̂  erg cm s"̂  < < 5 X 10̂  ergs cm s"̂ : Intermediate regime - partially ionised 

iron resonantly absorbs K Q line photons (provided the disk is non-turbulent), which 

are trapped in siurface layers of disk (until destruction by Auger effect), leading to 

very weaJc Iron K a line 

3. 5 X 10̂  erg cm s~̂  < ^ < 5 X 10̂  ergs cm s"̂ : Iron is sufficiently ionised that Auger 

de-excitation is no longer possible; Iron K a photons are able to escape the disk after 

multiple scatterings, resulting in strong line at 6.8keV. 

4. ^ > 5 X 10̂  erg cm s"̂ : Disk highly ionised (iron completely); no line production 

Provided that the disk is not too highly ionised, it therefore seems likely that we shoiild 

expect to see a significant contribution to the spectrum in the X-ray spectral band due 

to reflection from the disc surface, in particular, a strong, narrow feature at ~ 6AkeV 

due to Iron K a fluorescence. Indeed, in many sources (both BHBs and AGN), this is 

indeed what we observe, however, the observed Iron K a feature is rather broad, instead 

of the narrow fine predicted by the neutral reflection spectra (see Section 2.5). In fact, 

Fabian et al. (1989) predicted that an intrinsically narrow spectral feature produced in an 

accretion disk in the strong gravitational field of a black hole should be broadened by the 

combined effects of gravitational redshift (due to the gravitational potential) and Doppler 
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broadening (due to the motion of material in the disk)"*. This idea lies at the heart of this 
work, the spectra of accretion flows in strong gravity carry the imprint of not only the 
accretion flow (which produces the spectra in the first place) but also the gravitational 
field in which the photons are produced. This leads us to the somewhat bold hypothesis: 

Detailed modelling of both the accretion flow and the propagation of photons 

in the spacetime of the black hole enables us to perform precision tests of 

Einstein's General Relativity in the strong field regime 

In the remainder of this Chapter, we treat these two ideas in tiun, with accretion flows 

addressed in Section 2.4 and how the spectral and timing properties of these flows may 

be used to provide observational tests of strong gravity, along with the current status of 

these tests in Section 2.5. 

2.4 Accretion Flows in Strong Gravity 

The challenge set for theoretical discussions of accretion in Black Hole Binaries and Active 

Galactic Nuclei is to develop a self-consistent picture of the properties of these accretion 

flows that are capable of being tested against observational data. In the case of BHDs, 

this picture must explain the two-phase Eiccretion flow (i.e. cold disk -I- hot corona; hot 

inner flow -|- cold outer disk) along with the connection to the relativistic jet. For AGN, 

we have a similar picture, with the state associated with the hot inner flow -t- cold disk 

probably corresponding to low liuninosity (quiescent) AGN (such as the galactic centre, 

NGC4258) and the cold disk -I- hot corona corresponding to objects such a MCG-6-30-15. 

The surge of efforts in this direction in the early 1970's led to the development of what 

is now known as the standard model of accretion disks that was developed by Shakura & 

''Whilst alternative explanations of the observed broadness of the Iron K a line do exist, the level to 

which these affect the Une remains highly controversiEil (see e.g. Reynolds Nowak, 2003, for a recent 

review) 
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Sunyaev (1973); Novikov & Thorne (1973); Page & Thome (1974) and has been described 
by many authors subsequently. Our discussion largely follows the excellent treatments 
given in Frank et al. (2002); Krohk (1999). The standard disk model describes thin ac
cretion disks, where gas moves on circular orbits very close to the plane z = 0 in the 
cylindrical co-ordinate system {r,4>,z). The dynamics of the disk are modelled through 
conservation of both mass and angular momentmn, which are enforced, respectively, by 
the continuity equation and the analogue of the Navier-Stokes equation for angular mo-
mentimi. Assmning that the disk is azimuthally symmetric, we are then able to follow the 
dynamics by use of the (one-dimensional) surface density, i;(r) = / p{r, z)dz, rather than 
the (two-dimensional) mass density, p{r,z). We start by treating the problem in Newto
nian gravity, which enables to examine the underlying physics without the complication 
introduced by relativity (the fully relativistic version of the calculation is discussed later). 
With these assiunptions the equations governing the dynamics of the disk are: 

^ + - - ^ (rSvr) = 0; (Mass Conservation) (2.2) at r or 

^ (r^EU) + (r^HflVr) = J—^; (Angular Momentum Conservation) (2.3) at ^ ' ror ^ ' 27rr ar 

Here, Q. is the orbital frequency (for a Keplerian disk a r"^/^) and Vj. is the speed in 

the radial direction. The right-hand side of the second of these Eqn. 2.3, describes the 

(local) gradient of the torque, G, per unit length around an aunulus. That such a torque 

is necessary, is clearly the case if material is to be accreted by the central object, however 

the nature of this torque is unclear. The boundary conditions for the above equations are 

rather different, dependent on whether we wish to discuss BHBs or AGN. In the former 

case, mass streams from the companion star by Roche Lobe overflow, through the inner 

Lagrange point and joins onto the outer edge of the disk. Mass is (primarily) lost from 

the inner edge of the disk, whilst the angular momentum of the accreting material must 

be transferred to the outer edge of the disk, where it is lost to the companion star by tidal 

torques. The situation in AGN is rather different - whilst mass is stiU lost from the inner 

edge of the disk, we have no knowledge of the source of the material forming the disk, nor 
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is there a convenient angular momentum sink in the form of the companion star. 

Before we can progress further with the discussion, we need some model of describing 

the torque, G. SimpUstically, this can be done by assimiing that the torque is due to some 

local viscosity, the origin of which is unspecified (gas presstue, magnetised winds, or ?). 

To accomplish this, we introduce the stress tensor, Tjj which describes the rate at which 

momentum in the ith direction is carried in the jfth direction by the (unknown) viscosity: 

Tij = pp 
dvi dvj 2 

-I-
dxj dxi 3 x ( V . i ; ) % (2.4) 

For standard accretion disks, the only interesting component of Tij is that relating the 

(r, 0)-coordinates: 

dr r (2.5) 

Here, u is the viscosity. The torque between two adjacent rings is then: 

G = j j r^Tr^d(f)dz = 2 7 r r V S ^ (2.6) 

In combination with Eqn's 2.2, 2.3, this prescription for the torque allows us to write down 

expressions for the radial velocity, Vr (which can be instantly used to solve the continuity 

equation): 

Vr = 
a / 3 

d-r V^""^ 
d 

(2.7) 

Now, for time-steady disks, we can simplify much of the above discussion to yield some 

important insights into the behaviour of a simple accretion disk solution. By setting the 

time derivatives of Eqn's. 2.2 and 2.3 to zero, we obtain: 

M = -2'nr'Evr; (Mass Conservation) 

r^Mil + C = -G; (Angular Momentum Conservation) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

The constant of integration, C corresponds, physically, to the angular momentmn flow 

in the disk, which is determined by finding the radius, r^^, where the stress is forced to 

zero. For a black hole, we expect such a radius to located at the marginally stable orbit. 
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rms, below which material falls ballistically into the hole (see Chapter 3). We therefore 
have: 

C = -rlMrmsW (2.10) 

We can therefore write conservation of angular momentum in the form: 

uE = 
1 M^^(r) 

"27r r 
1 

n{r) dr 

T -1 

(2.11) 

Thus far, our only concession to a full relativistic treatment of the problem has been 

the enforcement of the stress-free boimdary condition at the marginally stable orbit, Vms, 

which we have taken as the inner edge of the disk. Novikov & Thorne (1973); Page &: 

Thorne (1974) explicitly demonstrated that the dynamics of the disk in a fully relativistic 

calculation could be introduced by the inclusion of three multiplicative fimctions, the 

properties of which are discussed at length in Krolik (1999). However, we can still continue 

without these corrections to gain a qualitative understanding of the properties of accretion 

disks as predicted in the standard model. Following Frank et al. (2002), the energy 

dissipated into the gas (by the torque) per unit disk surface area, D{r) is found by 

considering the work done by the net torque acting on a ring of gas, yielding: 

D{r) = 
G dn{r) _ i /E 

47rr dr 2 
dnjr) 

dr 

-l2 rMn{r) dn{r) 
r J f)(r) 

(2.12) 

L(r) n27r 
D{r)rdrd(l) = 

3GMM 
2 

(2.13) 

An dr 

The Imninosity emitted by a disk from ri r2 is foimd by integrating this fimction over 

this region of the disk. For a Keplerian disk, we find that: 

- ^ ) (r2 > n » rms) 

^ ( r i = r ^ . ; r 2 ^ o o ) 

The first of these solutions, valid for regions of the disk far away from its inner edge, tells 

us that the radiated energy is greater than the gravitational potential energy lost by the 

gas in the disk. Essentially, potential energy that is released in the inner regions of the 

disk has been transported out with the angular momentum and is radiated at larger radii. 

The second of these solutions, vaUd for the entire disk, tells us that overall, half of the 
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gravitational potential energy liberated during the accretion process is radiated away by 
the disk, whilst the remainder is converted into kinetic energy of the gas. 

If we assume that the disk is optically thick in the z-dfrection, then each element of 

the disk surface will radiate approximately as a blackbody, the temperature of which is 

foimd from the dissipation equation: (Eqn. 2.12) via: 

T{r) DC </D(0 (2.14) 

Ignoring relativistic corrections (to both the dynamics of the disk and the propagation of 

photons to the observer), the spectrum of the disk can therefore be approximated by: 

Anhcosiu^ T""' rdr rrout rdr 

L exp\hu/kT(r)]-l ^^-"^^^ cW^ J^.^ exp[hu/kT{r)] - 1 

Importantly, is independent of viscosity, implying that observed deviations of the 

accretion disk spectrum from a blackbody cannot be due to the viscosity mechanism -

rather they will due to our assumptions regarding the vertical structiue of the disk and 

lack of relativistic corrections to both the disk structmre equations and the propagation of 

photons. This prediction, however, matches well to the observed properties of accreting 

black holes, where we observe a blackbody component in the soft X-rays for BHBs and 

in the UV for AGN. 

The standard accretion disk model therefore provides us with something that at least 

approximates the cool accretion disk seen in the soft states of BHBs. How then can we 

explain the hot inner flow observed in the low-luminosity, hard X-ray dominated states 

of these systems? Qualitatively, at low luminosities, the mass accretion rate through the 

disk is reduced, which implies a corresponding decrease in the surface mass density, E . 

Below a certain level, there is no longer enough mass contained within an annidus of 

the disk for it to be accurately described as optically thick in the 2-direction. The disk 

is therefore no longer able to radiate as a blackbody, which requires that, for an equal 

amount of heat to be dissipated at a given radius, the temperatture of the material must 

rise. This in turn causes the mass density to decrease (as the material now has more 
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thermal energy) and the disk evaporates, leaving us with a geometrically thick, optically 
thin accretion flow (Rozanska & Czerny, 2000). If heat is dissipated in the protons, then 
the low mass densities imply that it may be difiicult for the flow to efficiently transfer the 
heat to the electrons, which is necessary for the efficient conversion of heat to radiation. 
If this is the case, then the heat may well be advected (along with the protons) into the 
black hole, instead of being radiated away, known as an Advection Dominated Accretion 
Flow (ADAFs, for an in depth discussion see e.g. Frank et al., 2002). 

We are now in possession of a simple description of the accretion flow, which appears 

to match (at least some of) the observed properties. What then provides the viscosity 

driving the outward transport of angular momentum in the accretion disk? Shakura 

& Simyaev (1973) noted that the natm-al scale for any hydrodynamic stress is the (gas) 

pressure, p and therefore proposed that the viscosity should be proportional to this i/ oc p, 

which impfies an effective viscosity v ~ acgh (see e.g Frank et al., 2002). This a-model, 

as this prescription has become known, takes all of our ignorance and wraps it up into 

a. Unfortunately, this approach is rather imsuccessful. The only physical mechanism 

that seems capable of generating angular momentum transport out through the disk is 

the Magneto-Rotational Instability that was rediscovered by Balbus & Hawley (1991) 

and originally described by Velikhov (1959); Chandrasekhar (1961). The essential idea 

behind this instability is that a radial perturbation of an initially poloidal magnetic field is 

unstable, with the growth rate < the orbital frequency. This instability is rather different 

from the a-model as the fi-ee energy arises from the shear between adjacent rings of gas, 

but different radii within the disk are coupled by the magnetic field - hence the instability 

is fundamentally non-viscous in nature (as opposed to the a-model). 

So what of the a-model? Are we to consign it to the 'dustbin of history', despite its 

successes in explaining the observed spectra? Leaving aside the problems of the viscosity 

mechanism, does the a-model give a good description of the possible form of an accretion 

disk? The answer to this question lies in the stabihty of the a-model solution of the thin 
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Figure 2.7: Results of non-radiative, global, general relativistic MHD accretion flow sim

ulations performed by De Villiers et al. (2003). Shown here are the generic structiures in 

the azimuthally averaged gas density, along with contotu-s of positive radial momentum 

and a close-up view of the plunging region. Taken from De ViUiers et al. (2003). 

disk equations. When these are analysed in the radiation pressmre dominated regime, 

then the disks are both thermally and viscously unstable. Even worse, this is the type of 

solution which we would expect to see in the inner regions of the accretion disk, where 

the majority of energy is liberated from the flow. These instabilities lead the standard 

disk model to predict limit-cycle variability for disk-dominated states in BHBs - however, 

long-term observations of these states in various sources demonstrate that they are rather 

stable (Gierliriski & Done, 2004). Combined with the problems of the viscosity mechanism, 

this leaves the a-model in serious difficulties, the resolution of which is (currently) entirely 

open. 
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Figiue 2.8: Results of three-dimensional radiation-MHD stratified shearing-box simula

tions of a smafl patch of disk located 200GMc"2 away from a IO^Mq black hole. The 

left-hand panel shows time-averaged, horizontally-averaged distribution of density (solid 

line, left scale) and magnetic pressure (dashed, right scale) as a function of height. The 

right-hand panel shown radiation pressiure (sofid line), gas pressiure (dotted fine), magnetic 

pressure (dashed line) and total accretion stress (dot-dashed fine). Taken from Turner 

(2004). 

If angular momentum transport is indeed provided by the alternative to the a-model, 

the Magnetic-Resonance Instabihty (MRI), then the resulting accretion flows are rather 

more complex. Excellent reviews of the basic physics that comprises these Magneto-

Hydrodynamics (MHD) studies can be found in Balbus & Hawley (1998); Blaes (2004); 

Armitage (2004) - our interest lies in how the properties of these flows can enhance our 

understanding of accretion onto black holes. Numerical simulations of this mechanism 

generically demonstrate that, in the absence of radiative cooUng, the flow takes the form 

of a geometrically thick structiue, qualitatively similar to that described by the advection 

dominated case (see Figure 2.7). The flows are, however, highly turbulent and also posses 

evidence for relativistic outflows, which, in the fully General Relativistic case, exhibit 
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a strong dependence on black hole spin (see e.g. De Villiers et al., 2005). Inclusion of 

radiative cooling into these simulations complicates the picture enormously, due to the 

presence of three instabilities (convection, Shaviv modes and photon bubbles) which can 

lead to vertical energy transport by the MRI (Turner et al., 2005). Current state-of-the-

art studies are limited to the investigation of small patches of disk around ~ 40GM/c^ 

from the central black hole, where gravity can be taken to be approximately Newtonian. 

Generically, these studies seem to predict disks that are qualitatively similar to the stan

dard case, with the bulk of the magnetic pressure (which is thought to trace dissipation 

Rosner et al., 1978, see Chapter 6) concentrated external to the main disk body, as shown 

in Figure 2.8. As an aside, we note that Figure 2.8 illustrates that the accretion stress 

approximately traces the magnetic pressme, rather than the gas or radiation pressure, 

in distinct contrast to the a-model. Returning to the initial thrust of our discussion, it 

fortunately, therefore, it appears likely that accretion disks in the MHD approximation 

are still able to provide a two-phase description of the accretion flow, which appears to 

correspond well to the geometry's observed in both BHBs and AGN. Interestingly, these 

studies also give us a quantitative insight into how relativistic jets may be formed in these 

systems and how these jets are related to the properties of both the accretion flow and the 

central black hole (for recent reviews see, e.g. Begelman, 2001; Blandford, 2002; Meier, 

2003). 

2.5 Testing Strong Gravity 

The obvious way to test both the models of the accretion flow and the predictions of 

General Relativity is by direct comparison of their predictions to the observed spectral 

properties of accreting black holes. In Newtonian physics, such a calculation is straight

forward. Light travels in straight hues, unaffected by the gravitational potential and so 

one can analytically relate the observed and emitted spectral properties of the accretion 

flow. In a fully General Relativistic calculation, light no longer travels in straight lines. 
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Figure 2.9: "The spectrum of a disk which radiates like a blackbody. Curves are labelled 

by the values of cos^o- ( 'N' is a Newtonian for the axial observer, evaluated neglecting 

effects of redshift and focusing...). Separate graphs for the two values of a/M are given... 

Note the sensitive dependence of the peak of the spectrum on the observer's polar angle. 

The low energy feature in the spectrum (which is due to the temperatiue distribution 

in the disk, not to focusing or redshifts) is very much attenuated for observers near the 

plane". Taken from Cunningham (1975) 

which rather complicates the issue as the calculation is no longer analytic. 

The first attempt to calculate the observed spectra of accretion disks around black 

holes in ful l General Relativity was undertaken by Cunningham (1975), who determined 

the shape of the observed spectrum by convolution of the intrinsic disk spectrum from 

the standard accretion disk model with a transfer fimction that encapsulated photon 

propagation in the Kerr metric (i.e. the effects of gravitational redshift, light-bending. 
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etc.) along with those due to the dynamics of the disk (Doppler shift, length-contraction, 
etc.). The resulting spectra are shown in Figure 2.9, along with the intrinsic disk spectrmn 
for comparison. The differences between the predicted spectra for different black hole spins 
at constant inclination are clearly rather small. Attempts to determine the form of the 
gravitational potential using this broad spectral feature (see e.g. Laor k Netzer, 1989; 
Ebisawa et al., 1991, 1993; Makishima et al., 2000; Gierlinski et al., 2001; Li et al., 2005) 
not only suffer from the problems of attempting to distinguish between similar broad 
spectral components, but also from our limited knowledge of the shape of the intrinsic 
disk spectriun. 

From an observational point of view, it is far easier to examine relativistic effects on 

an intrinsically narrow spectral feature, such as the Iron K a fluorescence featme expected 

to be present when the cold accretion disk is illiuninated by hard X-ray photons. Fabian 

et al. (1989) first examined the influence of both gravitational and dynamical effects 

on this intrinsically narrow line, finding that they resulted in a characteristic broad, 

double-peaked, skewed profile (see Figmre 2.10). Laor et al. (1990); Laor (1991) extended 

these results to the case of maximally rotating black holes, fully including the effects 

of light-bending. Further work continued apace, Chen & Halpern (1990) examined the 

polarisation properties of broad optical emission fines; Matt et al. (1991) extended the 

earlier results to different disk geometries and illumination patterns; Matt et al. (1993b) 

demonstrated the formation of substructure in the line, due to gravitational lensing effects, 

for flat accretion disks viewed at high inclinations around Schwarzschild black holes (see 

Chapter 4); Matt et al. (1993a) examined the line shapes produced by photo-iorused 

accretion disks; Bao et al. (1994) determined the contribution of multiple-orbit photons 

to line formation for a Schwarzschild black hole (see Chapter 5); Viergutz (1993) described 

how photon trajectories could be quickly integrated for general emission geometries (see 

Chapter 3); Karas et al. (1995) calculated fine profiles associated with a self-gravitating 

disk; Fanton et al. (1997) gave an insightful description of how photon trajectories may be 
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quickly integrated for flat disks to determine line shapes; Maxtocchia et al. (2000) (drawing 
on previous work) gave a full relativistic treatment of illmnination of the disk by a central 
source (the 'lamppost model' ,̂ see Chapter 6); Agol & Krolik (2000) performed detailed 
calculations of the effect of relaxing the stress-free inner boundary condition on both the 
intrinsic disk spectrum and the shape of the Une profile, which was extended by Li et al. 
(2005), who included the effects of returning radiation. Finally, Dovciak et al. (2004) have 
outlined an extended scheme for use within the XSPEC spectral fitting package (Arnaud, 
1996) which enables the rapid analysis of fluorescent Iron Ka proflles in strong gravity. 

Observational evidence for broad Iron Ka lines first came from the Seyfert 1 galaxy, 

MCG-6-30-15, which was the first Active Galactic Nucleus to exhibit X-ray reflection from 

predominantly neutral material (Nandra et al., 1989; Poimds et al., 1990). Subsequent 

studies of this object, driven by Yasuo Tanaka and Andy Fabian using the joint Japanese 

/ American Advanced Satellite for Cosmology and Astrophysics (ASCA), revealed a sig

nificantly broadened Iron K Q Une. As described by Tanaka et al. (1995), this feature 

could be well described by Une emission from an accretion disk around a Schwarzschild 

black hole, viewed at an inclination of ^ « 30°, with the accretion disk extending down 

to the marginally stable orbit (which, for a Schwarzschild black hole, is located at 6rp). 

The ASCA observations of MCG-6-30-15 revealed the line emission to be highly vari

able, associated with flaring events in the innermost regions of the accretion disk (see 

Figure 2.11). In one particular set of observations (the 1994 Deep Minimum state, Iwa-

sawa et al., 1996), the broadening of the line was so signiflcant as to exceed that aUowed 

by the standard accretion disk model around a Schwarzschild black hole. Explanation 

of such extreme broadening requires the invocation of a disk extending deeper into the 

gravitational potential than allowed by the marginaUy stable orbit associated with a 

Schwarzschild black hole. Such an invocation can be accomplished in one of two ways, 

either the black hole rotates such that the marginally stable orbit moves deeper into the 

ît should be noted, however, that the physical motivation for this model remains unclear and it is 

hard to reconcile the illumination geometry with the assumed dynamical properties of the accretion disk 
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Figure 2.10: "The profiles of the broad iron fine is caused by the interplay of Doppler and 

transverse Doppler shifts, relativistic beaming and gravitational redshift. The upper panel 

shows the symmetric double-peaked profiles from two narrow annuli on a nonrelativsitc 

disk. In the second panel the effects of transverse Doppler shifting and relativistic beaming 

have been included, and in the third panel gravitational redshifting has been included. 

These give rise to a broad, skewed profile, such as that shown in the lower panel." Taken 

from Fabian et al. (2000) 
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gravitational potential, or line fluorescence takes place below the marginally stable orbit 
(Reynolds & Begelman, 1997). In the former scenario, the observed Iron Ka width allows 
us to infer the rotation ('spin') of the central black hole through the assumption of the 
stress-free inner boimdary condition in the standard accretion disk model. However, in 
the latter scenario, it is possible to produce arbitrarily broad emission lines, independent 
of black hole spin. Whilst the scenarios for Une production in this circiunstance are some
what more contrived (requiring the formation of a powerful X-ray emitting corona in the 
plunging region), it is currently not possible to rule them out theoretically. 

Serendipitously, the first observation of MCG-6-30-15 by the European Space Agency 

observatory XMM-Newton coincided with a re-occurrence of the Deep Minimmn state first 

seen in the 1994 ASCA observation. Again, this particular state of MCG-6-30-15 appears 

to be associated with a robust, highly broadened Iron Ka line (see Figure 2.12, Wilms 

et al., 2001; Vaughan & Fabian, 2004; Reynolds et a l , 2004). Detailed modeUing of the fine 

using the more sensitive detectors available on XMM-Newton reveals it to be associated 

with a rapidly rotating black hole (assuming the stress-free inner boundary condition), 

with a large amotmt of the fluorescence being generated in the very inner regions of the 

accretion disk. In the alternative scenario, where line fluorescence is produced within 

the plunging region associated with a Schwaxzschild black hole, then the inner radius 

lies below Sr̂ , with virtually all of the emission being produced between this radius and 

the event horizon, which seems unlikely. In fact, if we assume that the illumination 

pattern generating Iron Ka fluorescence traces the underlying dissipation in the disk (i.e 

illumination by a hot corona, as opposed to by a lamppost, Martocchia et al., 2000), then 

the concentration of fluorescence towards the inner regions of the disk is somewhat larger 

than predicted by the standard accretion disk model, even for a rapidly rotating black hole. 

This can be accomplished if the accretion disk is able to extract energy from the black 

hole itself, possibly by explicit violation of the stress-free inner boundary condition, as 

outlined by Agol & KroUk (2000). This rather surprising result appears robtist (Reynolds 
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Figure 2.11: "Time-aver aged (upper panels) and peculiar line profiles (lower panels) of the 

iron K emission from MCG6-30-15 seen in the two long ASCA observations in 1994 (left) 

and 1997 (right). In the 1994 observation, a very broad profile with a pronounced red

wing is seen during a period of Deep Minimum of the light curve (lower left), compared to 

the time-averaged line profile shown in the upper panel. In contrast, during a sharp flare 

in the 1997 observation, whole hne emission is shifted to energies below 6 keV and there 

is no significant emission at the rest hne-energy of 6:4 keV (lower right). Both peculiar 

line shapes can be explained by large gravitational redshift in small radii on the accretion 

disk." Taken from Reynolds k Nowak (2003) 
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et al., 2004), but remains a rather controversial topic within the community. 

Fortunately, MCG-6-30-15 is not the only source that exhibits a broad spectral feature 

in the 2 — lOkeV band. Approximately half of the known moderate-to-high luminosity 

AGN exhibit an Iron Ka line that has been broadened to some extent (see e.g. Nandra 

et al., 1997). Caution is necessary however, as seemingly broad Unes can results from 

complex absorption (see, for example Schurch &: Warwick, 2002; Schmch et al., 2003). By 

contrast, the widths of iron lines exhibited by BHBs seem correlated with spectra state 

(see e.g. Gilfanov et al., 2000). However, recent work by Miller et al. (2004) seems to 

indicate the existence of hues with widths comparable to that observed in MCG-6-30-15 

in several sources. The robustness of these claims is untested however and their validity 

remains a soiu:ce of intense controversy within the community. 

High resolution spectroscopy of broad iron lines allows us test our imderstanding of 

both accretion and the underlying properties of the gravitational field. However, as we 

shall see in the remainder of this work, precision tests of strong gravity using these line 

profiles relies on our imderstanding of the (as yet unknown) properties of the accretion 

flow. We are not solely reUant on broad iron lines, however. In recent years, high res

olution timing information available from the Rossi X-Ray Timing Explorer (RXTE) 

along with GINGA and EXOSAT has lead to the discovery of Quasi-Periodic Oscillations 

(QPOs) in the power spectra of many low mass accreting compact objects. In several 

BHBs, the QPOs occur in pairs related by small, well-defined, integer ratios (3 : 2, 5 : 3, 

Strohmayer, 2001a,b; Abramowicz & Kluzniak, 2001), which has lead many authors to 

suggest that they originate from the coupling of the accretion flow to the gravitational 

potential (see e.g. Titarchuk et a l , 1998; Stella et al., 1999; Psaltis & Norman, 2000). 

This yields the intriguing possibihty of probing the black hole spacetime via the temporal 

variability of the source. However, the precise natiu:e of this coupling is, as yet, not widely 

imderstood, limiting the current usefulness of this approach. In many other systems, the 

QPO frequency is variable, which is either attributed to a characteristic radius within 
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Figure 2.12: Results of the July 2000 XMM-Newton Observation of MCG-6-30-15 in the 

Deep Minimum State" (a) Ratio between data and model from fitting a power law to the 

data, (b) Ratio from fitting a power law and the empirical warm absorber model... (c) 

Deconvolved spectrum of the Fe K band, showing the total l aor model and the continuum 

with and without (dashed) the reflection component for a model with reflection from an 

ionized disk. For clarity, the data have been rebinned and only the single-event data 

points are shown" Taken from Wilms et al. (2001) 
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Figure 2.13: As in Figure 2.3 for BHBs and Neutron Stars in atoll sources. "At high 

L/Lsdd the identical accretion flow in atoll systems has an additional component from an 

optically thick boundary layer (red)." Taken ft-om Done & GierUnski (2004). 

the accretion flow for BHBs, or coupling to the stellar spin in the case of Neutron stars. 

Again, if these mechanism can be reliably identified, then QPOs will be able provide a 

remarkable insight into strong gravity. 

More promising, however, is the idea of testing the existence of the event horizon. 

Alternatives to black holes with an event horizon (and hence no surface) are exotic com

pact stars, where the stellar surface is located just above the black hole event horizon. 
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The effect of material accreting onto this surface should be readily observable, despite 

its high-redshift. Firstly, Narayan k Heyl (2002) propose that if material were accreted 

onto such a siuface, then eventually the density and temperature on the surface will in

crease to such a level that a Type 1 thermonuclear explosion would be inevitable, as is 

observed in systems containing Neutron Stars. Remarkably, no BHB has ever exhibited 

such behaviour, leading credence to the existence of the event horizon in these systems. 

Narayan et al. (1997) take this argmnent a stage further by the examination of the spectra 

of a selection of BHBs in quiescence. Quiescent accreting neutron stars tend to exhibit 

soft thermal emission from the stellar siu:face, which implies that a similar result should 

be fotmd if black holes did posses a surface (where the heating mechanism would be ei

ther through deep crustal heating or accretion). Such emission is absent from the BHBs, 

indicating the absence of a stellar surface, the natural explanation of which is that the 

compact object possesses an event horizon (i.e. is a black hole). McChntock et al. (2004) 

examine a particularly suitable BHB, XTEJ1118-f480 (due to lack of absorption along 

the hne-of-sight), again in quiescence, again finding such a spectral component is absent, 

seemingly confirming (for XTEJl 118-1-480 at least) that black holes do indeed have event 

horizons. Finally, Done & Gierlinski (2003) examine the spectra of both BHBs and ac

creting Neutron Stars when the sources are bright. Both types of sources can be explained 

in the context of the same spectral model, the difference being the presence of an addi

tional component for the Neutron Stars, which is attributed to the presence of a surface / 

boimdary layer (see Figme 2.13). The absence of such a component in the BHB spectra 

lends yet further support to the existence of the black hole event horizon. 
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Chapter 3 
Mathematical 

Properties of Strong 

Gravitational Fields 

Abstract 

We introduce the relevant mathematical formalism for computing spectra in the strong 

gravitational field of rotating black holes. The properties of the spacetime of such a black 

hole are introduced, including the event horizon and ergosphere. The equations of geodesic 

motion for both time-like and null geodesies are derived through the exphcit separation 

of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation. The null geodesic equations are reformulated to enable 

the fast computation of photon trajectories. The properties of the effective potentials 

governing these trajectories are discussed and it is demonstrated how these properties 

may be used to more effectively accomplish the calculation of the photon trajectories. 

The importance of multiple orbit photons to the observed properties of accretion flows is 

highlighted The tetrad formalism used to evaluate physical quantities in the rest frame 

of arbitrarily moving observers is introduced and several important physical quantities 

evaluated. Finally, we describe how we calculate spectra of optically thick, geometrically 

thin accretion disks. 

- 43 
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3.1 The Spacetime of the Rotating Black Hole 

Many stellar objects that are likely to undergo gravitational collapse to form black holes 

(i.e massive stars, neutron stars, etc.) possess some amount of angular momentum before 

collapse. It therefore seems likely that the black hole that remains after collapse must 

be in possession of some angular momentum. Complete studies of physical processes in 

strong gravitational fields must therefore consider the case of the rotating black hole, 

despite the complexities that this introduces into the calculations. In Section 2.5, we 

saw that there is increasing evidence that some Black Hole Candidate objects may be in 

possession of spin parameters as high as a = 0.998, so there is a clear astrophysical need 

to consider rotating black holes^ 

By contrast, it is almost certain that no astrophysical black hole can possess any 

significant amount of charge. Misner et al. (1973) provide a simple, concise argument for 

this, which we reproduce for completeness. Any Black Hole Candidate that had significant 

charge would exert attractive electrostatic forces on electrons and repulsive electrostatic 

forces on protons in the surrounding Interstellar Medium or Accretion Flow. The ratio 

between these forces and the gravitational force of the black would be « 10^°. It is 

therefore apparent that any net charge of the black hole will be rapidly neutralised and 

so any astrophysically realisable black hole can be considered to be imcharged. We can 

therefore characterise the source with the parameters: 

M = Mass; a = = Angular Momentum per unit Mass; 

With this choice of parameters, the most general solution of the Einstein Field Equa

tions describing a rotating black hole is given by the Kerr family of solutions (Chan-

drasekhar, 1983). Written in Boyer-Lindquist co-ordinates, using gravitational units 

În fact, Thome (1974), working in the context of the standard accretion disk model, showed that 

a = 0.998 is the maximum obtainable black hole spin when one includes the effect torque exerted by 

captured photons on the evolution of the hole 
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(G = M = c = 1), the line element takes the form: 

dŝ  = e'-'dt' - e'^ {d<t> - ujdtf - e'l^'dr' - e^^HO'' (3.1) 

Here, we have defined the metric functions: 

Finally, we have that: 

A = r 2 - 2 r - h a ^ = + a W ^ ; = (r^-h a ^ ) ' - a^Asin^ ^ (3.3) 

The line element (Eqn. 3.1) is independent of both the t and (f) coordinates and hence 

the metric is both stationary and axisymmetric. Note that, if we set a = 0 in the above 

equations, then otn line element reduces to the Schwarzschild solution describing the 

external gravitational field of a non-rotating compact object, i.e. 

= [ l - ^ de - ( l - ^ ) ' - (^^' + sin' (3.4) 

We shall now summarise some of the key results related to the line element (Eqn. 

3.1) that will be relevant for future discussions, based on the concise account given by 

Bardeen et al. (1972). We begin with the observation that the event horizon ('one-way 

membrane') associated with the line element (Eqn. 3.1) is defined by the outer root of 

A(r) = 0: 

= r+ = H - V l - a 2 (3.5) 

This takes its familiar value of r/j = 2rg in the non-rotating (Schwarzschild) case (Eqn. 

3.4). Note that r+ is also a coordinate singularity, in that the radial component of the 

line element (Eqn. 3.1) is singular here, whilst we can change coordinate system and find 

trajectories that cross r+ in an inwards direction (the converse not being possible). It 

is also important to note that, in general, the location of the null surface describing the 

event horizon does not coincide with the smface described by gu = 0, which is described 

by: 

re{e) = 1 + V l - a2 cos2 9 (3.6) 
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Clearly, we have that re{6) > Vh for all a. This stationary surface is knows as the 'static 
limit', with the region Vh < r < re{9) known as the ergosphere. Within this region, all 
observers with fixed (r, 9) must rotate in the same direction as the black hole (the positive 
(/)-direction). Observers within this region are able to access the negative energy orbits 
that extract energy from the black hole (see below). 

The motion of geodesies in the Kerr geometry is completely described by three non-

trivial constants of motion, which in Boyer-Lindquist co-ordinates are identified as the 

total energy, E\ the component of the angular momentum parallel to the symmetry axis, 

and Carters constant, Q, where (see Section 3.2.1): 

Q = pI + cos^ 9 (3.7) 

A fourth, trivial constant is the rest mass of the particle, /i. Note that Q = 0 is both a 

necessary and sufficient condition for motion initially in the equatorial plane to remain 

there for all subsequent times, whilst orbits crossing the equatorial plane must necessarily 

have Q > 0. 

The four-momentum of a test particle can be obtained through solution of the above 

equation, recalling that jf' = dx^^/dX, where A is related to proper time by A = r /^ , which 

is an affine parameter in the limit —> 0. It is found that: 

'dX V"" s in 's / A 

dX ^ A 

Here, K , Vg are effective potentials (see Sections 3.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.2.3): 

T = E{r'' + a^) - L,a-

K = r 2 - A [/iV^ + (L, - aEf + Q] ; 

Ve = Q~ cos'9 \a' (/x̂  - e ' ) + ^ 
sm'' 9 

(3.9) 
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Our interests lie in the study of optically thick accretion disks aroimd Kerr black holes. 
In the standard accretion disk model (Page & Thorne, 1974, see Section 2.4), gas in the 
disk lies on circular orbits in the equatorial plane of the black hole spacetime. For a circular 
orbit of constant radius, ro, we reqmre that dr/d\ must vanish both instantaneously and at 
all subsequent times (that is, the orbit exists at a perpetual tiurning point). We therefore 
have the conditions: 

K(ro )=0; ^ ^ = 0 (3.10) 

These two equations can be solved to yield conditions on E,Lz for the circular orbit, 
specifically: 

E r 3 / 2 - 2 r i / 2 ± a 

A* r 3 / V r - 3 / 2 - 3 r V 2 ± 2 a ' , . 

^ ~ ^3/4^^3/2 _ 3^1/2-J. 2a' 

Here (and throughout what follows), prograde and retrograde orbits are denoted by the 

upper and lower signs of ± and respectively. The (coordinate) angular velocity of 

circular orbits can be obtained by combination of Eqn. 3.11 with the latter two equations 

of Eqn. 3.8. We find: 

Clearly, for circular orbits to be possible at a given radii, the denominator of Eqn's. 3.10 

must be real, which is true only if: 

^3/2 _ 3^1/2 ̂  2a > 0 (3.13) 

The root of this equation, rph, describes an orbit with infinite energy per unit rest mass, 

which corresponds physically to a photon orbit. Such an orbit is the innermost circular 

orbit for all particles for a given black hole spin. We find that: 

Tph = 2 -I- 2 cos '2 -1 / ^ - cos (Ta) (3.14) 
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There are two key properties of the circular orbits for r > rph- Firstly, not all of the 
circular orbits in this region are bound, i.e. they posses E/ji > 1. If we subject a particle 
on such an orbit to an (infinitesimal) outward perturbation, then the particle will escape 
to infinity. The marginally bound radius, rmb is found by considering the hmiting case 
E/n > 1: 

rmb = 2 T a + 2^1 T a (3.15) 

Bound circular orbits exist for r > rmb- This radius also represents the minimum perihe

lion of all parabolic orbits (that is orbits with E / f j , = 1). Parabolic orbits that fall within 

rmb are necessarily captured by hole. This is important from an astrophysical perspective 

as particle infall from infinity can be described by a very nearly parabolic trajectory. 

Not all of the bound circular orbits in the equatorial plane are stable. For such an 

orbit to be regarded as stable, we must have that: 

(3.16) 
ar^ 

Applying this condition to the relevant part of Eqn. 3.9, it is found that stable orbits 

must satisfy: 

- 6r ± 8ari/2 _ 3^2 > q 

We denote the root of this equation as the marginally stable orbit, rnis, which takes the 
form: 

r^ = 3 + Z2T >/(3 - Zi) {3 + Z1 + 2Z2); 

Zi = 1 +vTT^(.^TT^+v^r^) ; (3.18) 

Z2 = ^3a2 + Zl 

We show the behaviour of r+(a), ro(a) (evaluated in the equatorial plane), rph (a), 

rnib(a) and rn,b(a) in Figure 3.1. In the case of the extreme Kerr black hole (a = 1), we 

find that all of these radii are equal, implying that the ergosphere along with the photon, 

marginally bound and marginally stable orbits intersect the horizon here. This is clearly 
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Figiire 3.1: "Radii of circular equatorial orbits ... as functions of the hole's ... angular 

momentum [spin] a. Dashed and dotted curves (for direct and retrograde orbits) plot the 

Boyer-Lindquist coordinate radius of the innermost stable (ms), innermost bound (mb), 

and photon (ph) orbits. SoUd curves indicated the event horizon (r+) and the equatorial 

boundary of the ergosphere (ro)." Taken from Bardeen et al. (1972) 
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Figure 3.2: "Embedding diagrams of the 'plane' 9 = 7r /2, t = constant, for rotating 

black holes with near-maximum angular momentum. Here, a denotes the hole's angular 

momentum in units of M. The Boyer-Lindquist radial coordinate r determines only the 

circumference of the 'tube'. When a —»• M , the orbits at r^s, r^^ and rph all have the 

same coordinate radius, although - as the embedding diagram shows clearly - they are in 

fact distinct." Taken from Bardeen et al. (1972) 
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a contradiction as no time-like curves can exist on the null-hypersiirface describing the 
event horizon, which is due to a subtlety in the Boyer-Lindquist co-ordinate system. In 
fact, if we consider the proper radial distance between these points, then in the limit 
a —̂  1 these separations remain physically well-behaved, as can be seen in Figiure 3.2. 

3.2 Calculating Photon Paths in Strong Gravity 

3.2.1 Geodesies Around Rotating Black Holes 

The separation of the geodesic equations in the Kerr metric was first performed by Carter 

(1968), in the process discovering the existence of a fourth quantity^ that is conserved 

along the geodesic path (in addition to mass, energy and angular momentum). Carter 

accomplished this by explicitly demonstrating the separability of the Hamilton-Jacobi 

equation^ governing geodesic motion, which in a spacetime with a metric tensor takes 

the form: 
dS ^dS c).^ 

(3.19) 
^dS ^ ,dS_dS_ 

dr ^ dx<^ dxP 

Here, r is proper time. The contravariant form of the metric tensor, g°'<^ has components: 

g-0 = 

£ 2 0 0 2ar 

0 A 
~ ? 

0 0 

0 0 0 
2ar 0 0 

( A - a 2 s i n 2 e) 

/PAsin '^e 

(3.20) 

physical interpretation of which has recently be given by de FeUce k Preti (1999) 

^The Hamilton-Jacobi description of motion originated out of Hamilton's' conviction that the 'particle 

world line' of mechanics is an idealisation analogous to the 'light ray' of geometric optics. In geometric 

optics, the localisation of the energy of the light ray is approximate only - Hamilton had the beginnings 

of the idea was that this was the same for particles as well - 'quantum physics before quantimi physics'! 

Together with Jacobi, he developed a formalism by which the motion of the particle is analysed through 

the Hamilton-Jeicobi Function, the details of which can be found in Misner et al. (1973),Goldstein (1950) 
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nents: 

9a0 = 

note that the covariant form of the metric tensor g^fi has compo-

1 - ^ 0 0 2ar sin^ 0 

0 0 0 
(3.21) 

0 0 - p 2 0 
(3.21) 

sin^e 

Substituting the contravariant form of the metric tensor into the Hamilton-Jacobi equa

tion, we obtain: 

2 ^ = ^ H T r + 
dS Aar dSdS A - sin^ 6 rdS\^ 

dr p2A\dt J ' p^A dt d(t> p^Asm^e \d(j), 

We assume that the variables can be separated and seek a solution of the form 

S=^^-Et + L,(t> + Sr{r) + Se{d) 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

Here, 5̂  = 1,0 for particles and photons respectively, E is the energy of the geodesic and 

Lz is the component of the geodesies angular momentvun aUgned with the spin axis of 

the black hole. W i t h much algebra, i t is found that the Hamilton-Jacobi equation can be 

written in the manifestly separable form: 

dr 
1 

- T W + a') ^ - aL,]' + ( L , - aEf + Sh"" 

+ 
dSejd) 

dO 

A 
-l2 

+ 
LI 

(3.24) 

-a''E^]cos''9 + 6'a''cos''e\=0 

Prom this, it is inferred that: 

dSrjr) 
dr = A [ ( ^ ' + aL,] 2 - [Q -H ( L , - aEf + 8\^\ 

dSe{9) 
dd = Q- -a'E' + S'a']co8'e 

(3.25) 
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Here, Q is a separation constant ('Carters constant', Carter, 1968). We therefore see that 
the solution for the Hamilton-Jacobi function, S, is: 

Here, we have introduced the effective potentials (c.f Eqn. 3.9): 

R (r) =[{r' + a') E - aL,]' - A [ g + ( L , - aEf + 5^^; 

(3.26) 

e ( ^ ) = g - a2 (52 _E^)^- cos^e 
(3.27) 

The complete set of equations governing geodesic motion around a Kerr black hole 

can then be obtained by setting the partial derivative of the Hamilton-Jacobi function, S 

(Eqn. 3.26) with respect to the conserved quantities equal to zero. This procedure yields 

the set of integral equations: 

J x/W) J 

de 

J ^/W^ J VW) 
dr 

de 

t = rE + 2 f r [r'^E - a (L , - aE)] ^ 

c^ = ar[ir^ + a ^ ) E - a L . ] - ^ + r ( J ^ - a E ] 

(3.28) 

This set of integral equations can be combined to yield the contravariant components 

of the fotur-momentum of the geodesic: 

dr 

(3.29) 

dt 

The covariant components of the geodesies four-momentum are then found viapa = Qapp^, 
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yielding: 

i P6 = fieev = v c i t / j ; 
(3.30) 

P4> = 9<t>tP^ + 9H>P''' = -Lz\ Pt = W + 9t4>P'^ = E 

Finally, we note that the relation between Carter constant, Q and the covariant compo

nents of the photon foiir-momentum (Eqn. 3.7) can be found simply by rearranging the 

expression for po in the above. 
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3.2.2 The Null Geodesic Equations 

Material in an accretion flow near to a black hole emits radiation, which is received by 

a (possibly distant) observer. These photons enable the observer to form an image of 

the flow, which in turn determines the measured spectral properties (Beckwith & Done, 

2004). Photons follow null geodesies, which are obtained from the general case described 

in the previous section by setting 5"^ — 0 (i.e. photons are massless). For convenience, we 

reduce the number of parameters for the system by re-normalising and Q with respect 

to E. We introduce"*: 

A = | ; g = | (3.31) 

The Kerr metric is both stationary and axisynmietric so the derived set of geodesic equa

tions (3.28 - 3.30) are independent of both of the coordinates t and 0. The properties of a 

given geodesic path (specified by a A, g pair) are therefore completely determined by the 

'governing' equation: 

± r _ i ^ = ± r _ £ _ (3.32) 

The effective potentials take the form: 

(r) = [(r^ + a^) - aA] ' - A [g - (A - a)^] 
(3.33) 

ex,g {0) = q-\- c? cos^ Q - X'^cot^e 

Consider the radial motion of the geodesic, described by the left-hand side of the 

above. We fix the ends of the radial trajectories at rg and TQ , which leads us to the 

general form for radial motion (see e.g. Agol, 1997): 

V A , ; (^e, ro) = ± -7W=f=\ = / ~ 7 F = f T + 
dr 

Here, we have denoted the radial turning point (either perihehon or aphelion) of the path 

motion by rt and s" (n = 1,2) can take the values —1, -t-1 dependent on the natiue of the 

''A will now always denotes L^lE and is completely unrelated to the aflBne parameter define in Section 
3.1 
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path, where n is an index and not a power. Prom the discussion of Wilkins (1972), there 
are no bound null geodesies that terminate above the horizon, implying that at most there 
can be one radial turning point along the geodesic path. There are therefore three types 
of radial motion that we must consider: 

1. Prom fe to To with no radial turning point encountered, implying either {si = +1, = —1) 

if re < To or {si = - 1 , sf = - 1 ) if > r^. 

2. Prom Te inwards to perihelion at rt, then outwards to Vo, implying that {si — —1,5^ = +1) 

for Tt < re, Tt < To. 

3. Prom outwards to aphelion at r j , then inwards to To, implying that {si = -1-1, = -1-1) 

for Tt > re, n > To. 

Por the latitudinal motion we can, in general, have an arbitrary number of turning 

points occur along the path (unlike in the radial case). This requires a more complex ex

pression to describe the contribution of the latitudinal motion. We introduce the variable 

m = cos 6: 

f"^" dm 

n dm ^ p 1 (3.35) 

dm + ['^n^-slsl{l + sl)] r - r p 
Jm-. y/Mx,q 

The effective potential now takes the form Mx,q{m) — q + m^ {a^ - - q)-a?m'^. In the 

above, m + _ denote the locations of the latitudinal turning points determined by solution 

of Mx^q{m) = 0 (Ranch & Blandford, 1994), whilst rim denotes the nimiber of such tinrning 

points through which the path passes and sl^ can take the values -1,-1-1. Specifically, 

the case of is described by two possibilities: 

1. If m+ = —m_, then — -1-1, —1 dependent on whether the path is initially directed 

towards the 'north' or 'south' poles of the hole respectively. 
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2. If m+ 7̂  - m _ , then is in the direction of the closest of m + _ to rUe 

The sign of is determined by the number of turning points, through which the 

geodesic passes, = — I " " * . 

Geodesic paths are therefore described by: 

(̂ e, To) - C^J'"- (me, rrio) = 0 (3.36) 

This can be solved analytically in terms of elliptic functions, which is much more efficient 

than numerical solutions. Rauch & Blandford (1994) tabulate these functions to determine 

the observed coordinate latitude, dobs for photons with momenta (A,g) emitted from a 

given radius and latitude which arrive at the observers' radial coordinate. Alternatively, 

Agol (1997), Cadez et al. (1998) fix one end of the radial path at infinity with some 

inclination and the coordinates at which the other end crosses the equatorial plane. An 

additional method, due to Viergutz (1993) fixes the ends of the photon paths at the 

required coordinates, and a minimisation technique is applied to determine valid (A, q) 

pairs for a given number of orbits of the black hole. 

Our approach combines aspects of those described by Rauch & Blandford (1994) and 

Viergutz (1993). We invert the reformulated governing equation to obtain the observed 

co-ordinate latitude of the geodesic, tising the technique described by Rauch & Blandford 

(1994): 

dm 

Jm- ^yMx,q{m) 

(3.37) 

We apply the properties of the effective potentials described by Viergutz (1993) to dra

matically reduce the scale of the calculation by analytically restricting the range of A and 

q to those which can escape to infinity. Then we search this range for those paths which 

contribute to a given image order at the required observed inclination. These geodesies 

are then projected to form an image of the system on the observers sky, which is then 
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used to determined the measured flux (described in Beckwith &; Done, 2004, see Section 
3.4). The code therefore allows the fast calculation of geodesies linking any two points in 
the spacetime that make a specified nmnber orbits of the black hole. 

3.2.3 The Zeroes of the Effective Potentials 

To obtain solutions of the reformulated governing equation (3.37), we tiu:n to the tables 

of elliptic integrals provided by Ranch k Blandford (1994), as modified by Agol (1997). 

These tables, when combined with appropriate numerical techniques allow us, in principal, 

to determine the geodesies that link an arbitrary emitter, (re,me) and observer, {ro,mo). 

In practise, however, this calculation is far from trivial. By specifying the locations of 

the emitter and receiver, we have placed definite restrictions on the values of the angular 

momentum parameters, (A, q) for which geodesic motion between these two locations is 

even possible. The geodesic motion is dependent on the square root of the two effective 

potentials, R\^q{r), M\^q{m), which requires that these functions remain positive definite 

at all points along the path. If, at any point on the geodesic, this requirement is broken, 

then a potential barrier is necessarily formed and no such motion is possible. Viergutz 

(1993) has shown that these requirements can be expressed in terms of the interplay of 

a set of algebraic fimctions, which we consider further here. Note that the application of 

these fxmctions enables us to provide tight limits on the region of parameter space which 

must be considered in the calculation and hence hugely reduce the scale of the calculation. 

We begin by introducing: 

r = min(re,ro) ; f = max(re,ro) 

m = min( |me|, |mo|); m = max (|me|, |mo|) 

The condition that no potential barrier exists between the emitter and observer can be 

re-expressed mathematically as: 

R\,q (r < r < f ) > 0; MA , , (m < |m| < m) > 0 (3.38) 
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Since the effective potentials are linear in q, we can express these requirements as: 

9<gr ,a (A) ; q>qm,a{X) (3.39) 

Here: 

9r,a (A) = -r + (A - a) 

qm,a (A) = 2 A^ - a^m^ 

1 — 

Physically, these curves correspond to the locus of points on the (A, q) plane for which the 

given co-ordinate, (r, m) is a zero of the associated effective potential. For the latitudinal 

motion, i t is found that there are two cases that we must consider (taking m as the 

pericentre of the latitudinal motion and similarly m is the apocentre): 

Qm,a (A) |A| < ay/1 - m?y/r^ 

qm,a (A) |A| > ttA/l -7T7,2\/1 - I f f 

The description of the radial motion is more complex, due to the existence of the 

imstable photon orbits (Chandrasekhar, 1983). These orbits are described by the existence 

of a further set of zeroes of the radial effective potential, R\,q{r) = 0 that is subject to 

the additional constraint drRx^q (r) = 0 (see Section 3.1. These conditions yield a pair 

of parametric equations describing a critical ctirve on the (A, q) plane, which define the 

apparent angular size of the black hole: 

' ^ = ^ ( 7 ^ ( ^ ^ ' - " ' - ^ ^ ^ ^ ) 
r3 ; „. (3.42) 

" " a M r c - 1 ) ^ 

The range of values of rc is given by considering the solutions of 4a^ = rg (re - 3)^ (cor

responding to the radii of imstable photon orbits, either direct or retrograde, in the 

equatorial plane). Following Chandrasekhar (1983), we denote these radii by r^^^ and 

ri'h and so r j ^ < < r^ '^ 
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The second comphcation to this discussion stems from Wilkins (1972). Specifically, 
for any particle, orbits with E'^ > 5^ (where denotes particle energy; 5̂  = 1,0 particle 
mass), are unbound, whilst orbits with E'^ < 5"^ are bound. Since photons are massless, 
this impUes that the only boimd orbits are those with negative E"^ (and so must terminate 
behind the horizon), whilst all others must be unbound (except for a set of unstable, cir
cular orbits). We cannot therefore (unlike in the previous discussion) consider trajectories 
with r as pericentre and f as apocentre. 

For our purposes, three particular cases describing the behaviour of the 9r,a(A) curve 

are of interest. To illustrate these, we consider an extreme Kerr (a = 1) hole, with the 

observer located at radial infinity and an inclination of 6o = 30°. We locate the emitter 

in the equatorial plane and begin by considering the case r^'^^ < r (Figure 3.3, left panel). 

Here, the region of the angular momentmn {X,q) plane for which no potential barrier is 

formed between the emitter and observer is bounded from below by Qm^aW, as described 

by equation 3.41. The upper limit of this region is provided by qr,aW and it can be shown 

that, independent of the locations of the emitter and observer, these cmrves are concave 

and convex functions of A, respectively. This indicates that we can provide limits on the 

allowed range of A via: 

2ar: (1 - m^) ± ^ V l ^ jr' + m'a') 
(m, r, a) = A - a ^ l - m ^ ) ^ 

The apparent angular size of the black hole is defined by the parametric ciurve QC (rc) , Ac (^c). 

Hence, photons whose angular momentum falls under this curve and are directed initially 

inwards towards the hole from r are inevitably captured. For r^'^^ < r, this critical curve 

intersects the graph of gm,a(A) at some A+'~ (the exact intersection being determined 

numerically) and so inwardly directed photons with A~ < A < A+, qm,aW < 9 < Qcifc), 

where T C is determined by inversion of A = Ac(rc), can be completely excluded from the 

calculation. 

We now move the location of the emitter inwards such that r̂ ^^ < I < r^'^^ < f 

(Figure 3.3, centre panel). We have that the valid region of the angular momentmn plane 
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is bounded from below by gm,a(A), as before. The behaviour of the upper botmd to the 
angular momentum plane is, however, quite different. In this case, since r^^^ < l < 
there exists some r* = r, which is associated with a (A*, g*) pair, through equations (3.42). 
For A < A*, we therefore have that the upper limit of the angular momentum plane is 
given by the critical curve and hence the lower limit on A is determined by A^. Similarly, 
above A*, the upper limit on the plane is given, as in the previous case, by 9r,a(A) and so 
the upper limit on A is given by A+(m,r, a). Note that, for A < A* there are no photons 
that are emitted on radially inbound geodesies that reach the observer, whilst for A > A*, 
only those initially in-going photons with values of q above the critical curve can reach 
the observer. Finally, we note that for the emitter located at r < 2rg (Figiue fig:2.1, 
right-hand panel), the graph of gr,a(A) is now convex. However, the relationship between 
the various ciurves remains unchanged from that described in the previous case and the 
angidar momentum plane remains boimd. 
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Figure 3.3: Boundary ciuves on the (A, g')-plane for an extreme (a = 1) Kerr black hole 

with To = oo, de = 7'"/2 and Oo = 30°. The graph of qm,a {X) is shown by the red ciurve, 

9r,a (A) by the green and qc {rc), Ac (rc) by the blue. On the left-hand panel, the emitter is 

located at fg = 6rp, such that re > r^^^ and hence the valid region is bounded by 9 ,̂0 (A) 

from above and qm,a (A) from below, whilst the qc {rc), Ac (rc) describes the fine below 

which a photon directed radially inward is inevitably captured by the hole. In the central 

panel, the emitter is now located at Tg = 3rg, such that Tp^^ < Te < r^^^ The parameter 

space is again bounded by qm,a (A) from below, however in this case, the upper limit is 

given by qc {rc), Ac (rc) for A < Ac (re) and by qr^a (A) otherwise. Finally, we see that for 

re = 2rg (right-hand panel), these boundaries still apply, even though the graph of ĝ .a (A) 

is now concave (true for all r < 2rg). 
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3.2.4 Structure & Properties of Loops on the (A, q) Plane 

We begin by considering solutions to the 'governing' equation for a simple system where 

the emitter is located in the equatorial plane of an extreme Kerr (a = 1) hole {9^ = 7r/2) 

and takes the form of an infinitesimal ring located at radius rg. For such an infinitesimal 

ring, the flux is undefined (since the ring subtends zero solid angle on the observers sky) 

and so we concentrate our attention on the behaviovu" of the solutions on the (A, (5f)-plane 

and the reference frame of a distant observer, the (a,/3)-plane^ (Figure 3.4). To minimise 

the impact of gravitational lensing, we locate the observer at radial infinity and 9o = 30° 

(as previously). 

Initially, we locate the ring at = 8rg (Figure 3.4, left-most panel) and catalogue the 

complete set of geodesies of zeroth (A^ = 0), first (A^ = 1) and second (A^ = 2) order. Each 

of these geodesic orders form a closed loop on both the (A, q) and {a, (3) planes. We note 

that the projections on both planes are asymmetric about the fine A, a = 0 due to the 

breaking of spherical symmetry by the black hole spin and also (for the emitter located 

at 8rg) that the loops for each individual image order are completely detached. We now 

move the emitter inwards to Vg = 6rg (Figure 3.4, second from left panel), which causes 

the loops associated with the zeroth and first order images to overlap. The solutions to 

the geodesic equations are therefore multivalued at these points in (A, q) space, breaking 

the statement by Cimningham (1975) that there are two geodesies linking a point on the 

accretion disc to an observer for each value of the redshift parameter, 9, which (for the 

Keplerian disc considered by Cuimingham), corresponds to two geodesies at each valid 

point in A space. I f we now move the emitter inwards to re = 4rg (Figiure 3.4, third 

from left panel), we now see that the loops associated with the zeroth order geodesic now 

overlaps with both the first order loop and the second order loop. 

We now move the emitter further inwards, so that < = 3rg < Tp^^ (Figure 3.4, 

third from right panel). Here, the zeroth order loop still overlaps the first and second 

ŝee Section 3.3.2 
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Figure 3.4: Closed loops on the (A,g)-plane (top row) and their projection onto the 

observers sky (the a,P plane, bottom row) for an extreme (a = 1) Kerr black hole wi th 

To = oo, 6e — IT/2 and 6o = 30°. Geodesies with N = 0 are shown as icd lines, those 

with A'̂  = 1 as blue fines and N = 2 as grcH-n lines. Also shown for references on the 

(A, q')-plane representation are the parameter space boundaries (black fines). Prom left to 

right, the each panel has Tg = 8,6,4,3,2, Irg. Note the change in the relative locations of 

the loops as the emitter moves inwards - for = Svg, the loops for each image order are 

completely detached. However, as the emitter moves in to 6rg, the = 0,1 loops overlap 

and by the time the emitter reaches 4rg, the N = 0 loop overlaps both the A^ = 1 and 

N =^ 2 loop. At 3rg, the N = 0 loop again crosses the A = 1, 2 loops, however in this case 

the N = 1 and N = 2 loops now touch. Moving the emitter inward to 2rg, the N = 0 

loop detaches itself and moves inside the Â  = 1,2 loops, which cross. Moving the emitter 

stifi fiuther inward, to just above r+, we now see that N =1,2 loops have detached, with 

the A = 1 loop now occurring between the A = 0, 2 loops. 
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Figure 3.5: As in Figure 3.4 for a Schwarzschild (a = 0) black hole, with (from left to 

right) Te = 8,6,4,3,2.5,2rg. The loops display a qualitatively similar behaviour to that 

described in the a = 1 case. We note that the restoration of spherical symmetry to 

the system (due to the absence of rotation) has removed the asymmetry of the loops on 

both planes and hence changed the points of overlap of the loops with respect to the 

a = 1 case. For Ve < 3rg, there are no photons with N = 2 that propagate to infinity, 

furthermore for r^ < Srg, there are no A'' = 1 photons that can propagate to infinity 

either. More importantly, for Ve < 3rg a distant observer is tmable to form a complete 

(that is 0 = 0 —> 2IT) image of the ring even using direct {N — 0) photons. 
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order loops, however, in this case the first and second order loops now touch. Moving the 
emitter inwards still fiurther to rg = 2rg (Figtu:e 3.4, second from right panel), the zeroth 
order loop now detaches itself from the first and second order loops and moves inside 
these loops on the {a, (5) plane projection. The apparent angular size of the zeroth order 
loop, as measured by the distant observer, is now smaller than that of the first and second 
order loops, which has important consequences for the calculation of the emergent flux, 
as we shall shortly see. Finally, we move the emitter down to rg — = 10~^ (Figure 3.4, 
right-most panel), the location of r^ in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates (however, this is not 
the case in terms of proper distance, see Bardeen et al., 1972). A l l of the loops are again 
detached, however, in comparison to the case where r^ = Sr^, the ordering of these loops 
is now reversed on the (a, 0) plane, with the second order now subtending the greatest 
angular size of the observers sky. 

We now replace the central extreme Kerr black hole with a Schwarzschild (a = 0) black 

hole and repeat the preceding calculation. Prom Figure 3.5, we see that the behaviour of 

the solutions on the two planes is qualitatively similar to that of the extreme Kerr case 

as we move the emitter from Sr^ down to 4rg. However, in this case we note that the 

loops are now symmetric about the line A, a = 0 due to the absence of rotation in the 

system and that this results in the quantitative locations of the overlap to change. Note 

that we can understand the existence of these overlaps by considering the meaning of 

the projection of these loops on the (A, q) plane. Recall that, for given (A, q) pair, there 

exists a set of roots (rj, mi) of the effective potentials Rx,q ( r) , Mx,q {m). Whether or not 

the geodesic path passes through selected members of these sets of roots depends on the 

initial direction taJcen by the geodesic, described by the Sr» S m parameters in equation 

3.41 and hence different geodesic paths can be described by a single (A, q) pair. 

Consider now the behaviour of these loops as we move the emitter to rg = 3rg for 

the Schwarzschild hole (Figure 3.5, third from right panel). Here, we find that the zeroth 

and first order loops are now detached, but in this case the second order loop does not 
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exist. Moving the emitter in further to 2.5rp (Figure 3.5, second from right panel), we 
find that not only does the first order loop disappears, but the zeroth order loop is no 
longer closed! Finally, if we move the emitter to rg - 2rg = 10~^ (Figure 3.5, right-most 
panel), then we find that we are only able to image a small line segment from the ring. 
To understand this behaviour, we turn to the discussion given by Chandrasekhar (1983) 
regarding the 'cone of avoidance', describing the cone generated the photons that pass 
through the unstable circular orbits located at 3rp. We let il) denote the half-angle of the 
cone (directed inward at large distances from the hole) and it can then be shown that: 

We therefore see that for r < 3rg, ij) < 7r/2, which impUes that below 3rg, the apparent 

angular size of the black hole is greater than that of the distant stars. This shows that 

the black hole obscures part of the region (j) = 0 ^ 2TT iov a, distant observer when the 

emitter is located below r = 3rg, which implies that the dynamics of the accretion flow 

in this region are extremely difficult to directly measure. 

3.2.5 General Emission Geometries 

In the standard picture of accretion onto a massive compact object, the emitting material 

is located in the equatorial plane in what is assmned to be a geometrically thin structure. 

As such, gravitational lensing effects only come into play for high inclination systems [do > 

60°). However, if one wishes to consider emission from a non-equatorial geometry (the 

case of a geometrically thick, optically thin accretion flow, for example), then gravitational 

lensing eflFects can have important consequences even for low incUnation observers. As an 

example, consider again two infinitesimal rings, located at = 6rg, with polar coordinates 

9^ = 149° and 6^ = 151°. We again locate the observer at radial infinity and initially 

take 9o = 25° such that < |̂ e'*| (Figure 3.6 left panel). The two rings form are 

mapped continuously onto the {a, /3) plane for each individual image order in a similar 
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fashion to those considered previously. We now move the latitudinal coordinate of the 
observer to 9o = 30°, such that \0^\ < \6o\ < \9^\ (Figure 3.6 centre panel). The image of 
the lower ring, 6^ is again mapped continuously onto the (a, P) plane for each individual 
image order, as would be expected as it's relationship to the latitudinal coordinate of the 
observer has remained unchanged. This is not true however of the image of the upper 
ring, 6^, which is now mapped discontinuously onto the {a, (5) plane, with the even image 
orders (zeroth and second) appearing from the southern hemisphere of the hole and the 
odd image orders (first) appearing from the northern hemisphere. I t is therefore clear 
that, in order to generate a complete picture of the physical properties of such a system, 
we must include the contribution of the higher orders to the calculation. Finally, we 
again move the observer in the latitudinal direction to do = 35°, such that \6o\ > j^g'* 
(Figure 3.6 right panel). Now the images of both rings are mapped discontinuously onto 
the {a, P) plane, which serves to fiorther emphasise the importance of the inclusion of the 
higher order images in the calculation. 
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Figure 3.6: Two emitting rings around an extreme Kerr black hole located at = Gr̂  

and 61 = 149° (solid lines), = 151° (dashed Unes) with the direct, first and second 

order images denoted by red, h\\\v and ^iccui lines respectively. The observer is located 

at radial infinity with polar coordinate do = 25° (left panel), 9o = 30° (centre panel) and 

9o = 35° (right panel). In the left panel, \6o\ < \d^'^\, producing circular images of the 

emitting rings. In the centre panel, we now have that \d^\ < \do\ < \9^\ and the image of 

the 0^ ring has now separated such that the zeroth and second order images appear from 

the south pole of the hole, whilst the first order image appears from behind the north 

pole. Finally, in the right-hand panel, we have that \9o\ > 9^'^ and so images of both 

9^''' follow this behaviour. 
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3.3 Local Reference Frames 
3.3.1 The Tetrad Formalism 

Many of the problems that we shall encounter in calculating the spectral properties of 

accretion flows around rotating black holes will require the measurement of physical pa

rameters (such as photon energy and direction of propagation) in the rest frame of some 

(arbitrarily) moving observer. We are fortunate that a formalism capable of providing 

such a description is well developed, so we are able to simply give an accoimt of the 

principle characteristics and techniques required in such a calcidation. 

The approach to this problem that we shall adopt is that of the tetrad formalism, 

which we give a brief introduction to here (due to Chandrasekhar, 1983). Succinctly put, 

we generate a set of four basis vectors for the observers coordinate system. The required 

quantities are then determined by the projection of the relevant equations onto this basis. 

Let us initially consider an observer who is at rest at some point within the spacetime 

of the black hole. For each such observer, we define a set of contravariant basis vectors 

ê '̂ ,̂ where the subscript {a) denotes the tetrad indices and the superscript u denotes the 

tensor indices. Associated with this set of contravaxiant set of basis vectors, we have a 

set of covariant basis vectors: 

e(a)M = d^uel^) (3.45) 

We require that the basis set be orthonormal, i.e 

= <5[3; el/^^=Si: (3.46) 

As a consequence of these requirements, we see that e'^ci)^^^)^ = ^(a)(/3)) where T](^a)i^) is a 

constant, symmetric matrix, which we shall take to have the form (consistent with the 
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convention for p^^): 

1 0 0 0 

0 - 1 0 0 

0 0 - 1 0 

0 0 0 - 1 

(3.47) 

The frame described by the basis vectors, e(a) is therefore an inertial frame. As a further 

consequence of these definitions, the tetrad indices of the basis vectors are raised and 

lowered by application of this matrix and it's associated inverse, ri^°')(^\ i.e. 

(3.48) 

We can then measure physical quantities in the frame defined by the tetrad basis vectors 

by projecting the relevant tensor quantity onto the basis: 

P{a) = P^efa) = Pt^Viame^f^ = PnViamOtiue^'^^'' (3.49) 

3.3.2 The Locally Non-Rotating Frame 

The first of these inertial frames that we shall discuss is the Locally Non-Rotating Frame 

(LNRF) due to Bardeen et al. (1972). This is a frame that is locked to the rotation of the 

metric, i.e. the observer to whom the frame is attached rotates around the symmetry axis 

of the bla<;k hole with an angular velocity u (such that the observers resultant angular 

angular momentvun is zero). Throughout what foUows, this observer is known as the 

locally non-rotating observer. Such a frame is useful as it allows the simple description of 

physical quantities - time-like directions remain time-like and the metric tensor is diagonal 

(indices can be raised and lowered freely, without the introduction of additional algebraic 

complexity). 

Associated with the line element (Eqn. 3.1), we have the basis vectors (valid for any 
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Figure 3.7: The co-ordinate system associated with the Locally Non-Rotating Frame. The 

components of the photons 4-raomentum in this frame are evaluated through p(^) = Pu^'^f^)-

From these we can define the angles formed by the spatial components of with the 

basis vectors of the LNRF through the relations cos0 = P{9)/p(t), sin 6 sin $ = p(r)/p{t), 

sin 0 cos $ = cos ' I ' = /p(t). 
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stationary, axisymmetric spacetime): 

73 

e(a)a = 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 

s-" 0 0 ue-'' 

0 e'̂ i 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

(3.50) 

We can use these basis vectors to assign directions to the photons four-momentum, pa as 

measured by our locally non-rotating observer. We introduce (see Figine 3.7): 

cos0 = ^ : ^ ; s ines in$ = ^ ^ ; s in0cos$ = cos^ = 
P(t) P(t) P(t) 

(3.51) 

We choose 6 to run over the range 0 ^ TT and $ to run over the range 0 —» 2n, with 

the basis vectors orientated as shown in Figure 3.7. Note that, in the limit r oo, 

these angles have simple relations to the impact parameters ('celestial coordinates') of 

the photon (Chandrasekhar, 1983, see Figure 3.8): 

Q: = l im ( - r c o s ^ ) = l im 
I Pit) 

Evaluating = p^ej^^j, we find: 

; P = l im (r cos 9 ) = l im rp{e) 
Pit) 

(3.52) 

Pia) = e - ( l - A a ; ) -e^^A'^^R^J^ _ e M . ^ / 0 ^ _e-^A (3.53) 

We can therefore express the angles formed by the photons four-momentum with the axes 

of the frame of the locally non-rotating observer in the form: 

e - ' ' ( l - A a ; ) e"-̂  (1 - Aa;) ' (1 - Aa;) 

sin 0 cos $ = cos * = 

(1 - Aa;) 
(3.54) 

e - ' ' ( l - A o ; ) ' 

The impact parameters of the photon (for an observer located at radial infinity with polar 

coordinate 6o are then found to be: 

A 
a = sin^, (3.55) 
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Figxne 3.8: " A small patch on the celestial sphere of a distant observer at radius TQ. 

The black hole is represented by a circle of unit radius, centred about the inward radial 

direction." The red arrow indicates the symmetry axis of the hole. A geodesic specified by 

the conserved quantities (Ai, Qi) appears on the celestial sphere with celestial co-ordinates 

(impact parameters) (a^, A ) . Adapted from (Bardeen & Cimningham, 1973) 
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Finally, we can also find particularly simple expressions of the photons constants of motion 
in terms of the angles formed by the photons fomr-momentiun and the basis vectors of the 
locally non-rotating frame: 

A = 
cos^ 

1 + ue"-'!' cos ^ ' (3.56) 

3.3.3 The Local Disk Frame 

Consider an arbitrary observer, X, moving with four-velocity tt'̂  in the global Boyer-

Lindquist coordinate system: 

•u* u'^ = u 1 v"" v*^ (3.57) 

As viewed by a locally non-rotating observer, Y, the observer X will have foru-velocity: 

1 ^(0) y{t>) 

1 ei'^-^v'' e^'^-'^v^ e^-''(w'* - cj) 
(3.58) 

Prom Chandrasekhar (1983), Bardeen et al. (1972), we see that if the observer, X moves 

on a circular orbit angular velocity v"^, then the locally non-rotating observer assigns them 

the angular velocity t;̂ '̂ ^ = e^~"{v'^ -u). Similarly, the locally non-rotating observer, who 

is at rest in their inertial frame, û *"̂  = = -ŷ "̂ ) = 0 will , in the global frame, be assigned 

the four-velocity: 

1 0 0 a ; (3.59) 

The inertial frame therefore rotates with angvdar velocity known as the 'dragging of 

the inertial frame'. Now, since the observer X moves with respect to the inertial frame 

of the locally non-rotating observer, Y with three-velocity then the reference frame of 

X differs from the reference frame of Y by means of a standard Lorentz transformation 
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(Misner et a l , 1973): 
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J V r ,31 — 

.,ir) .,(9) 7 'yv'^'' yv'^ 

^Vir) 1 + _ l)\v\-^[v(^)]^ (7 - l)|i;|-2^;Wt;W 

7f 

{<t>) 

(7 - l)|y|-2^;W^;(0) 

1 + (7 - l)|?;|-2[t;W]2 

(7 - l)\v\-^v^%('^ 1 + (7 - 1)|^;|-2[?;W] 

(7 - l)\v\-^v^'t>h^'^ (7 - l)|t;|-2?;Wi;W 

Here, 7 = (1 - | t ; | -2)- i and \v\'^ = [v^'-^f + [ t ; ^ ] ^ -|- [7;W]2. The basis vectors of the 

inertial frame associated with the observer X are then given by ej^j = e^^^A^^^ with the 

^ ^<y \ - • 
\l3] 

corresponding components of the photon four-momenta given by pys] = p< ê̂ ] = p^e^^)A[°'^ 

(which are fax too lengthy to be written down here!). Note that it is no longer possible to 

provide simple expressions of the photons constants of motion A, q in terms of the angles 

made with the basis vectors of the co-moving frame of the observer. 

In the case of one dimensional motion [v^'^^ = ŵ ^̂  = 0, say), A|̂ Ĵ  reduces to the 

familiar form: ^ 

7 0 0 7?;('̂ ) 

0 1 0 0 

0 0 1 0 

jv^'t'^ 0 0 7 

In this case, which we shall refer to as the Local Disk Frame (LDF), the basis vectors of 

the co-moving frame take the form (Martocchia, 2000): 

A(«) _ (3.60) 

0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

-t- e-̂ )7t;(< )̂ 0 0 e-'^7 

(3.61) 

The photons four-momentmn therefore has LDF components: 

Pit] = le-' (1 - \ v f ) ; = - e ' ' ' A - y / ? , , , ( r ) 

P[e] = P[4,] = -e-'^A[t;(*)a;e^-'' + v^'''^ + 1] 
(3.62) 
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Figtu-e 3.9: The co-ordinate system associated with the Local Disk Frame (LDF), moving 

with velocity v!^ (denoted by green lines) and its relation to the Locally Non-Rotating 

Frame (LNRF), which moves with velocity u (denoted by blue lines). The LDF moves 

with respect to the LNRF with velocity vS'^^ = u>^e^it\ The basis vectors of the LDF 

can therefore be obtained via a simple Lorentz transformation, e^j = e^^^Aj^P The 

components of the photons 4-momentum in this frame are evaluated through = . 

From these we can define the angles formed by the spatial components of with the 

basis vectors of the LDF through the relations cosE = P{e)lp{t), s inSsinT = P(r)/P{t), 

sin E cos T = cos E -- P{^)/p(t) • 
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As in the LNRF case, we define the angles that the photons four-momentum makes 
with the basis vectors of the LDF to be (see Figure 3.9): 

sin E cos T = cos E = — — = 

COSE = M = __!!V0A2?L 
P[t] ^e-"" (1 - Xv't') 

s i „ E s i n T = ai = _ f ! lW535 
P[t] 7 6 " " (1 - \v'l>) 

_ e-n[^Wa;e^-'- + ^W + l ] 

(3.63) 

P[t] 7 6 - " (1 - Xv'i') 

Subsequent calculations of the spectral properties of accretion flows aroimd rotating 

black holes will require us to determine the change in energy of a photon between the rest 

frame of the emitter and the rest frame of the observer. We characterise this change in 

energy using the redshift parameter, g: 

g = 
Eohaerved _ (P[t]) observed 

(3.64) 
•fi-emitted (P[t]) emitted 

In the case where the observer is located at radial infinity, their four-velocity takes the 

form tt'̂  = 1 0 0 0 , the redshift parameter, g is expressed as: 

-̂ observed 1 
(3.65) 

£^emitted {I - \v<t>) 

We can therefore express the photons constants of motion in terms of pec &nd cos 0: 

A = ^ ( ^ l - ^ ) ; q = e'""g-^cos'j:-cosH a?-
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3.4 Calculating Spectra in Strong Gravitational Fields 

The discussion contained in this chapter thus far has been concentrated on the calculation 

of photon trajectories in curved spacetime and how physical quantities may be evaluated 

in the strong gravitational field of a rotating black hole. Whilst such discussions are 

interesting from a purely theoretical standpoint, we cannot compare these results directly 

with observations. Instead, we must combine our discussions to date into predictions 

that can be compared directly with observations. Current state-of-the-art observations 

can only provide us with spectral and timing information about the iimer regions of the 

accretion flow, direct imaging remains some way off (see Chapter 5). The subsequent 

chapters of this work will focus on describing the combined effects of general relativity 

and the properties of the accretion flow on the observed spectra from accretion flows in 

strong gravity, in particular fluorescent Iron K a proflles. Here, we describe the formalism 

that we have developed to perform these calculations. 

Consider a detector with area dAo, which is exposed to radiation for a time dto (where 

subscript o denotes evaluation in the frame of the detector). The amount of energy, dEo, 

received by the detector is then proportional to dAodtg, which we write as: 

dEo = FodAodto (3.67) 

Here, Fo is the constant of proportionality known as fliLX and has units of [Energy] [Area]~^ 

[Time]~^ Flux meastnes the energy carried by all rays that pass through the detector, 

however, for our purposes it is necessary to introduce a rather more detailed description, 

where we consider the properties of a set of rays that differ infinitesimally. Choose a ray 

characteristic of the set and construct an infinitesimal area, dAo, normal to the direction 

of the ray and consider rays within the set that fall within the infinitesimal solid angle, 

dilo (see Figure 3.10, left-hand panel). The energy, dEo crossing the area dAo in a time 

dto in the frequency range dUo is then given by: 

dEo = Io{i')dAodtodnoduo (3.68) 
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Figiu-e 3.10: Geometry's for normally incident (left-hand panel) and obliquely incident 

rays (right-hand panel). Both panels adapted from Rybicki Sz Lightman (1979) 

Here, Io{u) is the constant of proportionality known as the specific intensity and has imits 

of [Energy] [Area]" ̂  [Time]" ̂  [SolidAngle]" ̂  [Frequency] ~ ̂ . 

Suppose now that the unit normal to the surface of the detector is orientated in some 

arbitrary direction and rays are incident on the detector from all directions (see Figvue 

3.10, right-hand panel). The differential flux received by the detector (normalised to the 

lowered effective area of the detector, cos QdA) is then defined to be: 

dFoiuo) = loi^o) cos QdVlo (3.69) 

We therefore see that dFo{i'o) has units of [Energy][Area][Time]~^[Frequency]~^ From 

Quantum Mechanics, we know that E = hv, so we axe able write the above in terms of 

the differential flux received in the energy range dEg (different from that introduced in 

Eqns. 3.45 and 3.68). 

dFo (Eo) = lo (Eo) cos edi^o (3.70) 

In the case where the observer is located at laxge distances from the hole, then photons 

arriving at the detector will be incident with cos 6 = constant. We arbitrarily choose 

cos 0 =̂  1 and so: 

dFo{Eo) = Io{Eo)dno 
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This is the standard starting point for relativistic Une calculations followed by (e.g. Cun
ningham, 1975; Fabian et al., 1989; Fanton et al., 1997), which defines an an infinitesimal 
amoimt of differential flux, dFo observed at energy, Eo due to a patch on the disk which 
subtends a solid angle cJf io on the image of the disc at the observer (see Figure 3.11). 

Al l of the quantities contained in Eqn. 3.70 are evaluated in the rest frame of the 

observer. However, descriptions of how energy is released within the accretion flow (see 

Section 2.4) are defined in the reference frame of the disk. We must therefore related the 

specific intensity measmed by the observer, Io{Eo) to that measured in the rest frame of 

the emitting material, / e ( £ ' e ) , which is accomplished by application of Liouville's theorem 

(Lindquist, 1966). Consider a distribution function, f{x,p^) describing the nvunber, dN 

of particles crossing a voliune element dV at x, whose fom-momentum occur within 

a corresponding element, dP in momentum space. The nmnber of particles, dN is given 

by: 

dN = fix,p''){-p''uc)dVdP (3.71) 

Transform to the co-moving, locally inertial frame at x such that: 

dV^dxdydz; dP = pdEdUo (3.72) 

In this frame, the number of particles, dN is therefore given by: 

dN = f{x,p°')EpdVdEdno (3.73) 

Classically, we have that (by definition) dN = Io{Eo)E~^dVdEdn, from which we see 

that 

Elp - £ ; 2 v / ^ ^ - i ? ^ o El - vi ^^-^^^ 

Therefore, since F{x,p^) is invariant, we therefore see that E~^Io{Eo) is also conserved. 

We can therefore relate the specific intensity received by the observer to that emitted in 

the rest frame of the disc via: 

^ = ^ =^ h{Eo) = 9'h(E,) (3.76) 
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Therefore: 

dFo{Eo) = g'leiEe)dno (3.76) 

For an emission line with rest energy Emt, then Ig (Ee) — e (rg, He) ^ {Ee — Eint), where 

e (re, /ig) is the emissivity, which can be a function of the radius, rg and angle, /ig = cosS 

at which the photon is emitted (see Figure 3.9). The infinitesimal flux becomes 

dFo (Eo) = g^e (rg, /Xg) S {E^ - gEi^t) dQo (3.77) 

The total flirx can be obtained by integrating over all the entire image of the disk in the 

observers sky. We can write dQo — r~^dadp where a, /3 are the x, y coordinates of the 

image of the disc at the observer with coordinates {ro,6o) (see Figure 3.11), such that 

Fo {Eo) = ^ J j (rg, n,) S {Eo - gEi^t) dad(3 (3.78) 

The a, /3 position of the image of the disc section is related to the conserved quantities, 

A, q which describe the contributions to the photons angular momentum from the radial, 

polar and azimuthal directions (de Felice k, Preti, 1999), via: 

A 
a = - ^ ^ ; /3 = ± + a^cos^Oo - X^cot^do (3.79) Sin t/Q 

For a thin, Keplerian disc, these constants of motion can be written in terms of the redshift 

factor of the photon, g and the radivis of emission, Tg and angle of emission, yUg of the 

photon (as previously defined): 

Here, v'^ describes the azimuthal velocity profile of the emitting region and 7 6 " " is the 

'redshift function' (Fanton et al., 1997; Martocchia et al., 2000), which for a geometrically 

thin, Keplerian disc located in the equatorial plane are given by: 

2 
l - - { \ - a Q ) ' -{rl + a^)U (3.81) 
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an = r dadp 

Figure 3.11: Diagram showing tlie link between the observers frame of reference and the 

global coordinate system defined by the black hole. Photons that are emitted from the 

disc at some distance rg from the hole are seen at coordinates a, f3 on the image of the 

disc at the observer. 

Thus the problem reduces to finding the area on the observers sky subtended by all parts 

of the disc which contribute to a given Eg. 

The photons (null geodesies) that link the accretion disc with the observer can only 

be found by determining the ful l general relativistic light travel paths which link the disc 

to the observer. These null geodesies are given by solutions of the geodesic equations 

(Carter, 1968; Misner et a l , 1973; Chandrasekhar, 1983), which can be obtained numeri

cally (e.g. Karas et al., 1992), but can also be given in terms of analytic functions (Ranch 

& Blandford, 1994; Agol, 1997; Cadez et al., 1998), which enable them to be solved quickly 

and with arbitrary accmacy. 

We develop a techruque based solely on the image of the accretion disc in the a,/? 

plane, which defines the flux received by the observer, similar to that employed by Cadez 
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Figure 3.12: Heavy blue lines denote adjacent contours of constant redshift, gt < pj+i 

on the observers sky (the a, /9-plane) that define the area of the redshift bin g = Qi+ 

\ {9i+i ~ 9i) with width dg = gi^i — gi. Red narrow lines show examples of the divisions 

used to create a set of meshed trapezoids that enable the area of the redshift bin to be 

determined. For the purposes of clarity, this mesh is far coarser than that used in the 

calculations. 
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et al. (2003). This allows us to generate high resolution, accurate line profiles numerically 
while avoiding the issues siurounding the partial derivatives of the geodesic equations 
(Viergutz, 1993). We use the analytic solutions of the geodesic equations as tabulated 
by Ranch & Blandford (1994) to find the complete set of light travel paths that link 
the accretion disk and the observer at {ro,9o). We sort these by redshift factor, and use 
adaptive griding to find the boimdaries on the {a, /?)-plane for all lines of constant g. 

Two adjacent boundaries, gt and p j + i , therefore define the area of the redshift bin 

g = gi + ^ {gi+i — gi) with width dg = gi+i — gi when projected onto the {a, (3)- plane (as 

is shown in Figure 3.12). We can simply determine the area of this region by dividing it 

up into a set of tessellating trapezoids, as shown in Figure 3.12, the area of each of which 

can be determined by a simple geometric formula. The final area of the redshift bin is 

determined by summing together the contributions from all such trapezoids internal to 

(pi if t+i)- Each individual trapezoid is small, so that there is no significant change in rg 

or / ie (though this is not necessarily true across the total area dadP). The emissivity law 

can be convolved into the calculation using the emission coordinates at the centre of each 

trapezoid to weight its area before performing the smnmation over all trapezoids. This 

approach allows us to calculate line profiles at high spectral resolution on timescales of a 

few minutes on a 2GHz desktop PC. 

We have extensively tested the routines that calculate the null geodesic paths against 

those supplied by Eric Agol (Agol, 1997) and have foimd them to be indistinguishable. We 

have also compared the line profiles generated by oiu- code to those presented previously 

in the literattne, in particular those generated from the codes described by Fanton et al. 

(1997); Dovciak et al. (2004) and have again found them to be indistinguishable. 
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Chapter 4 

Iron Line Profiles in 

Strong Gravity 

Abstract 

We present results from a new code which can accurately calculate the relativistic ef

fects which distort the emission from an accretion disc around a black hole. We compare 

our results for a disk which extends from the innermost stable orbit to 20rg in both 

Schwarzschild and maximal (a = 0.998) Kerr spacetimes with the two line profile codes 

which are on general release in the XSPEC spectral fitting package. These models gen

erally give a very good description of the relativistic smearing of the line for this range 

of radii. However, these models have some limitations. In particular we show that the 

assumed form of the angular emissivity law (limb darkening or brightening) can make 

significant changes to the derived line profile where light bending is important. This is al

ways the case for extreme Kerr spacetimes or high inclination systems, where the observed 

line is produced from a very large range of different emitted angles. In these situations the 

assumed angular emissivity can affect the derived radial emissivity. The line profile is not 

simply determined by the well defined (but numerically difficult) physical effects of strong 

gravity, but is also dependent on the poorly known astrophysics of the disc emission. 

87 
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4.1 Introduction 

Material in an accretion disk around a black hole is orbiting at high velocity, close to 

the speed of light, in a strong gravitational potential. Hence its emission is distorted by 

Doppler shifts, length contraction, time dilation, gravitational redshift and light bending. 

The combined impact of these special and general relativistic effects was first calculated 

in the now seminal paper of Cuiminghara (1975), where he used a transfer function to 

describe the relativistic effects. The observed spectrum from an accretion disc around a 

Kerr black hole is the convolution of this with the intrinsic disc continuiun emission. 

While such models have been used to try to determine the gravitational potential from 

the observed accretion disk spectra (e.g. Laor & Netzer, 1989; Ebisawa et al., 1991, 1993; 

Makishima et al., 2000; Gierlinski et al., 2001) these attempts suflPer from ovir limited 

knowledge of the spectral shape of the intrinsic accretion disk emission (see e.g. the 

review by Blaes, 2004). I t is much easier to determine the relativistic effects from a sharp 

spectral feature, such as the iron fiuorescence line expected from X-ray illiunination of an 

accretion disc (Fabian et al., 1989). An originally narrow atomic transition is transformed 

into broad, skewed profile whose shape is given directly by the transfer function. 

Observationally, evidence for a relativistically smeared iron line first came from the 

ASCA observation of the active galactic nuclei (AGN) MCG-6-30-15 (Tanaka et al., 1995). 

Further observations showed evidence for the line profile being so broad as to require a 

maximally spinning black hole (Iwasawa et al., 1996). More recent data from X M M are 

interpreted as showing that the line is even wider than expected firom an extreme Kerr 

disk, requiring direct extraction of the spin energy fi:om the central black hole as well as 

the immense gravitational potential (Wilms et al., 2001). 

Such results axe incredibly exciting, but X-ray spectral fitting is not entirely unam

biguous. There is a complex reflected continuum as well as the line (Nayakshin et al., 

2000; Ballantyne et al., 2001). For an ionised disk (as inferred for MCG-6-30-15) the 

current models in general use (pexriv in the XSPEC spectral fitting package) are prob-
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ably highly incomplete (Ross et al., 1999). Complex ionised absorption also affects AGN 

spectra (e.g. Kaspi et al., 2002) and the illiuninating continuum itself can have complex 

curvature rather than being a simple power law. 

However, in MCG-6-30-15 these issues have been examined in detail, and the results 

on the dramatic Une width appear robust (Fabian & Vaughan, 2003; Reynolds et al., 

2004). Thus there is a clear requirement that the extreme relativistic effects are well 

modelled. There are two models which are cmrently widely available to the observational 

conunimity, within the XSPEC spectral fitting package, d i s k l i n e (based on Fabian et al., 

1989) and laor (Laor, 1991). The analytic d i s k l i n e code models the line profile firom an 

accretion disc aroimd a Schwarzschild black hole (so of course cannot be used to describe 

the effects in a Kerr geometry). Also, i t does not include the effects of light bending 

(although Fabian et al., 1989, outhne a scheme for incorporating this) and hence does 

not accurately calculate all the relativistic effects for r < 20rg (where = GM/(?). By 

contrast, the l a o r model numerically calculates the line profile including light bending 

for an extreme Kerr black hole, but uses a rather small set of tabulated transfer functions 

which limit its resolution and accuracy (see Section 3.3.3). 

While there are other relativistic codes in the literatme which do not suffer from these 

limitations, these are not generally readily and/or easily available for observers to use. 

There is a clear need for a fast, accurate, high resolution code which can be used to fit 

data from the next generation of satellites. In this paper we describe our new code for 

computing the relativistic iron line profile in both the Schwarzschild and Kerr metrics. We 

compare this with the d i s k l i n e and l a o r models in XSPEC for discs which extend down 

to the last stable orbit in their respective spacetimes, and highlight both the strengths 

and Umitations of these previous models. 
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4.2 Iron Ka Diagnostics of Thin, Keplerian Accre
tion Disks 

4.2.1 Introduction 

We have taken a disc from r^s to r^ai; = 20rg (beyond which strong gravitational effects 

become of diminishing importance) for both the Schwarzschild (a = 0, r^g = 6rg) and 

maximal Kerr (a = 0.998, rma = 1.235rg) cases for 9o = 5°, 30°, 60° and 85°. 

We first consider the extent of light bending effects in a Schwarzschild spacetime. 

Figvire 4.1 shows the three-dimensional siuface in (/ie>^e>5) for the complete set of light 

travel paths connecting the accretion disc to the observer. There is a considerable range 

of pLe contributing to the observed emission at all inclinations. For low inclinations the 

effect is fairly imiform, with each radius contributing a similar range in n^, but with a 

systematic shift to larger emission angles (smaller fj,e) with smaller radii. By contrast, at 

higher inclinations the light bending is strong enough to gravitationally lens the far side 

of the disc. This leads to a much larger range of /Xg which contribute to the disc image at 

small radii. In all cases, light bending means there is a range of /ig which contribute to 

the observed disc emission, so that in general, the line profile will depend on the angular 

distribution of the emitted flux. 

Fig. 4.2 shows the corresponding smfaces for the extreme Kerr case. The disc 

now extends down to 1.235rg, far closer to the corresponding event horizon than in the 

Schwarzschild case. This introduces a greater complexity to the geodesic surfaces. The 

range of emission angles is from zero to unity in all cases, including the nearly face on 

disc at 5°, which has important consequences for the calculation of the line profile. 

To construct the relativistic line profile, we map these surfaces on to the {a, P) plane 

as discussed in the previous section, forming images of the accretion disc, as have been 

previously calculated by e.g. Bardeen & Cunningham (1973); Luminet (1979); Hollywood 

& Meha (1997); Fanton et al. (1997); Falcke et al. (2000). In Figure 4.3 we present images 
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1) e = 30 

(d)e = 8 5 ° 

Figure 4 . 1 : Smfaces in the (//e,^e,fl ') parameter space describing geodesies that reach 

an observer at a given inclination for a standard accretion disk around a Schwarzschild 

black hole. Notice that, for every (re,y) pair, there are two geodesies that reach any 

given observer, corresponding respectively to geodesies that are emitted from the side of 

the disc closest to the observer (lower surface) and geodesies that are emitted from the 

opposite side of the disc to the observer (upper surface). These are the two geodesies 

referred to by Cunningham ( 1 9 7 5 ) . 
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r we .=5" ( M O . = 30° 
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Figure 4.2: As in Figure 4.1 for a maximal (a = 0.998) Kerr black hole. These smfaces 

are exhibit a far greater complexity than those in the Schwarzschild case. The range 

of accessible redshift is increased for a given disc-observer system, whilst the range of 

emission angles is from zero to unity for all inclinations. 

of the Schwarzschild disc for the 30° (top row) and 9o = 85° (bottom row) cases (others 

provide no new information qualitatively). Images on the left-hand side of the figure are 

coloured by values of the redshift factor, g, as defined by the scale at the top of each 

image. By contrast, images on the right-hand side of the figure has ea<;h redshift bin 

coloured by its area on the observers sky, i.e. again with the scale defined at the 

top of each image. Strong gravitational lensing effects can now clearly be seen in the high 

inclination images. Photons from the far side of the disc pass close to the black hole, so 

the disc image is strongly distorted (Matt et al., 1993b; Zakharov & Repin, 2003). Since 

the area of the disc is magnified, its contribution to the observed flux should be large. 

However, we stress that the low inclination images are also affected by light bending (see 

Figure 4.1a and 4.2a), though they are not magnified by gravitational lensing. 
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Figine 4.3: Redshift images (left hand panels) and flux image (right hand panels) of the 

accretion disc on the (a, /?) plane for a Schwarzschild black hole, for the Qo = 30° (top row) 

and 00 = 85° (bottom row) cases. Redshift images are colotnred by the associated values 

of y as measured by the distant observer. Flux images coloured by the g^^r^dE = g'^dad0 

component of the relativistic line profile. Note the appearance of strong light bending 

effects in the do = 85° case, as previously reported by Matt et al. (1993b); Zakharov &: 

Repin (2003). 
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The form of the line profile is now determined from the flux image (representing the ef
fects of strong gravity), together with the assumed form for the emissivity (determined by 
the energy release and radiative transfer processes), which is generally taken as (ignoring 
azimuthal dependence): 

e{re,He) = e{re) f itJ^e) (4.1) 

While the flux image is a difficult numerical problem, it depends on well known physics. By 

contrast, the emissivity laws considered have rather simple forms, but are determined by 

the poorly known astrophysics of the disc. Of course, there are many other outstanding 

theoretical issues that can produce a substantial impact on the fine profile, including 

(but not limited to) returning radiation or light bending that can enhance the emissivity 

of the inner part of the disc (Cunningham, 1975; Laor et al., 1990; Martocchia et al., 

2000), emission from the plunging region (Reynolds & Begelman, 1997) and azimuthal 

dependence of the emissivity (Cadez et al., 2003; Karas et al., 2001). However, these are 

outside the scope of the current work. 

4.2.2 Comparison with the Diskline Model 

The d i s k l i n e code assumes a Schwarzschild metric (a = 0) and additionally that light 

travels in straight lines (so the angular emissivity term is irrelevant). In its XSPEC imple

mentation i t allows both arbitrary power law e (rg) oc and point source illiunination. 

However, its analytic structure means that any radial emissivity law is easy to incorpo

rate. We choose to use q = —3, as this is approximately the form of the gravitational 

energy release per unit disc area (see e.g. Zycki et al., 1999). 

Figure 4.4 shows our line profiles assuming f { f i e ) = 1 (no angular dependence of the 

emissivity) compared with those from the d i s k l i n e code. We see that our new model 

matches very closely to the XSPEC d i s k l i n e model for a nearly face on disk. Whilst the 

key difference between our model and d i s k l i n e is the inclusion of light-bending effects. 
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of the relativistic fine profile computed by our model (icd soUd 

line) with that computed by the XSPEC d i s k l i n e model (blue dashed fine) for e (rg) oc r"^ 

and / ( / ie) = 1. At inclinations of < 30°, the profiles match to within ~ 10%, but the 

increasing importance of light bending (which is not included in the d i s k l i n e code) gives 

a 40% discrepancy in the profile shapes for inclinations > 60°. In this and all subsequent 

figures the line profiles are normalised such that they contain one photon, and all our 

results are unsmoothed. 
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the impact of this is small at low inclinations if there is no angular dependence to the 

emissivity (but see Section 3.4). 

By contrast, at high inclinations, light bending not only means that the line is formed 

from many different fie, but gravitational lensing enhances the flux from the far side of 

the disc. This lensing effect gives clear differences between om model and d i s k l i n e . The 

lensing magnifies the image of the far side of the disc, which has velocity mostly tangential 

to the line of sight, so is not strongly Doppler shifted. This boosts the line profile at ^ ~ 1 

(see Matt et al., 1993b). Since the line profiles are all normalised to a single photon, then 

this also makes the blue peak smaller. 

In summary, the d i s k l i n e model as incorporated into XSPEC produces fine profiles 

which are accurate to ~ 10% for inclinations of less than 30°. Obviously, if the inner disc 

edge rmin > then the light bending effects become correspondingly smaller and the 

match between the two codes becomes even closer. At higher inclinations the differences 

between d i s k l i n e and our code become larger due to the effects of gravitational lensing, 

which leads to an effective redistribution in flux between the blue peak and the centre of 

the line compared to that predicted from straight light travel paths. 

4.2.3 Comparison with the Laor Model 

By contrast, the laor code describes the line shape expected in the maximal Kerr case, 

assuming a standard Umb darkening law f { f i e ) cx: (1 -I - 2.06/ie). The code is based on a 

series of photon trajectory calculations, where the disk is split up into a set of rings of 

width dre at Tg. Each part of the ring radiates with total emissivity (radial plus angular) 

given simply by the limb darkening law (i.e. no radial dependence, q = 0) and the line 

profile from that ring is built up from many light travel paths which coimect the disc to 

the observer. This produces a series of transfer functions r ( r e , £'„ — gEint) at each radius, 

analogous to Figine 4.3a-d but including the limb darkening law. These tabulated transfer 

functions are read by the laor code in XSPEC and used to build a total line profile for 
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Figure 4 . 5 : Comparison of the relativistic Une profile computed by our model ( K H I solid 

line) with that computed by the XSPEC laor model (blue dashed line) for e {r^ oc r"^ 

and / ( ^ e ) a ( 1 + 2 . 0 6 / i e ) . The profiles produced by the two models match to within 

5 - 1 0 % . 
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any given radial emissivity: 

FoiEo) = J £(re)T(re, - gEintVedredg (4.2) 

We compare this with our code, using a g = - 3 emissivity for both as in the d i s k l i n e 
comparisons above. We include the same hmb darkening law as used by laor and the 

results (Figure 4.5) show that the overall match between our code and laor is good to 

~ 5 - 10%. 

4.3 The Role of the Disk Inner Edge and Inclination 

of the Observer 

The greatest shortcoming of the currently available relativistic line models for XSPEC 

is that they only allow the treatment of either Schwarzschild (the d i s k l i n e model) or 

maximal Kerr (the l a o r model) black holes. Om model is capable of calculating the 

relativistic line profile for arbitrarily spinning black holes and so removes this limitation. 

The principle effect of changing black hole spin is alter the value of the marginally 

stable orbit, r^s(a), in particular, the higher the black hole spin, the closer this orbit 

is to the event horizon, rh{a) (in terms of co-ordinate distance, see e.g. Bardeen et al., 

1972). In the standard relativistic accretion disk models, the disk extends down to this 

orbit (Page & Thorne, 1974), so if we are able to infer the location of the inner edge of 

the accretion disk, then in principle (assuming that the irmer edge trimcates at rms(a)), 

we can determine the spin parameter of the central black hole (see Section 2.5). 

In terms of the relativistic line profile, Laor (1991) demonstrated that the principle 

effect of considering a maximally rotating black hole was the addition of a low energy 

tail to the line in comparison to the Schwarzschild case, as can be seen by comparison 

of Figures 4.4 and 4.5. In Figure 4.6 we show maps of the relativistic line profile for 

arbitrary black hole spin, which we denote using the associated value of r^s(a) for the 
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Figure 4.6: Maps of the relativistic line profile for arbitrarily spinning black holes, as 

denoted by the marginally stable orbit, rms{o.)- Prom left to right, we show maps asso

ciated with do = 5°, 30°, 60°, 85°. The outer edge of the disk is taken to be at lOOr^ in 

all cases and we have taken e (rg) oc r"^, /(/ig) = 1- Each fine profile in the map (corre

sponding to a slice along constant rms{a) is normalised such that it contains one photon. 

For inclinations < 60°, the lower limit of the line shows a clear correlation with and 

hence is anti-correlated with spin, whereas the upper limit of the line is approximately 

independent of rms- For inclinations > 60°, this dependence is comphcated by the effects 

of gravitational lensing. 
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Figure 4.7: Maps of the relativistic line profile for distant observers with arbitrary in-

cUnation. From left to right, we show maps associated with r^^ = 1,2,4, Gr̂  (a = 

1.0,0.94,0.56,0.0). The inner and outer edges of the disk are taken to be at rms{o) and 

lOOrg in all cases and we have taken e (re) oc r"^, / ( / X e ) = 1- Each fine profile in the map 

(corresponding to a slice along constant 6o is normalised such that it contains one photon. 

The lines become broader as the observer approaches the equatorial plane, independent of 

spin. However, the details of this dependence are markedly more complex for the slower 

rotating black holes, due to the effects of gravitational lensing. 

four inchnations shown in Figures 4.4, 4.5. For a given incUnation, the lower edge of the 

line shows a strong correlation with r^^ (and hence is anti-correlated with black hole spin) 

for inclinations < 60°, whilst at inclinations > 60° this dependence is far less pronounced. 

Generally for the standard relativistic accretion disk model, we associate broader lines 

with faster rotating black holes. 

I t is interesting to note however that the upper edge of the lines shown in Figure 4.6 is 

approximately independent of spin, again for inchnations < 60°. In Figure 4.7, we show 

maps of the relativistic line profile for distant observers with arbitrary inclination for four 

selected black hole spins corresponding to r^s = 1,2,4,6rg (a = 1.0,0.94,0.56,0.0). From 

these maps, it is clear that the dependence of the line shape on inclination shows a marked 
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difference for the rapidly rotating holes in comparison to the slowly rotating holes. For 
the rapidly rotating holes, the lower edge of the line is approximately independent of 
inclination, whilst the upper edge exhibits a power law like behaviour. For these holes, 
the internal shape of the line is roughly independent of spin, with a strong concentration 
of flux in the blue wing of the line, approximately independent of incUnation (i.e. the 
distinctive triangular shape exhibited by the lines in Figure 4.5). 

However, the behaviour of the hues associated with the slowly rotating holes is more 

complex. Here, the lower edge of the line exhibits a marked decrease with increasing 

inclination, whilst the upper edge takes the form of a modified power law. In these 

cases, the internal shape of the line is determined by both the radial emissivity law and 

gravitational lensing effects. This is in contrast to the rapidly rotating cases, where the 

radial emissivity law strongly weights the emission to the very inner regions of the disk 

(< 6rg). A l l of the flux that is emitted in this region is subject to strong lensing effects 

in its transit to the observer (Laor, 1991) and hence we obtain the characteristic wedge 

shape. However, for the slowly rotating black holes, emission is only possible from regions 

where there is a strong dependence of gravitational lensing on radius and hence the shape 

of the line is strongly modified. 
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4.4 The Role of the Angular Emissivity and Black 
Hole Spin 

The effect of applying a radial emissivity is straightforward. The transfer function de

scribing all the relativistic effects from a given radial ring of the disc is unaffected, so the 

effect is simply to change the weighting of the line profile from each radial ring of the disc. 

By contrast, the effect of the angular distribution is far more subtle. A given radial 

ring on the disc can contribute to the line profile from a range of emission angles (see 

Figures 4.1, 4.2). The relative weighting of these is determined by the angular emissivity, 

so it forms part of the calculation of the transfer function itself. 

Different angular emissivity laws can have striking effects on the form of the relativistic 

line profile, which we illustrate in Fig. 4.8 (left-hand panel) for a maximal Kerr geometry 

(a=0.998) with the disc extending (as previously) from 1.235 - 20rg and Oo = 30°. The 

line profiles here all implement the standard radial emissivity law of r~^. However, we 

now compare a range of angular emissivity laws, these being (from top to bottom at 

the blue peak in Fig. 4.8) the standard limb darkening law (as discussed in Section 

4.2.3), followed by the constant angular emissivity case (as used in d i s k l i n e , see Section 

4.2.2). A n ionised disc could also be limb brightened, with the probable limiting case of 

/(/Li) oc l / / i as expected from optically thin material, shown as the bottom line in Fig. 4.8 

(left-hand panel). There is a ~ 35% difference in the height of the blue peak depending 

of the form of the angular emissivity used. 

However, such a limited range of radii is probably not very realistic. The disc should 

extend out to much greater distances from the black hole, where the relativistic effects 

(including light bending) are less extreme. However, realistic emissivities strongly weight 

the contribution from the innermost regions, so the effective dilution of the relativistic 

effects by including the outer disc is not overwhelming. Fig. 4.8 (centre panel) shows 

the line profiles generated using the same angular emissivity laws for a disc extending 
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Redshift. g 

Figure 4.8: Comparison of the relativistic line profiles generated by our model with (a) 

e(re) oc r-^, / (^e) = 1 (red lines), (b) e(re) oc r - ^ f {fXe) oc / i j ^ (blue lines), (c) 

e ( r e ) oc r~^, f ( / X g ) oc (1 + 2.06)Ue) (green fines) for a maximal Kerr black hole with 

the disc extending from 1.235 - 20rg (left-hand panel), 1.235 - 400rg (centre panel) and 

1.235 - 6rg (right-hand panel). In the left-hand panel, the relative height of the blue wing 

changes by ~ 35% for different angular emissivity laws, anti-correlated with the slope 

of the red wing. For the more extended disk shown in the centre panel, there is still a 

~ 25% change in the blue wing height and significant change in red wing slope for the 

different angular emissivities, despite the inclusion of the outer disc. Finally, in the right-

hand panel, the additional luageni a fine is for a limb darkened angular enussivity with 

more centrally concentrated radial emissivity, oc r~^'^. This is very similar to the blue 

line profile derived from a very different radial emissivity, oc r~^, with a limb brightened 

angular emissivity. 
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Figure 4.9: As in Fig. 4.8 but with the disc extending from 6 - 400r3 (left-hand panel) 

and 6 - 20rg (right-hand panel) in a maximal Kerr (solid fine) and Schwarzschild (dashed 

line) spacetime. In the left-hand panel, the differences between the line profiles produced 

for the same sized disc in different assumed spacetimes is of order ~ 5% for a given 

angular emissivity. The effect of changing the angular emissivity is also similarly small 

( ~ 5 — 10%). This contrasts with the much larger effects seen in the extreme Kerr metric 

for a disc extending down to 1.235r(,, where hghtbending is much more important (Fig. 

4.8). In the right-hand panel, the differences are now of order 15 - 20%. 
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from 1.235 - 400rp, again with 9o = 30°. There are still significant differences in the line 
profiles, with a ~ 25% difference in the height of the blue peak while the red wing slope 
changes from Fo{Eo) oc Ef^ (fimb darkened) to a E^-^ (limb brightened). 

Despite the expectation of an extended disc, some recent observational studies (e.g. 

Reynolds et al., 2004) have tentatively suggested that the disc is very small, from ~ 

1.235 - 6rg. This enhances the importance of fight bending. Fig. 4.8 (right-hand panel) 

shows the line profiles for a disc extending from 1.235-6rg, using the different angular 

emissivity described in the preceding discussion. The blue peak height differences are ~ 

40%, and the red wing slopes are different. For comparison we also show a limb darkened 

profile obtained from a very different radial emissivity of r~^-^. This is very similar to the 

extreme limb brightened profile obtained from the radial weighting. We caution that 

uncertainties in the angular distribution of the line emissivity can change the expected line 

profile due to light bending effects even at low/moderate inclinations, and that this can 

affect the derived radial emissivity. This has important consequences for interpretation of 

the highly broadened lines observed in MCG-6-30-15, in particular conclusions regarding 

extraction of spin energy from the black hole. 

Currently, the only available models in XSPEC have either zero or maximal spin. A 

zeroth order approximation to spacetimes with different spins is to use the maximal Kerr 

results but with a disc with iimer radius given by the minimmn stable orbit for the required 

value of a (e.g. Laor, 1991). We test this for the most extreme case of o = 0 modelled 

by a maximal Kerr spacetime with rmin = Sr^. Fig. 4.9 (left-hand panel) compares this 

with a true Schwarzschild calculation for a disc extending from 6 — 400rp with 9o = 30° 

for a range of angular emissivities. The differences between the spacetimes (for a given 

angiilar emissivity) are at most ~ 5%. This is roughly on the same order as the effect of 

changing the angular emissivity, which is much reduced here compared to Fig. 4.8 (left-

hand panel) due to the larger rmin- Assiunptions about both spin and angular emissivity 

become somewhat more important for smaller outer disc radii. Fig. 4.9 (right-hand panel) 
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shows this for a disc between 6 — 20rg (directly comparable to Fig. 4.4). 

4.5 Conclusions 

Recent observational studies have provided evidence for highly broadened fluorescent iron 

K a lines. While there are a variety of line profiles seen (e.g. Lubihski & Zdziarski, 2001), 

there are some objects where the line implies that there is material down to the last stable 

orbit in a maximally spinning Kerr spacetime (most notably MCG-6-30-15: Wilms et al., 

2001; Reynolds et al., 2004). However, the strong gravity codes generally used to model 

these effects are now over a decade old. Increased computer power means that i t is now 

possible to improve on these models. We describe ovu new code to calculate these effects, 

which uses uses fully adaptive gridding to map the image of the disc at the observer using 

the analytic solutions of the light travel paths. This is a very general approach, so the 

code can easily be modified to incorporate different emission geometries. 

We compare the results of our new code with those from d i s k l i n e and laor (publicly 

available in the XSPEC spectral fitting package) for Schwarzschild and extreme Kerr 

spacetimes. These previoiis models are accurate to ~ 10% with realistic (oc r"^) radial 

emissivities. However, they make specific assmnptions regarding the angular dependence 

of the emitted fiux, which may or may not be vahd. Light bending is always important for 

a disc which extends down below 20rg, in that the image of the disc at the observer always 

consists of a range of different emission angles. This can produce significant changes to 

the derived line profile, especially in extreme Kerr spacetimes. Whilst calculating strong 

gravitational effects is a difficult numerical problem, the underlying physics is well known. 

By contrast, the angular emissivity is an astrophysical problem, and is not at all well 

known as it depends on the ionisation state of the disc as a fimction both of height and 

radius. Before we can use the fine profiles to provide a sensitive test General Relativity 

and probe the underlying physics, we will need to have a much better understanding of 

the astrophysics of accretion. 
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The results of the code are available as both a convolution and an additive model in 

the XSPEC spectral fitting package. Principle features include the abihty to fit to arbitrary 

black hole spin, both iimer and outer disk radius along with allowing arbitrary angular 

and radial emissivities to be applied. Further information is available from the model 

webpage. 
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Chapter 5 
Extreme Gravitational 

Lensing near Rotating 

Black Holes 

Abstract 

We apply the strong gravity code described in Chapter 3 of the work to explore both the 

imaging and spectral properties of photons emitted from an accretion disc which perform 

multiple orbits of the central mass before escaping to infinity. Viewed at large inclinations, 

these higher order photons contribute ~ 20% of the total luminosity of the system for a 

Schwarzschild hole, whilst for an extreme Kerr black hole this fraction rises to ~ 60%. In 

more realistic models these photons will be re-absorbed by the disc at large distances from 

the hole, but this returning radiation could provide a physical mechanism to resolve the 

discrepancy between the predicted and observed optical/UV colours in AGN. Conversely, 

at low inchnations, higher order images re-intercept the disc plane close to the black 

hole, so need not be absorbed by the disc if this is within the plunging region. These 

photons form a bright ring carrying approximately 10% of the total disc liuninosity for a 

Schwarzschild black hole. The spatial separation between the inner edge of the disc and 

the ring is similar to the size of the event horizon. This is resolvable for supermassive black 

holes with proposed X-ray interferometry missions such as M A X I M , so has the potential 

to provide an observational test of strong field gravity. 

109 
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5.1 Introduction 

Calculations of the relativistic corrections to photon properties have been ongoing for 

nearly three decades, starting with the classic work of Cuimingham (1975) who calciilated 

the distortions expected on the spectrum of a geometrically thin, optically thick, Keplerian 

accretion disc orbiting a Kerr black hole. Interest in these calciilations dramatically 

increased with the realisation that the accretion disc could emit line as well as continuiun 

radiation. Iron K a fluorescence resulting from X-ray irradiation of the accretion disc can 

give a narrow featmre, on which the relativistic distortions are much more easily measmed 

than on the broad accretion disc continuum (Fabian et al., 1989). Since then, several 

groups have developed numerical codes that are capable of determining these effects both 

for standard discs (Dovciak et al., 2004, and references therein) and alternative emission 

geometries, such as optically thin discs (Binsa et al., 2004). 

While the problem is well-defined, there axe many technical and numerical issues which 

arise in calculating the effects of strong gravity. Light bending can result in lensing which 

strongly amplifies the emission, so a very small area of the accretion flow can make a large 

contribution on the observed flux. In Chapter 3, we saw how to efficiently calculate the 

effects of strong light bending, which was applied in Chapter 4 to investigate the properties 

of Iron Ka line shapes in strong gravitational fields. Here we illustrate the effectiveness 

of this approach by using the code to compute the most extreme light bending possible, 

the higher order images and spectra of an accretion disc (Viergutz, 1993; Bao et al., 1994; 

Fanton et al., 1997). 

The first order image is from photons from the underside of the disc which are bent 

back into the observers line of sight, while second order images are produced by photons 

from the upper side of the disc which complete a ful l orbit aroimd the black hole before 

reaching the observer. Obviously such paths must cross the equatorial plane, so are likely 

to re-intercept the disc. For an optically thick disc then this returrung radiation adds to 

the intrinsic disc emission, and can enhance the emissivity at small radii for extreme Kerr 
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black holes though it has little effect for Schwarzschild (Cimningham, 1976; Laor et al., 
1990; Agol & Krolik, 2000; Li et al., 2005). 

Nonetheless, the first order image of the disc can dominate the flux at high inclinations 

if the optically thick disc has rather limited radial extent. Even if i t does not, some of 

the higher order image fliix can escape to the observer through the inner 'hole' in the 

disc below the radius of the minimum stable orbit, assiuning that the plvmging region 

is optically thin (but see Reynolds & Begelman, 1997). The fraction escaping through 

this iimer 'hole' is rather larger for Schwarzschild than for Kerr, as the size of the gap 

between the innermost stable orbit and horizon is larger for the non-spiiming black hole. 

Obviously, such paths are exquisitely sensitive to the gravitational potential, being close 

to the true photon orbit point which is the (imstable) crossover between capture by the 

black hole, and escape to infinity. This makes them potentially an excellent test of strong 

gravity, and they could be observable in nearby luminous AON with micro-arcsecond 

imaging X-ray interferometers such as M A X I M (Gendreau et al., 2001). 

Such instruments could also observe the spin of a neaxby supermassive black hole 

simply from the size of the direct image (Fukue, 2003; Takahashi, 2004), assuming that 

the mass and distance are known. A disc down to the last stable orbit extends down 

to 6 Tg in Schwarzschild but only 1.23 rg in maximal Kerr (a = 0.998). Light bending 

is stronger in Kerr than in Schwarzschild, but the apparent size of the 'hole' in the disc 

stiU changes by a factor of ~ 3. This contrasts with the case where the accretion flow 

has emission down below the last stable orbit, where the size of the true black hole 

shadow is rather similar for both Schwarzschild and Kerr (Falcke et al., 2000; Takahashi, 

2004). Observations of the galactic black hole binaries support to the idea that there is 

a disc down to the minimum stable orbit in certain, fairly high luminosity spectral states 

(Ebisawa et al., 1993; Koratkar k Blaes, 1999; Gierliiiski k Done, 2004). However, at 

lower luminosities this is probably replaced by a more complex accretion flow which may 

have continuous energy release down to the horizon (Narayan &: Y i , 1995; Agol & Krolik, 
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2000; Krolik k Hawley, 2002; Afshordi & Paczyhski, 2003). While the stellar remnant 
black holes require nano-arcsecond imaging to resolve, nearby liuninous AGN also should 
have a 'hole' in the disc from the minimum stable orbit which is accessible to M A X I M . 

5.2 Images of Thin Keplerian Accretion Discs 

The contribution of higher order images to the observed flux is dependent both on the 

location of the observer and the angular momentmn of the hole itself, together with the 

assumed geometry and emissivity of the accretion flow. For an optically thick accretion 

disc then any photons which re-intersect the disc after emission will be either absorbed 

(and then re-emitted) or reflected by the material. Figiure 5.1 shows the contributions of 

both the direct (iV = 0)and higher order (iV = 1,2) images of a geometrically thin disc 

extending from Vms to 20rp, viewed at Oo = 15° for both Schwarzschild and extreme Kerr 

black holes. The principal effect of black hole spin for the accretion disk dynamics is to 

move the location of the marginally-stable orbit, Vms and hence the location of the inner 

edge of the accretion disc. In the case of the Schwarzschild hole the apparent location (as 

measured by a distant observer, see Figure 5.1 top row) of the direct image of the accretion 

disc is further from the origin than the higher order images, resulting in a distinct 'gap' 

where no photons are received by the observer. By contrast for an extreme Kerr black 

hole, the apparent location of the inner edge of the direct image coincides with that of the 

higher order images and so this gap is no longer present. Hence for high spin black holes 

a large fraction of the higher order image flux returns to the inner regions of the accretion 

disc. Note that the range of accessible redshifts is far narrower for the Schwaxzschild disk 

than for the extreme Kerr case, due to the inner edge of the accretion disk (the marginally 

stable orbit) being located far deeper in the gravitational potential in the latter. 

Figure 5.2 shows the same systems viewed at a range of large inclination angles, 

do = 75° - 87.5°. As in the previous discussion for the Schwarzschild hole, the irmer edge 

of the accretion disc is located above the location of the photon orbits and hence the 
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Figure 5.1: The contribution of orbiting photons (higher order images) to a distant ob

servers image of a geometrically thin, optically thick, Keplerian accretion disc around 

Schwarzschild (top row) and extreme Kerr (bottom row) black holes. In both cases the 

observer is located at radial infinity with do = 15°, the disc extends from the marginally 

stable orbit (6rg for Schwarzschild, Ir^ for extreme Kerr) to 20rg and the images are 

coloured by the associated value of the redshift parameter, g — Eo/Eg. From left to right, 

the panels show the contributions from (a) all image orders (AT = 0 - • - 2), (b) the direct 

{N = 0) image, (c) the first order {N = 1) image and (d) the second order {N = 2) image. 

Note that in the Schwarzschild case whilst the orbiting photons are not obscured from the 

observer by the accretion disc, the total flux (integrated area) measured by the observer 

from the photons is negligible. Additionally, for the Kerr case, the increased radial extent 

of the disc completely obsciues the contribution of the photons. 
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Figure 5.2: As in Figvne 5.1 showing the contribution of photons with N = 0- • - 2. From 

left to right, the panels are for do = 75.0, 77.5,80.0, 87.5°. As the inclination of the system 

increases, the contribution from photons emitted from the near side of the accretion disc 

directly to the observer is suppressed, reducing the obscuration of the higher order images 

by the disc as measured by the observer. The total area subtended by the unobscured 

first order (A^ = 1) image increases independently of this effect, due to lensing of photons 

that are emitted from the underside of the far side of the accretion disc, relative to the 

observer. In the case of the Schwarzschild hole (top row), we note that the (total) area of 

the second order image remains approximately constant with inclination. For the extreme 

Kerr hole (bottom row), photons forming the second order image are completely absorbed 

by the disc, removing their contribution from the overall image received by the observer. 

Additionally, in contrast to the Schwarzschild case, the images are asymmetric about the 

0 = 0 axis due to the effect of black hole spin, particularly noticeable for the higher order 

cases. For the most extreme inclination, the total area subtended by the first order image 

is on the same order as that from the direct image. 
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majority of the orbiting photons are able to propagate freely to the observer. However, 
photons in the first order image of the far side of the disc now have paths which pass rather 
closer to the hole than at lower inclination, so the importance of lensing is increased, 
strongly amplifying this part of the image. Most of these photons cross the equatorial 
plane at r > 20rg, so can be seen in our simulation, but would be obsciu-ed by a more 
physically realistic disc which is not entirely flat and has outer edge r 20rg. These 
photons instead would illimiinate a large region of the underside of the disc as the direct 
image of the disc, adding to its intrinsic emission. By contrast, the area on the sky of the 
second order image remains approximately constant with increasing inclination, reflecting 
the sensitivity (i.e. instability) of the two-loop photon orbits. 

The high inclination extreme Kerr images are shown in Figure 5.2, bottom row. The 

disc itself blocks all the higher orbit images close to the black hole, similar to the Oo = 15° 

case. Part of the first order image where the geodesic crosses the equatorial plane at 

r > 20rg can be seen, and this fraction increases with increasing inclination of the observer. 

Indeed, for the highest inclination system considered in this work, the apparent angular 

size of the first order image is approximately equivalent to that subtended by the direct 

image. By contrast to the Schwarzschild case, we note that the images of the extreme 

Kerr system are strongly asymmetric about the horizontal axis due to the eflFect of the 

black hole spin, with the degree of this asymmetry increasing with the inchnation of the 

observer. This asymmetry is most pronounced for the (unobscured) first and second order 

images generated from the highest inclination system (see Figure 5.3). Here, the effect 

of the range of radii for orbiting photons can be seen most clearly in the second order 

image. The image is offset from zero as the ones on the left are the photons which are 

emitted from the side of the disc approaching the observer, so go with the spin of the 

black hole and orbit at Vg, while photons on the right are the retrograde ones at 4rg. The 

hole in the inner disc is symmetric at Vg, so it (just) obscvu-es all the pro-grade photons 

and easily obsciures the retrograde ones. A small decrease in spin (e.g. to a=0.998, the 
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Figure 5.3: Unobscured N = 1 (left-hand panel) and N — 2 (right-hand panel) images 

of a thin, Keplerian accretion disc around an extreme Kerr black hole, with the disc 

extending from Vms to 20rg. The observer is located at radial infinity with an inclination 

of 9o = 87.5°. The images are highly asymmetric, indicating the strong coupling of these 

photons to the black hole spin 

equihbrium spin for thin disc accretion) increases Vma to 1.23, while the photon orbits 

span 1.07 — 3.998rj,, so a small part of the prograde higher order image can be seen. 

The fraction of higher order photons which can escape through the 'hole' decreases with 

increasing spin until a < 0.65, where the apparent location of the photon orbits is above 

that of the inner edge of the accretion disc (Bardeen et al., 1972). 
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5.3 Spectral Properties of Higher Order Images 

To understand how the astrophysical properties of the accretion flow couple to the gravita

tional field of the black hole, we generate relativistically smeared line profiles as described 

in Beckwith & Done (2004) (see Section 3.4). For clarity, we briefly recap this method 

here. We consider an intrinsically narrow emission line with rest energy, Ee, for which 

the flux distribution measiured by a distant observer at an energy Eg is given by: 

Fo (Eo) = ^ J Jg'e (re, |/e) 6 [Eo - A t ) dadl3 (5.1) 

Here, e (rg, /Ae) is the local emissivity of the accretion disc, which we take to have the form 

e (re, /̂ e) = e (re) / (//g), where describes the initial direction of the photon relative to 

the local z-axis of the emitting material. The flux at each redshift in each image order 

is then calculated directly from the area subtended on the observers sky, together with 

the intrinsic disc emissivity (both radial and angular). This gives the transfer fimction 

for monochromatic flux, so the observed emission is the convolution of this with the 

intrinsic disc spectrum. In the case of intrinsically monochromatic radiation, e.g. the 

iron Ka fluorescence line which can be produced by X-ray illumination of cool, optically 

thick gas, then this transfer fimction directly gives the expected line profile. Photons 

produced by this emission process in regions close to the black hole enable us to examine 

the properties of the multiple orbit photons considered in the preceding section from a 

spectroscopic perspective. 

To generate the line profiles, we apply a radial emissivity of the form e(re) oc (con

sistent with gravitational energy release within the disc (Zycki et al., 1999) and consider 

three possible angular emissivity laws: (i) /(/Xe) oc cons., corresponding to an optically 

thick disc (red fines); (ii) /(//e) corresponding to an optically thin, limb brightened 

disc (blue fines) (Matt et al., 1993b) and (iii) /(/ig) oc (1 -I- 2.06//e) corresponding to an 

optically thick, fimb darkened disc (green lines) (Laor et al., 1990). Figure 5.4 shows the 

line profiles generated for the low inclination Schwarzschild disc discussed in the preced-
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Figure 5.4: Relativistic line profiles generated fi:om images (Figure 5.1, top row) of a 

geometrically thin, Keplerian accretion disc around a Schwarzschild (a = 0) black hole. 

The observer is located at = 15° and the disc extends from Vms to 20rg. A l l profiles 

are normalised such that they contain one photon and are unsmoothed. Prom left to 

right, the panels show the contributions from (a) photons with N — 0 • • • 2, (h) N ^ 0, 

(c) iV = 1, (d) iV = 2. In all cases a e(re) oc radial emissivity has been applied to 

the line profile. We consider three different tj^es of angular component (i) /(/Xg) oc cons, 

(red lines), (ii) /(/ie) oc (green lines) and (iii) /(^e) oc (1 + 2.06//e) (blue fines). The 

principal effect of the higher order images is to boost the overall flux in the system by 

~ 4%, whilst leaving the overall shape of the fine approximately unchanged. 

ing section. Whilst in the case of the extreme Kerr black hole (Figure 5.1, bottom row), 

all orbiting photons retinned to the inner region of the disc, for the Schwarzschild hole 

(Figure 5.1, top row) these photons cross the equatorial plane below r^s and can freely 

propagate to the observer (although see Reynolds & Begelman, 1997). Examination of 

their spectral properties shows that these photons play a limited role in forming the over

all spectral shape measured by a distant observer, which is completely dominated by the 

contribution from the direct image. 

Figme 5.5 shows the line profiles generated for a Schwarzschild hole, with the accretion 

disc now viewed at high inclination (ignoring the effect of obscuration). For the direct 
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image, limb darkening boosts the effects of gravitational lensing, enhancing the flux from 
the far side of the hole. This is because these photons are strongly bent, i.e. are emitted 
from a lower inclination angle than that at which they are observed, so a limb darkening 
law means that the flux here is higher (Beckwith k. Done, 2004). The Doppler shifts 
are rather small for this material, so this lensing enhances the flux in the middle of the 
line. Since the line profiles are normalised to unity, this means that the blue wing is less 
dominant. 

The first order spectra are shown in Figiu-e 5.5, middle row. The transfer functions 

mostly retain the characteristic double peaked and skewed shape, and again the principal 

effect of the different angular emissivities is to alter the balance between the blue wing and 

leased middle of the line. However, there is some new behaviour for the limb brightened 

emissivity. This has the largest change in emissivity with angle, and this combined with 

the exquisite sensitivity of lensed paths means that this picks out only a small area on the 

disc, leading to a discrete feature in the spectrum. These profiles also show enhancement 

of the extreme red wing of the line, as the photons which orbit generally are emitted from 

the very innermost radii of the disc. 

The discrete features are completely dominant for all emissivities at second order 

(Figvu-e 5.5, bottom row). These are images of the top of the disc where the photons have 

orbited the black hole, so the paths are even more sensitive to small changes than first 

order. Thus the profiles are significantly more complex in structvire, being dominated by 

lensing. There are blue and red features at the extreme ends of the line profile which are 

picking out the maximum projected velocity of the innermost radii of the disc. These 

have the standard blue peak enhancement. However, the two strong features redward of 

this are a pair of lensed features, from the near and far side of the disc. 

Figure 5.6 shows the line profiles generated for the extreme Kerr hole at high incli

nations, again ignoring the effect of obscuration. For the direct image (Figure 5.6, top 

row), the lines exhibit the characteristic triangular shape previously reported by (e.g) 
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Figure 5.5: The contribution of orbiting photons (higher order images) to the Iron Ka 

line profiles for a geometrically thin, Keplerian accretion disc aroimd a Schwarzschild 

black hole. In all cases, the inner edge of the accretion disc is located at the innermost 

stable orbit, which occurs at 6rg and the outer edge of the disc is located at 20rg. The 

observer is located at radial infinity with incfination (from left to right) 9o — 75° • • • 87.5° 

in 2.5° steps. Al l profiles are normalised to the apparent area on the observers sky and 

are unsmoothed. The line profiles are generated by photons in (a) the zeroth order 

(direct) image (top row), (b) the first order image (middle row) and (c) the second order 

image (bottom row). Obscvuation by the disc is ignored. In all cases a e(rg) a rj^ 

radial emissivity has been applied to the line profile. We consider three different types of 

angular component (i) /(/Xg) oc cons, (red fines), (ii) /(/Xe) oc (green fines) and (iii) 

f i f i e ) oc (1 -H 2.06/Xe) (blue lines). Line profiles generated by the zeroth order photons 

have the standard skewed, double peaked structure. Those generated by the first order 

photons have a similar structvue, whilst those from the second order photons are far 

more complex. As the observer moves towards higher inclinations, gravitational lensing 

effects become apparent in the line profile generated from zeroth order photons. There 

is a corresponding increase in the complexity of the profile generated from the first order 

photons. Note however, that the structure of the profile generated from the second order 

photons remains approximately constant with increasing inclination. 
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Figine 5.6: As in Figine 5.5 for accretion discs around an extreme Kerr black hole. By 

contrast to the Schwarzschild case, the lines extend down to lower energies due to the 

reduced separation between the inner edge of the disc (at the marginally stable orbit) and 

the black hole event horizon. Additionally, the line due to the first order photons extends 

to higher energies than that due to the zeroth order photons, with the upper edge of the 

line occurring at g f« 1.8 in the most extreme case. Both the first and second order line 

profiles have significantly increased structure compared to the zeroth order profile. The 

shape of the zeroth and second order line profiles remain approximately constant with 

increasing inclination. However, the internal structure of the first order profile shows a 

distinctive change, with the fraction of radiation in the blue wing of the profile exhibiting 

a marked increase compared to that in the red wing as the observer moves towards the 

equatorial plane. 
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Laor (1991), with the variation in angular emissivity acting to alter the balance between 
the different regions of the line on a ~ 5% level. The lines associated with the first or
der image (Figure 5.6, middle row) exhibit a marked difference in comparison to those 
associated with the Schwarzschild black hole. In general, they are broader that those as
sociated with the direct image and resemble a skewed Gaussian combined with a narrow 
line (due to caustic formation) aX g ^ 1.0. Here the principal effect of changes in the 
angular emissivity is to alter the height of the blue wing, relative to the rest of the line. 
Again, the line profiles associated with the second order image (Figiure 5.6, bottom row) 
are completely dominated by discrete featmres, as in the Schwarzschild case. 

5.4 Image Luminosities 

To understand the relative roles played by each (unobscured) image order, we consider 

the variation of the luminosity of each image as a fraction of the total luminosity of the 

system as a fimction of inclination, again for both Schwarzschild and extreme Kerr black 

holes (Figure 5.7). These luminosities are generated from the integral in redshift space of 

the line profiles considered in the preceding section and hence we consider systems with 

identical properties to those previously discussed. In the case of the Schwarzschild hole, 

we see that, for inclinations < 80°, the first order image can be regarded as a < 10% 

correction to the emergent flux from the system. For inclinations > 80°, this image 

contains 10 — 20% of the emergent flux, i.e. even at these high inclinations, the first 

order image can still be regarded as a correction to the direct image. For the second order 

image, we see that it plays a < 1% role independent of inclination. Third and higher 

order images will have correspondingly smaller fluxes, so can safely be neglected. 

There is a larger fraction of flux in the higher order images for the Kerr black hole. At 

low inclinations, the first and second order images contain 10% and 1% of the total flux, 

respectively. The variation of the luminosity fraction for the three image orders displays 

an approximately power law like behaviour for inclinations < 60°, where a distinct break 
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Figure 5.7: Variation of (unobscured, integrated) luminosity associated with each image 

as a fraction of the total luminosity of the system with incfination for a thin, Keplerian 

accretion disc around a Schwarzschild black hole (left panel) and extreme Kerr (right 

panel). In both cases, the disc extends from rms to 20rp and the observer is located at 

radial infinity. We show the contributions from (a) the direct image (red lines), (b) the 

first order image (blue lines) and (c) the second order image (green lines). In all cases, 

we have applied a e(re) oc radial emissivity and have considered angular emissivities 

of the form (i) f{^ie) oc cons, (solid lines), (ii) f { f j , e ) oc (short dashed lines) and 

(in) fine) oc (1 -I- 2.06//e) (long dashed fines). In the case of the Schwarzschild hole, the 

contribution from the higher order images is < 20% of the total luminosity, even at high 

inclinations. However, in the case of the extreme Kerr black hole, at inclinations of > 7 5 ° , 

the first order image can dominate the luminosity of the system, due to the formation of 

caustics within the image. 
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occurs, due to the appearance of a caustic in the first order image, whose luminosity 
is therefore significantly enhanced. It is at this point that the peak Imninosity of the 
second order image occru-s, which here is on the level of 10%, approximately an order of 
magnitude higher than in the Schwarzschild case. Remarkably, for inclinations > 75°, the 
luminosity of the first order image produced by the optically thick discs is greater than 
that produced by the direct image. 

However, most of the higher image order flux is expected to re-intercept the disc 

plane, and hence be absorbed and re-radiated. This is especially the case for realistic 

discs around an extreme Kerr black hole, where the whole of the equatorial plane is 

covered by the disc from rg to large radii. However, for Schwarzschild, the existence of a 

central 'hole' means that the flux from higher order images can escape. A realistic disc 

aroimd a Schwarzschild black hole when viewed face on has 10% of its flux in a higher 

order image ring (dropping to ~ 7% for a more extended disk ranging from rma 400r(,). 

Essentially, a spatial resolution equivalent to 2rg is required to resolve these featiures, 

which for typical nearby Active Galactic Nuclei corresponds to an ang\ilar resolution of 

0.01 micro-arcseconds. This is obviously extremely technically difficult, but is feasible for 

an X-ray interferometer imaging supermassive black holes in nearby galaxies (Gendreau 

et a l , 2001). 

5.5 Conclusions 

Photons orbiting a black hole are exquisitely sensitive to the properties of the gravitational 

field. Thus these higher order null geodesies provide the best test of Einstein's gravity in 

the strong field limit. We have developed a new strong gravity code capable of describing 

these paths, and calculate them for a geometrically thin, optically thick (standard) disc 

in both Schwarzschild and Kerr metrics. These higher order image paths must cross the 

equatorial plane, so are absorbed where this is filled by the optically thick disc. As has 

long been known, the major amplification effects of gravitational lensing are for the first 
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order paths from the far side of the underneath of the disc viewed at high inclination i.e. 
photons initially emitted downwards on the far side of the black hole, which are bent by 
gravity up above the disc plane. Most of these paths will re-intersect the disc unless it 
has very limited outer radial extent. While such discs may exist (Reynolds et al., 2004), it 
seems far more likely that these photons would be absorbed by material in the equatorial 
plane. However, there is some fraction of the higher order images where the light paths are 
so strongly bent that they re-intersect the equatorial plane very close to the photon orbit 
radius. By definition, this is below the minimmn stable orbit for particles, so the standard 
disc cannot exist at this point. Instead, for a stress-free inner boimdary condition, the 
disc material plxmges rapidly though this region, so there is much less absorbing material 
in the equatorial plane. This material may be optically thick at high mass accretion rates 
(Reynolds & Begelman, 1997), but this depends on whether the flow in the plunging 
region is smooth or clumpy. Hence higher order photons which cross the plane below 6rg 
need not be reabsorbed by the disc. We show that these observable higher order photons 
can carry 10% of the flux for a face on disc. Edge on discs reduce the expected observable 
flux as only about half of the orbiting photon ring can be seen through the gap below 
rms, while the rest re-intercepts the disc at r » r ^ s . 

The situation is less favoiu:able in the Kerr geometry as photons now orbit at a range 

of radii depending on how their angular momentum is aligned with the spin of the black 

hole. Photons going against the spin will orbit at radii which are larger than that of the 

minimum stable orbit of the disc, so should be absorbed rather than escaping through 

the inner 'hole' in the disc (provided a > 0.65). Thus for Kerr black holes, even though 

there is a greater fraction of photons in the higher order images, we expect that these 

are less observable due to the overlap between the photon and particle orbits. Also, even 

though there is stiU a gap between the last stable particle orbit and the aUgned photon 

orbits, this gap is much smaller than in Schwarzschild, both in terms of radial coordinate 

and in terms of impact parameter on the sky. For a=0.998, the equilibrimn spin for thin 
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disc accretion, Vms = 1.23rg while the r̂ ^̂  = 1.07, so Ar = 0.16. Since the photons 

orbit in slightly stronger gravity, their paths are more distorted, so the difference in their 

impact parameter at infiruty is slightly less than the difference in radial coordinate. Thus 

the higher order images roimd a rapidly spinning black hole are much more difficult to 

spatially resolve from the direct image of the disc, and carry less flux than Schwarzschild 

as only a fraction re-intersect the plane below r^s-

Thus the best chance of observing these higher order photon paths from a standard 

accretion disc is with a face-on Schwarzschild black hole. X-ray interferometry could 

potentially directly resolve such scales for supermassive black holes in nearby galaxies, 

and such missions are being seriously proposed (MAXIM: Gendreau et al., 2001). Even 

if the plunging region is optically thick, direct imaging with resolution < 2rg will clearly 

show the black hole spin from the apparent size of the 'hole' in the centre of the disc. 

The radial coordinate of the innermost stable orbit in an equilibriiun spin Kerr metric is 

a factor of ~ 3 smaller than for Schwarzschild, which translates to a change in apparent 

size at infinity of the 'hole' diameter ft-om ~ 5rg (a=0.998) to ~ 14rg (a=0). This is 

important as recent papers have emphasised that the true size of the shadow of the event 

horizon (in effect the impact parameter of the orbiting photons, given fairly accinately by 

our second order image) is rather similar in both Schwarzschild and Kerr (Falcke et al., 

2000; Fukue, 2003; Takahashi, 2004). This is true, but different to the size of the 'hole' 

defined by the innermost stable orbit of the disc. For continuous energy release down to 

the event horizon, the 'hole' in the image of the accretion flow is set by the true shadow 

size, but for accretion flows where the energy is only released from stable particle orbits 

(the disc, as opposed to the plunging region) then the innermost stable orbit sets the size 

scale. Whether the energy release can be continuous across Vjjig is cinrently a matter of 

active research (Krohk &; Hawley, 2002). However, there is clear observational evidence 

for an innermost stable orbit in the disc dominated spectra of galactic black hole binaries 

(Ebisawa et al., 1993; Kubota et al., 1999; Gierfinski & Done, 2004), so it seems likely 
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that the accretion flow can take the standard thin disc form assumed here. 

The spectral signatures of these higher order photons only become apparent for high-

inclination systems, where they carry between ~ 20% (Schwarzschild) and ~ 60% (ex

treme Kerr) of the total luminosity of the system. However, in a realistic system, the disc 

extends out to many thousands of gravitational radii fi-om the black hole and so these 

photons retmn to the disc before reaching the observer. Far from the central black hole, 

the effect of the retmning radiation is comparable to the gravitational potential energy of 

the material and so these photons can play an important role in shaping the properties 

of the disc here. In particular, reprocessing of this retm-ning radiation at large distances 

from the hole will potentially provide a physical mechanism to flatten (at large radii) the 

r~^/^ temperature profile of a planar accretion disc irradiated by a central source, which 

could help to resolve the conflict between the predicted and observed optical/UV colours 

in Active Galactic Nuclei (Koratkar & Blaes, 1999). 

The code used to calculate these results is an extension of that of Beckwith & Done 

(2004). The new aspect described here is a set of analytic constraints on the possible 

photon trajectories which vastly reduce the scale of the calculation. This, combined with 

the use of the analytic integrals (elfiptic functions) for the photon paths, has the result 

that the calculation of a photon trajectory linking two points (the emitter and observer, 

(Viergutz, 1993) can be performed by a simple minimisation, capable of being calculated 

to almost arbitrary accuracy on a standard desktop PC on time scales of a few minutes. 

This technique allows us to include the contribution of orbiting photons in the calculations 

without loss of resolution. The code is also flexible enough to be adapted to any accretion 

flow, and a future work will consider the contribution of the higher order images in an 

optically thin, geometrically thick flow. 
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Chapter 6 

Observational 

Diagnostics of Modern 

Accretion Flows 

Abstract 

Modern descriptions of black hole accretion disks rely on the Magneto-Rotational Insta

bility to provide angular momentum transport within the disk. In recent years, it has 

become clear that the properties of accretion disks in this description are rather different 

to those in the standard model. To date, the majority of these studies present results 

that are defined in the rest frame of the disk. Determination of the observational charac

teristics of the flow reqmres a description of dissipation within the disk, coupled to a OR 

ray-tracing code. We perform these calculations based on the GRMHD simulations pre

sented previously by De Villiers et al. (2003). We expficitly compare dissipation derived 

from the magnetic 4-current density at late times in the simulations with that derived 

from the standard model, showing that these two quantities are well-matched. 

Using this description of dissipation, we firstly calculate the observed spectral char

acteristics of optically thin, bound material within the disk. Observationally, such a flow 

could correspond to emission from the optically thin, geometrically thick, hot inner flow 

that may be foimd in the hard state of low mass X-ray binaries such as XTEJ1550-564 

(Zdziarski & Gierlinski, 2004). The shape of the high-energy cutoff at ~ lOOkeV is foimd 

129 
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to be strongly modulated by relativistic effects originating in the dynamics of the accretion 

flow combined with the effect of black hole spin, which should be directly testable. 

In a separate approach, we examine the properties of fluorescent Iron K Q lines expected 

from these GRMHD accretion flows. We assume that the mid-plane of the disk is optically 

thick and illuminate this surface with hard X-ray photons. These photons originate 

in either boimd material smrrounding the mid-plane (the disk 'corona') or by rapidly 

outflowing, imbound material (the 'jet'). The resulting illvunination patterns are well 

described by e(re) oc r~'. For illumination due to unbound material, q ~ —2, independent 

of black hole spin. By contrast, q ~ —3, —4 for illumination due to bound material for 

slowly and rapidly rotating holes respectively. For a specified black hole spin, the resultant 

Iron K a line profiles are found to extend to lower energies than would be expected from 

standard accretion disk models, as previously reported by Reynolds &; Begelman (1997). 

However, the change in illumination pattern due to bound material with increasing black 

hole spin results in a noticeable change in the line shape. 

6.1 Introduction 

The standard model of a relativistic accretion disk due to Novikov &: Thome (1973), Page 

& Thorne (1974) is essentially a parametrised, one-dimensional, time-averaged description 

of what potentially is an extremely complex physical process. In these models, the au

thors specify an anomalous viscosity to provide angular momentum transport within the 

disk. However, in this description, the physical mechanism providing angular momentum 

transport is unclear. Furthermore, stability studies of these accretion disk models (see 

e.g. Frank et al., 2002) have shown them to suffer from many instabilities, which raises 

fimdamental questions about their applicabiUty. 

The key question for accretion flow dynamics is the mechanism that supplies the 

outwards transport of angular momentum through the disk and hence enables the inflow 

of material. It now seems likely that this mechanism is provided by the magneto-rotational 
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instability (MRI Balbus & Hawley, 1991). Essentially, two radially adjacent fluid elements 

within a Keplerian accretion flow are connected by magnetic field lines, which are stretched 

by the relative motion of the two elements. If we imagine the field as a spring connecting 

the two elements, then i t is apparent that the field will act to decrease the velocity of 

the inner fluid element, whilst increasing that of the outer element. Mass is therefore 

able to flow inward through the disk, whilst angular momentum is transferred into the 

outer regions. This instabiUty leads directly to the generation of MHD turbulence within 

the flow, which in turn provides enhanced angular momentum transport. The dynamical 

properties of the inner regions of the accretion flow are crucially important in determining 

global properties of the flow, such as accretion efiiciency and the amounts of matter-energy 

& angular momentum captured by the hole. In the MRI paradigm, although the flow does 

know about the presence of the marginally stable orbit, magnetic stress can extend below 

this radius (see e.g. Krolik & Hawley, 2002; Krolik et al., 2005). This is rather different 

to the pictine in the standard model of thin disks, where (by construction) the stress goes 

to zero and the (stable) disk is truncated here. Our calculations are based on late-time, 

azimuthally averaged data from the global. General Relativistic Magneto-Hydrodynamic 

(GGRMHD) Keplerian Disk (KD) simtilations described in the literature by De Villiers 

et al. (2003); Hirose et al. (2004); De Villiers et al. (2005); KroUk et al. (2005). 

Prom an observational standpoint, these differences are rather important. Recent 

observational studies of both Galactic Black Hole Candidates and Active Galactic Nuclei 

(see Chapter 2 along with, e.g. Reynolds &; NowaJc, 2003; Miller et al., 2004; Fabian 

& Miniutt i , 2005) have indicated the existence of a highly broadened Iron K a fine in 

the 2 — lOkeV spectral band, which, at face value, implies black hole spins approaching 

maximal (a = 0.998). In a previous paper (Beckwith & Done, 2004, see Chapter 4) 

we have addressed the shortcomings of the currently available models in modelling the 

relativistic effects on the line, along with the effects of the accretion disk atmosphere. 

The properties of the line may well also be sensitive to the underlying dynamics of the 
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accretion disk. Reynolds &: Begelman (1997) have shown that emission from within the 

plunging region can significantly broaden the line, although this may well be sensitive to 

both the radial and angular dependence of the emissivity pattern and the dynamics of 

the disk in this region. In this work, we examine the properties of the lines generated 

by these GGRMHD accretion flows and compare these to the lines expected from the 

standard disk models. 

Connecting modern descriptions of accretion flows to observational data is not limited 

to calculations of Iron Ka line profiles. The geometry for the hard state of Galactic X-

ray binary systems may consist of a hot, optically thin, geometrically thick, inner flow, 

which at some (possibly large) distance from the black hole, joins onto a cool, optically 

thick, geometrically thin accretion disk (Zdziarski & Gierlinski, 2004). As such, the emis

sion from the hot inner flow should be convolved with gravitational effects which modify 

the shape of the intrinsic spectrum, in particular the high energy cut off at ~ lOOkeV. 

Observationally, this rollover is well-defined, at odds with the expected broadening due 

to relativistic effects. We calculate the broadening predicted by the GGRMHD flows, 

assuming that bound material within the flow is optically thin. By combination of a de

scription of dissipation within flow with the intrinsic flow dynamics and fully relativistic 

treatment of photon propagation, we are able to calculate the expected broadening of the 

low/hard state spectra, which can be compared to observational data to further constrain 

om understanding of both accretion and strong gravity. 

The rest of this chapter is divided into six sections. In Section 6.2, we overview the 

results of the KD simulations on which this work is based. In Section 6.3, we describe how 

we model the heating distribution in the ax^cretion flow, which we then apply in Section 

6.4 - 6.6 where we describe generation of the spectra. In Sections 6.7 & 6.8, we examine 

the spectral properties of emission from the optically thin, geometrically thick hot inner 

flow and the Iron Ka diagnostics, respectively. FinaUy in Section 6.9, we smnmarise our 

results and point the way to future work. 
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6.2 Overview of Simulations 

The calculations presented here are based on the results of the Keplerian Disk (KD) 

simulations wiiich have been presented in a series of papers by De Villiers et al. (2003); 

Hirose et al. (2004); De Villiers et al. (2005); Krolik et al. (2005). For p\irposes of clarity, 

we give a brief recap of the key points of these simulations which shall be necessary for 

future discussions. The equations of ideal non-radiative Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) 

are solved in the metric of a rotating black hole by use of the algorithm described in detail 

by De Villiers & Hawley (2003a). We work in the Kerr metric (with determinant >/—g) 

written in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates, using gravitational units (G = M = c = 1). 

The initial conditions for the KD simulations consist of an isolated gas torus orbiting 

near the black hole, with the pressure maximmn located at r « 25M and a (slightly) 

sub-Keplerian distribution of angular moment throughout, whilst the magnetic field is 

initialised to consist of loops of weak poloidal field lying along isodensity siu-faces within 

the torus. This work will focus on the properties of the four high resolution models 

presented by De Villiers et al. (2003), which are designated KDO, K D I , KDP and KDE 

and correspond to black hole spins of a = 0.0,0.5,0.9,0.998 respectively. Each model 

consists of 192 x 192 x 64 (r, ̂ , 4>) grid zones, where the inner radial boundary is located 

at Tin = 2.05,1.90,1.45,1.175M for models KDO, K D I , KDP, KDE respectively (i.e. just 

above the black hole event horizon in each case). The outer radial boundary is located 

at Tout = 120M in all cases and the radial grid is set by a hyperbohc cosine function 

in order to maximise resolution close to the inner boundary. For the ^-grid we take 

0.0457r <9 < 0.9557r, using an exponential grid spacing function that concentrates zones 

near the equator along with a reflecting boundary condition. Finally, the 0-grid spans the 

quarter plane, 0 < </> < 7r/2, with periodic boundary conditions in 0, which significantly 

reduces the computational requirements of the simulation (for fmrther discussions on the 

effect of this restriction see De Villiers &; Hawley, 2003a,b). Each simulation was r im to 

time 8100M, which corresponds to approximately 10 orbits at the pressure maximum. 
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with the temporal time step, At being determined by the extremal light crossing time for 
a zone on the spatial grid, remaining constant for the entire simulation (De Villiers et al., 
2003). The simulations are initialised to have only a finite reservoir of material in the disc, 
that is, the radial boundary conditions are set such that only outflow of material from 
simulation volume is permitted. As outlined in De Villiers et al. (2003), the quasi-steady-
state system is usefully divided into five main regions: (i) the main body of the disk; (ii) 
the coronal envelope; (iii) the inner torus and plunging region; (iv) the furmel wall jet; (v) 
the evacuated axial funnel. The amomit of material accreted by the black hole during the 
coinse of the simulation decreases with increasing black hole spin, however, even for the 
a = 0 case (KDO), this corresponds to only 14% of the total mass within the disk. Note 
that we distinguish between unbound and bound material within the simulation volume 
by requiring that unbound material possess —hut > 1 and be have positive proper radial 
velocity, > 0, where h is the relativistic enthalpy and is the 4-velocity of the gas 
(see De Villiers et al., 2005). 

6.3 Dissipation Relation to Current Density 

For our pm-poses, the most important point of interest in the properties of the magnetic 

field is to identify regions of the simulation where X-ray release is likely to occtn. However, 

the KD simulations were conducted with no explicit resistivity and as such do not address 

the questions of where the magnetic field is dissipated, or the rate at which this process 

occurs. A naive appHcation of Ohm's law (Power oc Current^) leads us towards considering 

the magnetic cinrent density as a trace of dissipation within the flow. Rosner et al. (1978) 

have suggested that (in the case of the solar corona), regions of high current density 

are candidates for regions of high magnetic dissipation (and hence thermal heating), as 

high current density may trigger anomalous resistivity through mechanisms such as ion-

acoustic turbulence, although it should be emphasised that no physical model relating 

current density and dissipation is ciurrently known. In the absence of such a physical 
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model, we follow Hirose et al. (2004) and simply set the heating distribution proportional 
to the square of the 4-current density. Wi th this assumption, let us define the dissipation 
per imit disk radius to be: 

9 l'Q.955n /•7r/2 

Dire) - - / / yf^J^J^d6d4> (6.1) 

In Figiu-e 6.1 we show an explicit comparison of this quantity and the dissipation 

per unit disk area derived from the standard relativistic disk model (see Section 2.4 

and Novikov &: Thorne, 1973), where we have assumed the stress-free inner boundary 

condition. Clearly, the two descriptions of dissipation are well matched for r > lOM, 

independent of black hole spin. For the slowly rotating holes (KDO,KDI), this remains true 

until the tvirnover in the Novikov-Thorne description close to r^s (due to the application 

of the stress-free inner boimdary condition in the latter case). However, in the case of the 

rapidly rotating black holes (KDP,KDE), dissipation in the simulations is in deficit by 

comparison to the prediction of the standard model in this region. However, the closeness 

of the match between the dissipation derived from the shell-integrated cinrent density 

and that demanded by energy conservation within the standard disk lends support to our 

assiunption that dissipation within the simulation is traced by the current-density. 

We assume that a volume element within the simvilation emits radiation with specific 

intensity proportional to the 4-ctu-rent density. The observed spectra of this material is 

generated from this heating distribution, convolved with a transfer fimction (see Section 

6.4). The total heat dissipated in each volume element is therefore proportional to the 

locally-integrated square of the 4-current density: 

j{re,ee) = - / / v ^ J % d r d ^ # (6.2) 
^ Jre-dr/2 J0e-d0/2 JO 

Figure 6.2 shows a map of this heating distribution for each of the K D simulations. 

From these maps, it is clear that the heating distribution for the simulations corresponding 

to slowly rotating black holes (KDO, KDI) are dominated by the contribution from bound 

material in the disk, whilst the simulations corresponding to rapidly rotating black holes 
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Figiu-e 6.1: Comparison of dissipation in the KD simulations (black lines) with that in 

the standard model of accretion disk (red lines, Novikov & Thorne, 1973), where we have 

assumed the stress-free inner boundary condition. We denote KDO (a = 0) with solid lines, 

K D I (a = 0.5) with dotted lines, KDP (a = 0.9) with dashed lines and KDE (a = 0.998) 

with dot-dash lines. The standard disk model gives a remarkably good description of 

dissipation in the simulations for r > lOM, independent of black hole spin. For the 

slowly rotating holes this remains true until close to Vms- For the rapidly rotating holes 

(KDP,KDE), dissipation in the simulations is in deficit compared to the standard for 

r™., < r < lOM. 
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Figure 6.2: Maps of the heating distribution (emitted intensity), j{re,Oe). Prom left to 

right, the panels are maps for the KDO, K D I , KDP & KDE simulation data sets, which 

correspond to black hole spins of a = 0.0,0.5,0.9,0.998 respectively. Clearly, emission 

from the flows surrounding the slower spinning black holes is dominated by the contribu

tion from bound material in the disk, whereas emission from the higher spin black holes 

is dominated by the contribution from imbound material in the jet/outflow. 

(KDP, KDE) are dominated by the contribution from unbound material in the outflow/jet 

structure close to the symmetry £ixis (see Hirose et al., 2004). 

Note that construction of the 4-current, J** requires the construction of the time 

derivative of the electromagnetic field strength tensor, F^^, which requires the use of 

three adjacent time steps for each simulation. Only one current density snapshot is 

available for each of the four simulations, corresponding to a late time in the simulation 

{t = 8080GMc~^) and so we are limited to considering observational properties of the 

simulations corresponding to this particular snapshot. 
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6.4 Calculating the Observed Spectrum 

The observed spectral properties of the accretion flow are determined by a complex con

volution of the intrinsic (i.e. emitted) spectral shape with a description of dissipation, 

flow dynamics and the effect of gravity on photon propagation. The greatest uncertainty 

in these calculations lies in the first and second of these properties, as we do not possess 

a physical model relating the cvurent density at a given point in the spacetime to the 

local heating rate at this point, nor do we possess a physical description relating the local 

heating distribution to the radiation spectrum. In Section 6.3, we saw that the local 

4-current density may well provide a good description of dissipation within flow and so 

we adopt this description here. 

Ignoring, for the moment, the effect of the intrinsic spectral shape, the flux measured 

by a distant observer from optically thin material within the disk body (i.e. 'bound' 

material), moving with 4-velocity uj^ may be written as (see e.g. Asaoka, 1989; Laor 

et al., 1990; Kurpiewski & Jaroszyriski, 1999; Gierlinski et al., 2001): 

Fo{9) = J J J g'T{g,fio;r,,eMfdr'dO'dg (6.3) 

Here, || J|P is the azimuthal average of the square of the 4-cmrent density, T{g, //(,; fg, de) 

is the transfer function and dr', dO' are the coordinate differentials measured in the co-

moving rest frame of the emitting material (the 'fluid frame'). The observed redshift of a 

photon, g is determined via: 

g ^ K ^ P j K ^i^gj.^ ^ (1,0,0,0) (6.4) 

Some fraction of the photons emitted from this optically thin material will cross the 

equatorial plane of the black hole. The fliix received per unit radius, r^q on this plane is 

given by (Laor et al., 1990): 

Fr., = - ^ j j J g'T{g,req;re,OM'dr'de'dg (6.5) 
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In this case, the observed redshift of a photon, g is determined via: 

^ = = ^ ^^^""^ ^ < , ( l ' < e , > < . < ) (6-6) 

Note that both and u(!̂ ^ are obtained directly from the late-time data set corresponding 

to the 4-current density snapshot used to generate || J^||. 

To generate Iron K a fluorescence line profiles, we assume that the equatorial plane is 

optically thick and that all incident photons are reprocessed into the line at a rest frame 

energy of 6.4keV. This corresponds to a radial emissivity pattern of the form e{re) oc F^^,. 

The Iron Ka line measiured by a distant observer is determined via (Laor, 1991): 

Fo{9) = j j jg'T{g,fio;re,)e{re)dr'dg (6.7) 

In this case (w^, u!^^^ as previously defined): 

Ere, 

6.5 Integration of Photon Trajectories 

The fate of a photon emitted in some initial direction from a fluid element with spacetime 

coordinate (rg, 9e) is determined by the geodesic equations discussed at length in Chapter 

3. Determining the relationship between the photons initial direction and its eventual 

fate requires the construction of a set of (analytically) invertible relationships between 

this direction and the photon angulax parameters {X,q). From the discussion of Section 

3.3.3, it is apparent that, for a generally moving fluid element, no such expressions can be 

obtained. However, such relationships can be derived in the Locally Non-Rotating Frame 

(LNRF), where it is found that (see Section 3.3.2): 

A = - ; q = e2('^-'') (1 - Xu)' cos' 6 - cos^ 6 
2 A a — 

sin'9 
(6.9) 
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Figine 6.3: Maps of the fractional number of photons arriving at a particular destination as 

measured in the Locally Non-Rotating Frame (LNRF) attached to a particular spacetime 

point, re,/ie- From left to right, the coliunns are maps for the KDO, K D I , KDP L 

KDE simulation data sets, which correspond to black hole spins of a = 0.0,0.5,0.9,0.998 

respectively. The rows are, from top to bottom, the fraction of photons captined by the 

black hole, the fraction crossing the equatorial plane within the disk body and the fraction 

reaching infinity. Each colinnn is normalised to the peak intensity for a particular black 

hole spin which arrives at any of the three destinations. For further information, see text. 
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This enables us to quickly integrate photon trajectories and establish relationships be
tween the initial direction of a photon (relative to the basis vectors of the LNRF) and its 
fate (i.e. capture by the black hole, crossing of the equatorial plane or escape to infinity). 

Figure 6.3 shows maps of the fractional number of photons as measiued in the LNRF 

for each of these possible fates as a function of {re,9e). I f we were to emit an even 

distribution of photons in the LNRF at a particular (re, 9e) point in spacetime, then the 

corresponding point on the map represents the probability that a photon arrives at a 

given destination for the black hole spin^. I t is apparent that the majority of the the 

photons that are emitted below 3 M are captured by the black hole, with 40% crossing 

the equatorial plane within the disk body. Above 3 M , only a very small fi-action of the 

photons are captured by the black hole. In the region 3 — lOM, as much as 70% of the 

emitted photons cross the equatorial plane, with the strength of this effect showing a 

strong correlation with black hole spin. This reflects the change in the lensing properties 

of the black holes with increasing angular momenta, as discussed by Beckwith & Done 

(2005). Above lOM, the fraction of photons crossing the equatorial plane falls off to 

< 50%, with virtually all the remaining photons escaping to infinity, as expected from a 

simple consideration of the solid angle subtended by the equatorial plane in regions where 

lightbending does not play a substantial role. In the outer regions of the simulation, the 

effects of the finite simulation volume become apparent, with the majority of the emitted 

photons escaping to infinity. 

6.6 The Transfer Functions 

The transfer functions, T{g, ^o',re,6e), T{g,reg;re,Oe) and T{g,Ho',feq) are constructed 

from an even distribution of photons in the locally inertial rest frame of the emitting 

fluid element, the fluid frame. In our calculations, the photons are initially given an even 

^Note that photons that cross the equatorial plane within the disk body are only counted within this 

category, i.e. we do not 'double count' photons 
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distribution in the LNRF and so this distribution must be transformed to an even distri

bution in the fluid frame. In our calculations, this frame is described by the construction 

of an orthonormal tetrad directly from the fomr-velocity of the fluid by use of a Gram-

Schmidt orthogonalisation procedure (as described in Krolik et al., 2005). This approach 

is advantageous to that described in Section 3.3.3 as the resulting expressions are rather 

more compact. 

The basis vectors are chosen so that physical interpretation is as straightforward as 

possible. In particular, the time-leg of the tetrad is chosen in the direction of the four-

velocity of the fluid element (accomplished by setting eĵ j = m'^), which aUows the easy 

identification of the direction of proper time in this observers frame. Additionally, this has 

the advantage that the time-leg of the tetrad automatically has the correct normalisation 

as the four-velocity of the fluid element is subject to the normahsation condition u'^u^ = 1. 

The choice of directions in three-space is ambiguous, however - many different approaches 

to their generation can be taken, all of which produce different (but equally correct) 

results. This mathematical ambiguity reflects the physical ambigmty in the choice of axes 

in three-space. We then orthonormaHse the covariant components of the three-space legs 

of the tetrad in the order {(p, r, 6) in order to enable the closest possible comparison with 

Novikov & Thome (1973). We obtain (see Figure 6.4): 

pf^ — ,,t 

4l = 4l 
4] = 

1 v"" v"^ 

9tt + 9t4,Nf^] grrN(^] 0 gt,!, + gctxi>N^r] 

gu + gt<t>N^gi grrN(g^ geeN^e] gt<i> + gH,N^g] 

gtt + gt<t>Nt 0 0 gt<^ + gH>Nt [0] [<t>\ 

(6.10) 

Here: 

gtt + 2g*H't> + g^^ [v^f ^ g^^ {v^f ^ g't>'i> {v't')' 
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gtt + 2g^t>Nf^^ + grr ( i V j ; , ) ' + gt"t> ( i V j ^ , ) ' 

grrN, 

gtt + 2g^t>Nf^^+g<lxl> ( i V j j ) ' 

The photons four-momentum has moving frame components = Pi^^i^] '• 

9tt + 9t4>Nl] + 9rrN(^]Srv''^Rx,q{r) - A (st,̂  + 9H>N(.^) 

P19] = Nfe] 
9tt + 9t<l,Nfg^ + 9rrN(0]SrV''^Rx,g{r) (6.11) 

+99eNfo-^s0v'^Qx.ci{e) - X (p*^ -H guN^e) 

n<t>\ = %\ [9tt + 9t<t.Nf^^ - X [gt^ + g^N^^^ |; 

The angles formed by the photon trajectory relative to the basis vectors of the fluid 

frame are given by (see Figure 6.4): 

c o s E - ^ ; sinSsinH = ^ ; sinEcosE = cos'^ = - ^ ; (6.12) 
P[t] P[t] P[t] 

The amoimt of emitted solid angle attached to each photon in the fluid firame is determined 

by means of a simple algorithm which calculates the area on the (E, E)-plane associated 

with a given photon trajectory. The photons that are emitted with constant angular 

distribution in the Locally Non-Rotating Frame are then redistributed such that they 
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Figure 6.4: The co-ordinate systems associated with the Locally Non-Rotating Frame 

(LNRF, blue lines) and the Fluid Frame (green lines) associated with a particular emission 

point in the spacetime. We invert the simple relationships between the angles made by 

the photons 4-momenta in the LNRF, 0 , $ and the conserved quantities A, q to integrate 

the null geodesies. The angles made by the photons 4-momenta with the basis vectors in 

the fluid frame, E , "if are then obtained by through = Pi/Cj^]. 
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Figure 6.5: Maps of the fractional number of photons arriving at a particular destination 

as measured in the Fluid Frame (FF) attached to a fluid element at a particular spacetime 

point, re,^le• Prom left to right, the colmmis are maps for the KDO, KDI , KDP k, 

KDE simulation data sets, which correspond to black hole spins of a = 0.0,0.5,0.9,0.998 

respectively. The rows are, from top to bottom, the fraction of photons captm-ed by the 

black hole, the fraction crossing the equatorial plane within the disk body and the fraction 

reaching infinity. For further information, see text. 
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have an even distribution in the fluid frame, as specified by the fractional amounts of 
solid angle attached to each photon trajectory. These projections now enable tis to create 
maps relating directions in the fluid frame to the three destinations of the trajectory 
outlined previously, which are shown in Figure 6.5. The principle difference between the 
maps shown in Figure 6.3 and those shown in Figure 6.5 is that those shown here contain 
the effects of the motion of the fluid elements. Relativistic beaming effects mean that 
the majority of the emission from rapidly moving material is directed in the direction 
of motion. Clearly, the majority of the photons from the rapidly outflowing material 
in the jet-like structures situated in the regions aroimd the symmetry axis are directed 
to infinity, as can be seen from the bottom row of panels in Figure 6.5. Similarly, the 
majority of photons emitted from the rapidly infaUing material in the irmer regions of the 
flow are captiured by the black hole. I t is therefore far harder for photons from these two 
sources to illimainate the equatorial plane and thereby contribute to Iron K a production. 

6.7 Spectral Diagnostics of Optically Thin, Geomet

rically Thick Accretion Flows 

In Figures 6.4 and 6.5, we show dynanucal spectra and convolution kernels describing 

optically thin, bound material for each of the KD simulations. These spectra include 

photons that cross the equatorial plane, possibly on multiple occasions. In terms of 

the observed states of real accretion flows, this is most likely to correspond to the hot 

inner flow in the proposed geometry for the hard state of low mass X-ray binary systems 

(see e.g. Zdziarski & Gierlinski, 2004). These spectra should therefore be interpreted as 

convolution kernels for the broad band X-ray spectriun, such as those discussed for an 

geometrically thin, optically thick accretion disk in Section 2.5. 

Reynolds & Begelman (1997), in the context of Iron Ka line profiles, showed that 

emission below r ^ s acts to broaden the line in the case of the Schwarzschild hole. Figures 
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6.4 and 6.5 demonstrate that the spectra resulting from emission from optically thin, 
bound material are generically broad, independent of black hole spin. The spectral shape 
is, however, strongly dependent on the black hole spin and is a result of a complex interplay 
of the flow dynamics and dissipation profile. 

For the slowly rotating holes, the spectra strongly resemble the profiles due to standard 

accretion disks, with the addition of a broad component in the red wing of the fine, which 

has its origin in the rapidly infalling material in the plunging region. As black hole spin 

increases, we observe a corresponding increase of the relative amount of flux contained 

within this component relative to the blue wing of the line, as can be clearly seen from 

Figtire 6.5. Photons emitted from material on the near side of the black hole must be 

emitted in a direction opposite to that of the materials motion and so arrive at the 

observer with their energies much reduced. Photons emitted from the rapidly infalling 

material on the fax side of the hole are strongly concentrated in the direction of the hole 

and so are captured, rather than being able to propagate to the distant observer. A large 

fraction of the photons ( ~ 90%) forming this component perform multiple crossings of 

the equatorial plane, as described in Chapters 3 and 5, which, when combined with the 

marked increase in dissipation in the iimer regions of the flow, results in the increase in the 

relative strength of the red wing component with increasing black hole spin. Gravitational 

lensing is always important for optically thin, geometrically thick flows as a significant 

amoimt of flux is carried by these photons. 

There is a marked difference between the spectral shapes associated with the two 

fastest rotating black holes, KDP and KDE. Recall that for KDP, which corresponds to 

a = 0.9, Vms = 2.32, whilst for KDE, corresponding to o = 0.998, rma = 1.235. Below 

~ 3 M , material in the KDP simulation is rather rapidly infalling. As noted in Krolik et al. 

(2005), there is a marked decrease in the radial infall velocities for material within the disk 

for the most rapidly rotating black hole, KDE. In fact, examination of the azimuthally 

averaged velocity field used to generate the spectra reveals that bound material within the 
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Figiire 6.6: Dynamical spectra of optically thin, bound material. Prom left to right, the 

panels are maps for the KDO, KDI , KDP k KDE simulation data sets, which correspond 

to black hole spins of a = 0.0,0.5,0.9,0.998 respectively. The spectra for each incUnation 

along the x-axis are normalised such that each slice along constant x contains one photon. 

There is a clear distinction between spectra associated with the slowly rotating holes 

(KDO, KDI) and those associated with rapidly rotating holes (KDP, KDE). 

KDE accretion flow is predominantly Keplerian, down to the event horizon, in marked 

contrast to the more slowly rotating cases. Purthermore, a large fraction of the total 

dissipation within the flow occurs close to the black hole event horizon in the KDE case, 

strongly weighting the resultant spectra to these regions. Photons emitted from the 

inner regions of the flow therefore exhibit a substantially different energy distribution 

(as measmed by the distant observer) to those associated with the more slowly rotating 

holes. A large fraction of these photons are strongly lensed by the black hole, which, in 

combination with the changed dynamics and dissipation profiles, resiilts in the distinctive 

crescent shape observed in Figure 6.6. 

I t is clear from Figures 6.6 and 6.7 that the differences between the convolution ker

nels for different black hole spins are most apparent when the observer is close to the 

equatorial plane, so that the differing properties of the inner regions of the accretion 
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Figure 6.7: Convolution Kernels for Optically Thin, Geometrically Thick Accretion Flows. 

From left to right, the panels are maps for the KDO, K D I , KDP & KDE simulation data 

sets, which correspond to black hole spins of a = 0.0,0.5,0.9,0.998 respectively. On each 

panel we show fovu different lines corresponding to different inclinations of the observer: 

(i) i r (sohd lines); (ii) 30° (dotted lines); (iii) 60° (dashed lines); (iv) 89° (dot-dash lines). 

Each kernel corresponds to a slice through the dynamical spectra show in Figure 6.6 and 

again is normalised to one photon. It is clear that there is a marked contrast between the 

spectral shape associated with slowly and rapidly rotating holes 

flow can be enhanced by the combined effects of gravitational lensing, Doppler boosting 

and special relativistic length contraction. The best prospect for testing these accretion 

models is therefore by observations of a highly inclined galactic black hole system, such 

as XTEJ1550-564 {6o = 70°, see GierUhski & Done, 2003, and references therein) in the 

low hard/state. Indeed, the April 2000 observation carried out by the PGA &; HEXTE 

detectors on board NASAs Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer (RXTE) caught this soiuce in 

such a state. In Figure 6.8 we show the Gomptonising continuum associated with the 

approximate best flt to this data set using the EQPAIR model (Goppi, 1999) within XSPEC 

(Arnaud, 1996), assuming either a purely thermal (left-hand panel) or alternatively a non

thermal distribution (right-hand panel). For each type of distribution, we convolve the 

best-flt spectrum with the appropriate kernel for each of the KD accretion flows, which 

are shown in Figure 6.8 by the red hues (KDO), green lines (KDI), blue hues (KDP) and 
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Figure 6.8: Model Spectra for the Apri l 2000 simultaneous PCA & HEXTE observations 

of XTEJ1550-564 in the low/hard state. The incUnation of the source is taken to be 70°. 

The models are generated using the EQPAIR model within XSPEC, assuming either a purely 

thermal (left-hand panel) or alternatively a non-thermal distribution (right-hand panel) 

for particles within the corona (left-hand panel). For each type of particle distribution, 

the approximate best fitting, unconvolved spectrum is shown by the black Une. Red lines 

denote the spectrum convolved with the a = 0 flow, green lines the spectrum convolved 

with the a = 0.5 flow, blue lines the spectrum convolved with the a = 0.9 flow and 

magenta lines lines the spectrum convolved with the a = 0.998 flow. The principal effect 

of increasing black hole spin is to broaden the continuum shape, in particular the high 

energy cutoff at ~ lOOkeV. 
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magenta lines (KDE). The principle effect of black hole spin on the thermal spectrum 
is to change the shape of the high energy cutoff, which becomes broader as black hole 
spin is increased (luitil the most rapidly rotating case). For the non-thermal spectrmn, 
increasing black hole spin again broadens the high-energy cutoff at ~ lOOkeV. There 
is also now an additional effect on the (as yet unobserved) annihilation lane at 511keV, 
which becomes substantially broader with increasing black hole spin (again tmtil the most 
rapidly rotating case for both effects). 

6.8 Generation of Broad Iron K a Lines 

The second approach to calculating spectral diagnostics of these axicretion fiows, genera

tion of Iron Ka profiles is more complex. As outhned in Section 6.4, we assume that the 

accretion flow is optically thick in the equatorial plane and illiuninate this surface with 

photons emitted from both bound and unboimd material in the smrounding simulation 

volume, which are reprocessed into a fluorescent Iron K Q line and propagated to a distant 

observer. 

Figure 6.9 shows the illumination patterns generated by this model for the four differ

ent K D simulations. For each simulation, two different illumination models are shown -

solid lines denote the illtunination pattern generated by bound material and dotted lines 

the pattern generated by unboimd material. Generically, the illumination patterns take 

the form £ ( r e ) oc r ~ ^ , where q ^ -2 for illumination by unboimd material (independent 

of black hole spin). In the case of illumination by bound material, g ~ —3 for the slowly 

rotating black holes (KD0,KD1), steepening to g ~ —4 for the rapidly rotating holes. 

For illmnination of the surface by boimd material, simple considerations of the release 

of gravitational potential energy indicate that we should expect a dependence of the 

illumination pattern on radius approximately matching r~^. The proposed geometry for 

the soft state of galactic X-ray binaries consists of a thin, cold accretion disk, extending 

down to the last stable orbit, surrounded by an optically thin, Comptonising corona. 
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Figure 6.9: Plots of Iron Ka emissivity, e{re) for a simple reflection geometry. From 

left to right, the panels are maps for the KDO, K D I , KDP & KDE simulation data sets, 

which correspond to black hole spins of a = 0.0, 0.5, 0.9, 0.998 respectively. Sohd fines 

denote the illumination pattern generated by bound material and dotted lines denoting 

the illumination pattern generated from unbound material. 

Active regions/fiares in this corona reprocess soft seed photons from the cold disk, which 

are Compton up-scattered to higher energies. These hard X-ray photons are then reflected 

by the disk and are responsible for the Iron Ka fluorescence observed in many systems. 

The radial dependence of the illumination pattern is therefore determined by the density of 

the active regions performing the Compton up-scattering, which should be approximately 

proportional to the release of gravitational potential energy. In Section 6.3, we saw that 

the 4-current density provides a close match to the dissipation function derived in the 

standard relativistic disk model. In the calculations presented in this section, we have 

used the 4-current density (convolved with the appropriate transfer functions) to provide 

a description of the illumination pattern responsible for Iron K Q fluorescence. The close 

match between the resulting illumination patterns for the slowly rotating holes and the 

expectation from the standard disk model further encourages us in our choice of the 4-

current density in describing the underlying dissipation in the flow. In the rapidly rotating 

cases, dissipation in the inner regions of the flow is signiflcantly enhanced in comparison 

to the standard case, which results in the steeper coronal illumination pattern exhibited 
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Figure 6.10: "Emissivity laws / ( r ) (in arbitrary units) corresponding to different soiurce 

heights above an extreme Kerr hole, as discussed in Martocchia & Matt (1997). Looking 

at the right side of the diagram the curves correspond, from top to bottom, to heights of 

100, 20, 15, 12, 10, 8, 6, 5, 4, 3 and 2 (units of m). The cm-ves steepen when h decreases, 

which corresponds to increasing anisotropy of emission." Talsen from Maxtocchia et al. 

(2000) 

in Figure 6.9 

The alternate illumination mechanism, due to unbound material, is similar to that 

suggested by several authors previously as the lamppost model (see e.g. Martocchia et al., 

2000, and references therein). In this model, illumination of the disk is provided by 

a discrete, stationary source located on (or close to) the symmetry axis of the black 

hole at some height, h above a standard relativistic disk. The resultant illumination 

patterns for this model are shown in Figure 6.10. In our approach, the illumination of the 

surface is provided by an an extended distribution of rapidly outflowing sources, a rather 

different physical scenario to that proposed in the lamppost model. Photons emitted 

from the rapidly out-flowing fluid elements are directed away from the inner regions of 

the disk. Those that do illuminate the disk are concentrated to large radii, enhancing 

the illumination in these regions. This results in the rather shallow illumination patterns 
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shown in Figure 6.9 

In Figures 6.10 and 6.11 we show the Iron Ka profiles generated for the illumination 

pattern due to emission from either bound or unboimd material shown in Figure 6.6. For 

a given black hole spin, the profiles due to illumination by boimd material are significantly 

broader than those due to unbound material, reflecting the difference between these two 

illumination patterns. The line becomes broader with increasing black hole spin, although 

this effect is less pronounced than in the standard disk case (c.f. Pigiue 4.6). Consider 

the lines resulting from illmnination by bound material. Here, there is a clear dichotomy 

between the rapid and slow rotating holes. The underlying dissipation is more strongly 

peaked towards the irmer regions in the rapidly rotating cases, resulting in a steeper 

illumination pattern. This change is reflected in the properties of the line, which, for the 

rapidly rotating holes, contains far more flux in the red wing in comparison to the slowly 

rotating case. 

In the standard model of relativistic accretion disks, the width of the Iron Ko: line is 

used as a diagnostic of the black hole spin (see Section 2.5). From Figmes 6.10 and 6.11, 

it is apparent that although the derived widths of the Iron Ka fines are correlated with 

black hole spin, this dependence is far less pronoxmced than the standard case. Figiue 6.13 

shows an explicit comparison of the lines generated from the KD simulations with those 

predicted from the standard model of accretion disks. To generate the standard disk fine 

profiles, we have assumed a radial emissivity law of the form £ ( r e ) = and an angular 

emissivity law f{ne) = 1- The power law index, q is chosen to be —2 for comparison 

with lines produced by the illmnination pattern due to unbound material. Similarly, we 

take q = —3,-4 for comparison with the lines due to illiunination by boimd material 

for slowly rotating and rapidly rotating holes, respectively. As expected from Reynolds 

& Begelman (1997), the lines from the KD simulations are generically far broader than 

those predicted from the standard disk model, with a large excess of flux in the red wing 

of the line. 
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Figure 6.11: Dynamical Iron Ka profiles for a simple refiection geometry. Prom left to 

right, the panels are maps for the KDO, K D I , KDP & KDE simulation data sets, which 

correspond to black hole spins of a = 0.0,0.5,0.9,0.998 respectively. Profiles on the 

top row are generated using the illumination pattern from imbound material, those on 

the bottom using the illumination pattern from bound material (both shown in Figure 

6.9). The spectra for each inclination along the x-axis are normalised such that each 

slice along constant x contains one photon. The width of the profiles clearly increases 

with increasing black hole spin. Additionally, the fines associated with the rotating holes 

exhibit an excess of fiux in both the red (at low inclinations) and blue wings (at high 

inclinations) in comparison to the non-rotating case. 
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Figine 6.12: Selected Iron K a profiles for a simple reflection geometry. From left to 

right, the panels show lines for the KDO, KDI , KDP & KDE simulation data sets, which 

correspond to black hole spins of a = 0.0,0.5,0.9,0.998 respectively. Profiles on the 

top row are generated using the illumination pattern from botuid material, those on the 

bottom using the illumination pattern from imbound material (both shown in Figure 

6.6). On each panel we show four different lines corresponding to different inclinations 

of the observer: (i) 11° (solid fines); (u) 30° (dotted lines); (iii) 60° (dashed lines); (iv) 

89° (dot-dash lines). Each profile corresponds to a slice through the dynamical spectra 

shown in Figiure 6.10 (at the given inclination) and again is normalised to one photon. 

For the slowly rotating holes, the principle effect of increasing inclination is to increase 

the relative amounts of flux in the blue wing of the line. For the rapidly rotating holes, 

increasing inclination results in the line becoming far more centrally concentrated. 
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Figme 6.13: Expficit comparison of Iron Ko; profiles generated from KD Simulations and 

the standard disk model. From left to right, the panels show fines for the KDO, K D I , KDP 

& KDE simulation data sets, which correspond to black hole spins of a = 0.0,0.5,0.9,0.998 

respectively. The inclination of the observer is taken to be 30°. On each panel we show 

four different lines corresponding to (i) lines generated from the KD simulation using 

illumination by bound material (blue lines); (ii) lines generated from the KD simulation 

using illumination by unbound material (red fines); (iii) fines generated from the standard 

model assuming e{re) oc for slowly rotating holes or £{re) (x for rapidly rotating 

holes (blue dashed lines) (iv) fines generated from the standard model assuming e{re) oc 

(blue dashed fines). Each profile is normalised to one photon. Generically, the lines 

generated from the KD simulations are far broader than those predicted by the standard 

model, as expected from Reynolds & Begelman (1997) 
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Figure 6.14: Model reflection spectra for cold, neutral material. The inclination of the 

observer is taken to be 30°. The unconvolved spectrum (black lines) is generated using the 

THCGMPML model within XSPEC. On the left-hand panel, we show the effect of convolving 

this spectrum with the appropriate kernel for each black hole spin where the illumination 

pattern is provided by unbound material. On the right-hand panel, we show the effect 

of convolving this spectrum with the appropriate kernel for each black hole spin where 

the illumination pattern is provided by bound material. Red fines denote the spectrum 

convolved with the a = 0 flow, green lines the spectrum convolved with the a = 0.5 

flow, blue lines the spectrum convolved with the a = 0.9 flow and magenta lines lines the 

spectrum convolved with the a = 0.998 flow. The most prominent change in the reflection 

spectriun is observed for illumination by bound material, due to the dichotomy between 

slowly and rapidly rotating black holes. 
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A realistic direct comparison of the effects of the transfer function between the different 
black hole spins is best accomplished by examirung their effect on the reflection spectrmn, 
rather than solely the fine. In Figure 6.14 we show the reflection spectrmn due to cold, 
mostly neutral material (^ = 100 ergs cm s~ )̂ generated by the XSPEC model THCOMPML 
(black fines, see Zdziarski et al., 1996; Zycki et al., 1999) convolved with with the 30° 
kernel for KDO (red fines), K D I (green fines), KDP (blue lines) and KDE (magenta lines). 
On the left-hand panel, we show the resultant spectra when the illumination pattern is 
generated from unbound material, the right-hand panel using bound material. In the 
former case, black hole spin plays only a small (~ 5%) role in shaping the observed 
reflection spectra. However, in the latter case, the effect of black hole spin is rather more 
pronoimced, with a clear distinction between the slowly and rapidly rotating holes, due to 
the changed illumination pattern. Not only does the line become broader with increasing 
spin, but additionally the relative height between the peak of the Iron K a line at ~ 6keV 
and the end-point of the Iron edge at ~ 7keV decreases. However, we caution that this 
feature is strongly dependent on the underlying ionisation state of the material, as can 
be seen from the right-hand panel of Figure 2.6. 

6.9 Conclusion 

We have presented a series of calculations based on the results of the Keplerian Disk (KD) 

simiflations which have been presented in a series of papers by De Villiers et al. (2003); 

Hirose et al. (2004); De Villiers et al. (2005); Krolik et al. (2005). These calculations 

employ a modified form of the strong gravity code described by Beckwith & Done (2004, 

2005) to determine various observational properties of these global, general relativistic 

magneto-hydrodynamic accretion flows. 

We assume that the rest frame emission intensity follows the heating distribution 

within the simulation, which in t iun corresponds to regions of high current density, as 

proposed by Rosner et al. (1978). Explicit comparison of this choice with the dissipation 
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derived in the context of the standard relativistic disk model exhibits a surprisingly close 
match between the two descriptions. To calculate observational diagnostics of these ac
cretion flows, oiu calculations take two distinct approaches. In the first, we assume that 
the accretion flow is optically thin and consider emission from boimd material. This emis
sion is used to generate convolution kernels for the optically thin, hot inner flow thought 
to be present in the low/hard state of low mass X-ray binaries, such as XTEJ1550-564 
(Zdziarski &: Gierlinski, 2004). A l l of the kernels are broader than those expected from 
a standard accretion disk. Those associated with slowly rotating holes are intrinsically 
narrower than those associated with the rapidly rotating cases, with a large number of 
the observed photons strongly modulated by strong gravitational lensing effects. If the 
low/hard state of low mass X-ray binaries really does consist of a hot optically thin irmer 
flow and if this flow is described by K D simulations, then the shape of the high-energy 
spectral cut-off is modulated strongly modulated by black hole spin. Observationally, 
this spectral featine is rather sharp, which may be incompatible with the spectral shapes 
associated with rapidly rotating black holes. 

In the second approach, we assume, a priori, that the accretion flow is optically thick 

in the equatorial plane. Hard X-ray photons are emitted throughout the rest of the 

simulation volume, with the emitted intensity tracing the heating distribution in the rest 

frame of the emitter. The photon trajectories are traeed to the equatorial plane and 

illumination patterns for emission from both bound and unbound material calculated. 

Both types of illumination pattern are similar and are well described by e(r) oc r~' , where 

q = —2 for illumination by unbound material (the jet) and q = —3, —4 for illumination 

by bound material (the corona) for slowly and rapidly rotating black holes respectively. 

We find that the properties of Iron K Q fines generated from these modern descriptions 

of the accretion fiow exhibit rather different characteristics to those predicted from the 

standard relativistic accretion disk model. However, there still exists a clear correlation 

between these properties and the rotation of the hole, although much less distinct than for 
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the standard case. The principle origin of this change is the fact that the accretion flow 
extends below the marginally stable orbit in these simulations. This results in the line 
extending to lower energies, regardless of black hole spin, as expected from Reynolds & 
Begelman (1997). However, if the disk is iUuminated by boimd material within the corona, 
the lines associated with slowly and rapidly rotating holes are rather different, reflecting 
the changed radial dependence of the illumination pattern. We caution, however, that this 
results is likely to be strongly sensitive to changes in the reflection model. Additionally, 
it is important to note that the emission from the siu-face is assumed to be isotropic in 
the rest frame of the emitting material and as such these fines do not taken accoimt of 
the issues concerning limb-darkening/brightening (see Beckwith & Done, 2004). Other 
important questions remain, in particular the effect of introducing a physical description of 
the location of the disk siuface, which is likely to have a significant impact on the coronal 
illumination model. These calculations are ciurently in progress and wiU be presented in 
a futm-e work. 
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Chapter 7 
Summary & 

Conclusions 

Einstein's crowning achievement, the General Theory of Relativity, for the first time 

provides a physical description of the origin of the Gravitational force, whilst resolving 

the fvmdamental contradiction between Newtonian gravity and the Special Theory of 

Relativity. Prom an experimental standpoint, General Relativity has been remarkably 

successful, passing every test to which it has been subject, from the advance of the 

perihelion of Mercury to the bending of light rays by the gravitational field of the Sun. 

The theories most remarkable predictions concern the properties of spacetime where the 

gravitational field is so strong that not even light can escape, the black hole. Such objects 

are thought to exist in many astronomical systems, from Black Hole Binaries to Active 

Galactic Nuclei. By attempting to understand the observed properties of these systems, 

we can hope to test the properties of the gravitational field and hence confirm that General 

Relativity does indeed provide an accurate physical description of the properties of black 

holes. 

In the past two decades, the launch of a series of high-resolution high energy X-ray 

satellites have yielded remarkable new insights into the properties of these systems. For 

stellar mass black holes contained within Black Hole Binaries (where mass transfer occurs 

via Roche Lobe overflow), it is possible to explain the bewildering variety of observed 

phenomena in terms of a two-phase accretion flow. Spectra dominated by a blackbody 

component in the soft X-rays are explained in the context of a cool accretion disk, which 

may be accompanied by an optically thin corona that Compton scatters soft seed photons 

163 
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into the observed hard X-ray tail. By contrast, spectra that are hard X-ray dominated 
are interpreted as consisting of a hot inner flow, which undergoes a transition to the cool 
disk at large radii from the black hole. 

Attempts to explain these observations theoretically can be traced back to the standard 

disk model developed due to Novikov & Thorne (1973), based on Shakura & Svinyaev 

(1973). Gas accreted onto black holes is likely to be in possession of large amounts of 

angular momentum, leading to the formation of a structure known as an accretion disk. 

For the gas to be accreted onto the black hole, angular momentum must be transported 

out through the disk, allowing material to fall inwards. If we assume that there is some 

local viscosity mechanism capable of driving this process, then we are lead to the standard 

model of relativistic accretion disks. Over the past three decades, i t has become apparent 

that this description of accretion disks has many shortcomings, not least of which is the 

absence of any physical mechanism capable of providing the required local viscosity. In 

fact, the only physical mechanism capable of providing the required levels of angular 

momentum transport is the Magneto-Rotational Instability (Balbus & Hawley, 1991), 

which is fundamentally non-viscous. In this description, accretion disks are rather different 

to the standard model (see Section 2.4). 

In reality, the observed spectra axe more complex. Illumination of cool gas by hard 

X-ray photons results in a complex reflection spectrum that is observed in many systems. 

Dependent on the ionisation state of the gas, this spectriun contains an intrinsically 

narrow feature due to Iron K a fluorescence at ~ 6.4 keV. The photons that form this 

spectral featiue originate in rapidly moving material, close to the black event horizon. 

They are therefore subject to the combined dynamical effects of the accretion disk and 

those of General Relativity, resulting in a highly broadened Iron K a line. The observed 

form of the line can then, in principle, be used as a test of the strong gravitational field 

of the black hole. 

In Chapter 3, we detailed how calculations of the spectral properties of accretion 
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flows in the strong gravitational field of a rotating black hole are performed. The null 
geodesic equations governing photon propagation were derived and reformulated to enable 
the rapid calculation of large numbers of photons trajectories. We outlined how physical 
properties may be evaluated in the local-rest frame of the disk by means of the tetrad 
formalism, before finally showing how all these calculations can be combined to generate 
observed spectra. 

In Chapter 4, we applied a fast, accinate strong gravity code developed from this 

description to determine the expected shape of the Iron Ka hue. We compared our results 

to those predicted by the XSPEC models d i s k l i n e (Fabian et al., 1989) and l a o r (Laor 

et al., 1990), finding a close match ( ~ 5%) between the codes. However, the d i s k l i n e and 

l a o r models make very specific assumptions regarding the (poorly imderstood) vertical 

structure of the accretion disk, which may not be correct. We demonstrate that these 

assumptions strongly affect the radial emissivity derived from measurements of the line 

shape, which has important consequences for interpretation of observed broad fines, in 

particular those seen in MCG-6-30-15. 

Chapter 5 extends these calculation to consider the contribution of orbiting photons 

to the observed properties of standard accretion disks. For high-inclination systems, these 

photons carry a substantial fraction of the total luminosity of the system back to the disk 

at a range of radii. However, for low-inclination systems containing slowly rotating black 

holes, these photons may be able to escape through the gap between the inner edge of the 

accretion disk and the position of the photon orbits. This is potentially observable for 

supermassive black holes with the proposed X-ray interferometer, M A X I M , and as such 

has the potential to provide an observational test of strong field gravity. 

Finally, in Chapter 6, we move away from the standard relativistic disk model and 

examine the observational properties of accretion fiows where angular momentum trans

port is provided by the Magneto-Rotational InstabiUty. Ciurently, there is no explicit 

physical description of how dissipation occvirs within these flows. However, we are able to 
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show that there is a close correspondence between the magnetic 4-current density and the 
expected dissipation profile derived from the standard relativistic accretion disk models. 
Taking dissipation within the simulation to be proportional to this quantity, we show that 
if the flows are optically thin, then there are observable consequences for the spectra of 
Galactic Black Holes in the low / hard state. In an alternative approach, we calculate 
Iron K Q profiles using a simple reflection geometry, which exhibit rather diff^erent charac
teristics to those predicted from the standard relativistic accretion disk model, originating 
in the markedly different dynamics of the accretion flow. 

I t is clear therefore that the observed properties of Iron Ka: profiles are dependent not 

only on the well-imderstood effects of strong gravity, but also on the poorly rmderstood 

physics of accretion. Line profiles show a clear dependence on black hole spin, but the 

details of their shape are strongly dependent on both the vertical structiu-e and djoiamics 

of the reflecting material. Before we can make robust, detailed conclusions regarding the 

observed properties of the Iron K a line, we will need to have a much better imderstanding 

of the physics of accretion. 
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